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Abstract

Critical infrastructure networks are highly relied on by society such that any disruption to service

can have major social and economic implications. Furthermore, these networks are becoming

increasingly dependent on each other for normal operation such that an outage or asset failure in

one system can easily propagate and cascade across others resulting in widespread disruptions in

terms of both magnitude and spatial reach. It is the vulnerability of these networks to disruptions

and the corresponding complexities in recovery processes which provide direction to this research.

This thesis comprises studies contributing to two areas (i) the modelling of national scale in-

terdependent infrastructure systems undergoing major disruptions, and (ii) the tracking and

quantification of infrastructure network recovery trajectories following major disruptions.

Firstly, methods are presented for identifying nationally significant systemic vulnerabilities and

incorporating expert knowledge into the quantification of infrastructure interdependency mod-

elling and simulation. With application to the interdependent infrastructures networks across

New Zealand, the magnitudes and spatial extents of disruption are investigated. Results high-

light the importance in considering interdependencies when assessing disruptive risks and vul-

nerabilities in disaster planning applications and prioritising investment decisions for enhancing

resilience of national networks.

Infrastructure dependencies are further studied in the context of recovery from major disruptions

through the analysis of curves measuring network functionality over time. Continued studies into

the properties of recovery curves across a database of global natural disasters produce statistical

models for predicting the trajectory and expected recovery times. Finally, the use of connectivity

based metrics for quantifying infrastructure system functionality during recovery are considered

with a case study application to the Christchurch Earthquake (February 22, 2011) wastewater

network response.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The thesis is structured following the University of Auckland Guidelines for Including Publi-

cations in a Thesis. This initial chapter serves as an introduction to the thesis and research

questions with the intention to provide a brief background to related works focusing on the real

world implications of the thesis in the New Zealand context and how it addresses pertinent ques-

tions held by practitioners. With the bulk of the thesis comprising a number of in-review and

published peer reviewed publications, further detail is provided within each respective chapter

to position each contribution within the wider existing scholarly literature.

1.1 Motivation

New Zealand is exposed to a range of natural hazards. While meteorological hazards, predomi-

nantly in the form of flooding, provide the greatest societal and economic impacts on an average

annual basis, a number of recent seismic events have helped reconfirm the potential for earth-

quakes and resulting consequences of such events to the country. The Canterbury Earthquake

Sequence 2010-2012 being a notable event resulting in 185 deaths and rebuild costs in excess of

NZ$40 billion [1] and more recently, the Kaikoura Earthquake (November 14, 2016) leading to

two deaths with preliminary damage estimates in the range of NZ$2-3 billion [2]. Much of these

costs can be attributed to the rebuilding of critical infrastructure networks.

However, such major economic and societal disruptions resulting from infrastructure damage do

not need to be the result of natural disaster, the 1998 electricity blackout to central Auckland

being a widely cited example across international literature. Originating with the inadvertent dis-

ruption of a control cable at a sub-station, a chain of cascading cable failures due to the increased

stresses on others resulted in prolonged electricity supply outages and restrictions for over five

weeks across the central business district [3, 4]. Not only affecting direct electricity customers, a

1

http://www.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/cs-pg-doc-theses-dissertations
http://www.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/cs-pg-doc-theses-dissertations
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range of other infrastructures and essential services dependent on continuous electricity supply

were affected including water supply, telecommunications, healthcare, and emergency services

[5].

It is the protection and recovery of these critical infrastructure networks in response to such low

probability-high consequence disruptive events which form the motivation for this thesis.

1.2 Critical Infrastructures and Interdependencies

The definition of a critical infrastructure system varies internationally. Common is the recogni-

tion that the infrastructure is essential to societal function and therefore largely depends on the

national setting and the expected impact or disruption that could occur should the infrastruc-

ture become weakened or disabled. From a New Zealand perspective, the National Infrastructure

Unit within Treasury compares relevant definitions [6] to define the critical infrastructures for

the country in line with relevant legislation, the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002

[7]. Locally referred to as lifeline utilities or simply lifelines, twelve critical infrastructures are

identified which we can group into sectors; energy (gas, electricity, petroleum supply), water

(water supply, wastewater, stormwater), transportation (road, rail, airports, shipping ports),

and communications (telecommunications, broadcasting). More recently, the criticality of solid

waste disposal infrastructure following major disasters has been raised for incorporation into

emergency management planning [8, 9].

While each of these infrastructures are largely operated in isolation under normal conditions, to

maintain functionality they are highly reliant on each other. A water supply pump station, for

example, may require electricity supply to function, solid waste movements require a functional

road network, or an airport may require petroleum to fuel aeroplanes. Such connections between

infrastructures are widely referred to as a dependency. These dependencies are directed such

that infrastructure i depends on infrastructure j, however, a further term, interdependency,

is adopted to suggest a mutual dependence. Although dependencies may enhance operational

efficiencies, such reliances can lead to vulnerabilities in network configurations. Should electricity

be lost to the pump station for example; residents, other infrastructures, and industries reliant

on water access are indirectly affected. Therefore, understanding these dependencies and how

to mitigate against potential failures are of interest to infrastructure owners, operators, and

those charged with responding to and directing recovery from major disruptive events. For

this reason, dependencies between infrastructure networks are frequently reported and analysed

following major disruptions [10–16] or across multiple events to gather insight into generalised

behaviours [17, 18]
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Dependencies are generally classified into four categories as outlined in the seminal work of Ri-

naldi et al. [19] and have since been largely agreed upon the literature. These being (i) physical,

(ii) geographic, (iii) cyber, and (iv) logical dependencies. Physical dependencies represent those

direct reliances on material flows or outputs, geographic dependencies exist between infrastruc-

ture components within a given spatial proximity, cyber dependencies occur where there is a

reliance on information transfer, and logical dependencies represent any remaining dependencies

such as through political, legal, financial, or regulatory mechanisms.

Dependencies may be largely hidden and not well understood by infrastructure service providers

given the infrequent occurrence of connectivity losses for extended periods of time. As a re-

sult, there have been repeated calls across New Zealand from both central and local government

levels in addition to infrastructure owner/operators to help better understand the role of de-

pendencies between infrastructure systems and potential impacts resulting from both targeted

and widespread infrastructure asset failures. The Civil Defence and Emergency Management

Act 2002 [7] for example, requires lifeline utilities to continue to function during and after a

declared emergency event. With the prevalence of dependencies, infrastructures run a real risk

of extended disruptions due to externally initiated outages and therefore should be considering

both their own dependencies and those infrastructures which they support. The 2015 ‘Thirty

Year Infrastructure Plan’ [20] discusses this, highlighting the importance of better understand-

ing network interdependencies and the need to integrate sectorial interdependencies in national

decision-making and long-term planning. Similarly, a number of high level reviews following

the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence have identified the need to investigate inter-

dependencies further and the overall resilience of infrastructures to provide a national picture

of vulnerabilities [9, 21, 22]. The current review and update of the existing National Civil De-

fence Emergency Management Strategy [23] to the National Disaster Resilience Strategy [24]

also builds on these with a number of goals and objectives relating to reducing the risk from haz-

ards and enhancing the ability of critical infrastructures to prepare, manage, and recover from

declared emergencies – as required in the country’s commitment to the recent Sendai Framework

for Disaster Risk Reduction [25, 26].

Despite this recognition, local studies incorporating infrastructure interdependency are limited

with any investigations typically contained to operational or Civil Defence Emergency Manage-

ment areas as defined by regional authority boundaries. Across many of these regions however,

there is a strong focus on disaster preparedness, not only since the recent earthquake events

noted above, but from earlier in the 1990s with the introduction of regional lifelines groups [27].

These groups comprise a range of critical infrastructure operators, local government, emergency

managers, and other interested parties with members involved in frequent forums and multi-

scale preparatory scenarios [28–30]. Coordinated by a national committee, the benefits of these

arrangements ensuring prior contacts and relationships are formed between network operators
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(and emergency management) have been widely acknowledged as successful in reviews of recent

emergency management responses [9, 31]. So while efficient in response, there are still a num-

ber of questions to be addressed including the pre-event identification of vulnerable assets and

geographies. Typically we see infrastructure operators focusing on identifying pinch points –

that is critical assets that will cause the greatest disruptions or losses within their own networks

or supply chains [32–35]. Functional and geographic dependencies are considered in much less

detail – possibly a consequence of requiring large numbers of organisations to work together,

share potentially sensitive data, and make significant commitments of time and resources. A

recent Wellington case study has since responded citing that interdependency modelling is not

carried out due to the complexity of such an exercise [36]. As a result, physical dependencies have

typically been addressed and highlighted using simple ranking systems to represent the strength

of the assume dependencies – a somewhat subjective approach (see [33, 37–41], amongst others).

Further recent efforts have built on these using expert-elicitation to produce curves relating the

level of disruption in one infrastructure for a given outage in another [42]. These however have

not seen any external validation.

Approaches to identify local geographic dependencies typically involve the overlaying of spatial

asset data to visually highlight area of co-located infrastructure assets [37, 41]. The disruptive

potentials of such areas are seldom quantified in terms of a measurable and repeatable metric

and thus unable to be directly compared nationally.

Ultimately, there is a need to move from simply using qualitative approaches for defining de-

pendency properties. Incorporating reproducible and detailed quantitative metrics at a national

scale will provide the required evidence base for risk informed decision making at a national level

as repeatedly acknowledged as important for disaster risk reduction across the country [9, 20,

23–25].

1.3 Infrastructure Network Recovery

Infrastructure network dependencies can change over time – especially in the immediate response

to a major disruption [43]. However, the resulting impacts and risks of initiating cascading fail-

ures are largely dependent on redundancies in place at the asset level. For example, throughout

the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (2010-2012) redundant electricity supplies allowed certain

mobile telecommunications transmitters to maintain normal functionality for extended periods

of time often allowing full network service [44, 45]. Similarly, a new increased dependence on

road network functionality was apparent in order to access damaged infrastructure assets [46],

amongst other examples [47, 48]. To investigate this further, the analysis and correlation of

recovery curves can be used to help define and quantify these changing dependencies throughout
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a response effort [11, 12]. A simplified example of a recovery curve is presented in Figure 1.1

representing the functionality of an infrastructure network over time.
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Figure 1.1: Recovery process of an infrastructure system following a major disruption [49].

In the Figure 1.1 example, pre-event system functionality is high until an abrupt change in

functionality is experienced through some form of disruption such as an earthquake event. The

specific path representing this initial decline in functionality is largely dependent on, but not

limited to, the magnitude of the event compared to the network fragility, possible redundancies

in place, or possible changes in demand for the infrastructure service. Similarly, the recovery

trajectory is highly complex and again dependent on a range of factors over three general phases

depicted in Figure 1.1; the reaction phase, initial response, and longer term recovery. The ability

to estimate the path of such trajectories would help advise recovery planning without requiring

significant time and resources to construct highly detailed system recovery models. Given the

relative currency and accessibility of infrastructure recovery data within the literature for the

Canterbury Earthquake Sequence, there is an opportunity to prepare similar curves to Figure

1.1 and investigate the various properties of recovery trajectories. This can benefit both local

and international preparedness exercises and inform future recovery strategies.

A further issue arises with the definition and quantification of infrastructure network function-

alities. While often connectivity-based, the level and quality of different service aspects of an

infrastructure can greatly differ. Davis et al. [50] provide an example for the 1994 Northridge

Earthquake potable water supply system recovery where recovery rates differ significantly if a

single metric is followed such as the quality of water, the volumes of water delivered to customers

compared to pre-event quantities, the reliability in supply across the system, or the ability of

the system to deliver water pressures required for firefighting. The benefits of such analyses
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are recognised by New Zealand practitioners calling for updated performance metrics for other

infrastructure systems [51, 52]. Comparatively little has been done in response thus far us-

ing empirical evidence from the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence to quantify different service

metrics.

1.4 Research Objectives

From reviewing relevant critical infrastructure interdependencies and recovery research across

New Zealand, further investigations are required to enable a more robust understanding of net-

work vulnerabilities, interdependencies, and recovery processes. Grouped under two themes, a

number of research questions have been identified to address these requirements;

Critical Infrastructure Interdependencies

(A) How can we quantify and compare the spatial variability of infras-

tructure disruption risk using a nationally consistent approach across

interdependent systems?

Chapters 2 & 3

(B) How can we incorporate existing qualitative knowledge of interde-

pendent infrastructure relationships under disruption with network

simulation approaches?

Chapter 2

(C) Are regional vulnerability studies of single or interdependent infras-

tructure networks based on operational or administrative boundaries

effective in capturing disruptive risk?

Chapter 3

Recovery of Infrastructure Networks

(D) How can we quantify directioned dependencies using infrastructure

restoration data and do they represent what is observed in reality?

Chapter 4

(E) Using previous large scale disruption events, can recovery trajectories

and times be estimated without requiring complex models?

Chapter 5

(F) What kinds of metrics should we be focusing on during recovery to

quantify infrastructure system recoveries beyond simply connectivity

to gauge infrastructure recovery performance?

Chapter 6

Question (A) arises from the lack of a nationally consistent framework for quantifying potential

disruptions across interdependent infrastructure systems.

Question (B) recognises the knowledge gained by practitioners and infrastructure network re-

covery experts in a number of recent large scale disruptive events across New Zealand. It seeks
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to address how the more qualitative expert-elicited representations of infrastructure interdepen-

dencies can be integrated with the quantitative approaches developed in Question (A).

Question (C) considers whether disaster risk and recovery planning based on regional boundaries

are effective at capturing the potential spatial extent of outages. This will help determine

those regions of New Zealand which should be considering the cascading or flow on effects of

infrastructure outages beyond their authority boundaries.

Question (D) provides a link between infrastructure interdependencies and recovery themes. The

objective is to determine the strength of directed dependencies between infrastructure networks

during a recovery process and how this corresponds to observed events and the network modelling

approaches developed in response to (A), (B), and (C).

Question (E) seeks to address how the recovery trajectories of previous large scale disruptive

events can be used to estimate recovery times for for other events. The immediate benefit of

this for practitioners lies in the ability to make rapid assessments of expected recovery times for

a given disaster or disruptive event without the need for complex models.

Question (F) acknowledges the widespread use of connectivity-based metrics in each of the

previous responses from (A)-(E) and suggests other metrics should be further considered when

assessing infrastructure network recovery against recovery targets.

1.5 Thesis Structure

Each of these research questions are addressed in the main body of the thesis integrating both

in-review and published peer-reviewed publications in accordance with the aforementioned Uni-

versity of Auckland guidelines. The author played the leading role in each of the publications

across all stages in development, analysis, and manuscript preparation. The contributions of

co-authors are acknowledged in the attached co-authorship forms (pages vii-xx).

The thesis is divided into six further chapters.

Chapter 2 addresses both Question (A) and (B). It presents methodology novel to New Zealand

infrastructure network analyses for identifying and visualising the vulnerabilities of infrastructure

to disruption. The integration of interdependent system relationships quantified though expert-

elicitation and network simulations allow for a direct update of those used in practice. This

chapter is largely extracted from;

Zorn, C., Pant, R., Thacker, S., Shamseldin, A.Y., & Andreae, L. (2017).

Quantifying vulnerabilities across connected electricity and transporta-

tion infrastructure networks in New Zealand. [in review ]
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Chapter 3 further develops the response to Question (A) while addressing Question (C). The

number of interdependent infrastructure networks modelled are increased to cover; transporta-

tion (passenger air, rail, ferry, road), water and waste (water supply, wastewater collection, solid

waste collection), energy (electricity, petroleum supply), and telecommunications sectors (mobile

telecommunications). With an appreciable increase in dependencies represented and therefore

potential failure paths, focus is placed on the potential magnitudes and geographic extents of dis-

ruption resulting from spatially localised hazards to form a visual representation of infrastructure

risks to disruption at the national scale. This chapter is largely extracted from;

Zorn, C., Thacker, S., Pant, R., & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2017). Evaluating

the magnitude and spatial extent of disruptions across interdependent

national infrastructure networks. [in review ]

Chapter 4 focuses on question (D) where methodology is provided to quantify directioned

dependencies using infrastructure restoration data. Results are validated against observed de-

pendencies following the 2011 Christchurch Earthquake. This chapter is largely extracted from;

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2015). Quantifying Directional Depen-

dencies from Infrastructure Restoration Data. Earthquake Spectra, 32(3),

1363-1381. DOI: 10.1193/013015EQS015M

Chapter 5 responds to (E) by collating a dataset of significant infrastructure disruptions due to

natural hazards from across the literature. A statistical median curve is produced for electricity,

water supply, mobile telecommunications, and gas distribution infrastructures. Models based

on initial infrastructure outages are produced and applied in a validation case study for the

Wellington Region of New Zealand. This chapter is largely extracted from;

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2015). Post-disaster infrastructure restora-

tion: A comparison of events for future planning. International Journal

of Disaster Risk Reduction, 13, 158-166. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijdrr.2015.04.004

Chapter 6 addresses (F) with application to the Christchurch City wastewater network recovery

following the February 22, 2011 earthquake event. Using personally collated data in the imme-

diate response phase and a variety of damage reports, wastewater levels of service categories are

defined and tested. Differences between reporting simple connectivity and specific metrics are

discussed. This chapter is largely extracted from;

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2016). Dimensions of Wastewater System

Recovery Following Major Disruptions. Journal of Infrastructure Sys-

tems, 04016031. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)IS.1943-555X.0000327

http://dx.doi.org/10.1193/013015EQS015M
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijdrr.2015.04.004
http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)IS.1943-555X.0000327
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Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A. Y. (2016). Evaluating wastewater system func-

tionality and recovery performance following major disruptions. Paper

presented at 6th International Conference on Building Resilience 2016,

7-9 September, Auckland, New Zealand.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a discussion of the research contributions and immediate impacts

of these studies while providing reference to potential future developments to this research.
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Chapter 2

Quantifying vulnerabilities across

connected electricity and

transport infrastructure networks

in New Zealand

Preamble

New Zealand’s critical infrastructures are typically managed as isolated systems. Furthermore,

local risk and vulnerability studies are frequently carried out at regional or city scales based

on either administrative/operational boundaries. To quantify disruptive risk across the country,

a nationally consistent approach is required. This chapter seeks to provide methodology for

quantifying the consequences and geographies that are most at risk to connectivity-induced

disruptions.

Past events have demonstrated that disruptions to electricity supply, for example, can bring

about major social and economic implications across those electricity-dependent infrastructures.

This chapter investigates and contributes to the further understanding of the role electricity

has on the functioning of the wider New Zealand passenger transportation sector comprising

airports, ferries, rail, and the petroleum distribution network via state highways. Construct-

ing an interdependent network-of-networks framework novel to New Zealand, we examine the

geographic and functional dependencies on different levels of the electricity transmission and dis-

tribution networks. As a result, the most critical electricity assets for the wider transportation
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sector functionality are recommended targets to increase resilience to outages. Through fur-

ther exhaustive disruption scenarios across the hierarchical electricity network representation,

system level dependencies on electricity provision are observed. After comparing these to the

expert-elicited relationships used in practice across New Zealand, we derive a synthesised set of

curves integrating the qualitative and quantitative approaches to characterising infrastructure

dependencies.

The chapter is largely based on the following publication:

Zorn, C., Pant, R., Thacker, S., Shamseldin, A.Y., & Andreae, L. (2017).

Quantifying vulnerabilities across connected electricity and transporta-

tion infrastructure networks in New Zealand. [in review ]

2.1 Introduction

Infrastructure networks are becoming increasingly interconnected and dependent on each other

for normal operation. Outages can propagate across networks spanning multiple scales due

to losses in physical connectivity, the failure of a co-located infrastructure, or a disruption to

information flow and logical processes [1]. Such disruptions can lead to cascading failures with

significant societal or economic impacts – notably when initiated from the electricity sector [2–4].

Analyses of past events [5–7] have highlighted the vulnerability of transportation networks (e.g.

road, rail, and air) to disruptions following the disconnection from electricity supplies. Further

recent examples include the 2003 North-East blackout (USA-Canada) which led to widespread

train cancellations, airport closures, and the suspension of oil refinery production and retailing [8,

9], the 2013 London-Gatwick Airport substation flooding [10], and the 2017 British Airways IT

system power supply disruption impacting 75,000 travellers [11]. With the increasing reliance on

electricity for transportation network signalling, traction, control systems, and ticketing processes

(amongst others), there is a risk that such events will become more prevalent.

While numerous methodologies exist for investigating the propagation of outages and related

consequences between infrastructure systems [12, 13], many have adopted network modelling

and simulation based approaches for the coupled electricity/transportation sectors, such as:

electricity and rail [14, 15] , airports [16] , roads [17] , and combinations of these systems [18].

In such examples, physical assets are depicted as spatial networks or graphs comprising nodes

and edges with further links between networks to represent physical dependencies. These have

the advantage of being largely intuitive while capturing both topological network properties and

simplified flow patterns to identify critical network components – without excessive data and
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computational requirements [12]. Despite typically requiring significant data inputs for model

formulation and calibration, such simulation based approaches have the advantage of rapidly

simulating different outage scenarios to capture a wider range of failure pathways compared to

those observed following real-world events.

Where modelling and simulation approaches may not be feasible, another body of literature fo-

cuses on capturing electricity-transportation sector dependencies though expert-elicitation [19–

24]. Such dependencies are defined by aggregating multiple domain experts viewpoints to sug-

gest an infrastructure networks functionality for a given reduction in service from another. This

generally results in a single defined relationship for each infrastructure-network coupling. While

the cited examples tend to focus on capturing system-wide dependencies, spatial variations in

network topologies and the possibility of cascading effects are not necessarily considered or rep-

resented. However, experts can better advise on specific operational aspects of an transportation

system that may be difficult or otherwise not captured in many simulation based frameworks –

such as the capacity within a network to absorb any minor reductions in electricity supply before

user disruptions are evident, or the level of network functionality that may be reached before a

voluntary network shutdown is enforced.

To capture a wider range of relevant aspects in quantifying infrastructure interdependencies, oth-

ers have suggested an integration of approaches is required [25, 26]. In this study we contribute

to the existing literature on vulnerability assessments through the comparison and integration

of two notably different methodologies for quantifying electricity-transportation infrastructure

dependencies at a system level: network simulation and expert elicitation and network simu-

lation. We demonstrate this comparison and integration with application to New Zealand and

the most common transportation related sectors (petroleum, passenger air, rail, road, ferry) and

their dependencies on electricity and each other, where appropriate.

Motivation for a case study of New Zealand lies in the frequency of electricity disruptions due

to both single component failures [27–29] and natural hazards [30–32] ultimately impacting lo-

cal, regional, and national transportation networks. This exposure and therefore importance of

building resilient infrastructure networks to protect against network outages is highlighted in

the country’s 2015 Thirty Year Infrastructure Plan [33], evinced through the annual national or

regional scale preparedness exercises [34], and further modelled in the recent efforts into measur-

ing the economic impacts of infrastructure failures on the New Zealand economy [35–37] across

both single [38–40] and multiple concurrent network component failures [41–43]. Each of these

New Zealand centric studies have used expert-elicited sectorial-level dependency relationships

between infrastructure sectors based on experiences over a range of disruption scales – from

minor day-to-day network impacts to wide reaching complete connectivity losses following the

2010-2011 Christchurch Earthquake Sequence [24]. These quantify experts predictions on the

reduction in transportation sector functionality for a range of losses (0%-100%) in electricity
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supply. With these relationships used to help guide risk reduction investment decisions, it is

the comparison and integration of these with national scale electricity and transportation net-

work models which will allow for the validation of the current dependency assumptions used in

practice and provide a possible update to provide a more robust quantification of infrastructure

dependencies that can be readily applied. This is the first interdependent network modelling

that has been applied across New Zealand at the national scale.

Section 2.2 begins by outlining our adopted network modelling framework outlining the disrup-

tion metrics, topological network representations, and simulation of dependencies. Section 2.3

then presents the results of various failure scenarios to firstly identify critical assets and then

simulate national-level dependency relationships. This is followed by a comparison with those

existing relationships used in practice with Section 2.4 providing an integration of approaches

adopting the known redundancies and operational strategies defined by the expert-elicitation

process. We conclude the Chapter with a discussion regarding future applications of these re-

sults and where further research and development of this model can be directed.

2.2 Vulnerability Assessment

To represent the effects of infrastructure outages, we assume the jth asset of the ith infrastructure

network is designated a functionality state sij . For consistency across the I infrastructures, the

assets functionality state is restricted to binary values such that sij = 1 indicates normal network

connectivity and sij = 0 represents any loss in service. We therefore define a disruption to be

consistent across infrastructures as any reduction in service whether it be a complete service

loss, an increase in travel time due to rerouting, or simply an inconvenience (such as manual

ticketing due to a loss in electricity). While in reality an asset can provide partial service such

that 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1, here we are interested in representing the potential maximum disruptions at

major infrastructure nodes to identify nationally significant systemic vulnerabilities. This avoids

the requirement to define different infrastructure service levels beyond connectivity – such as

quality or reliability of supply as any reduction in service is assumed a disruption.

Following the reduction of service at an asset, disruptions are assumed to propagate instanta-

neously to any connected assets or other infrastructures through functional dependencies regard-

less of the initiating source of disruption. This ensures that an infrastructure asset dependent on

the operational state of another system is readily identified as more vulnerable to a disruption

compared to if the network was modelled in isolation without external reliances.

While these assumptions provide a representation of network connectivity, in reality, user de-

mands across transportation and electricity infrastructures vary both spatially and temporally

meaning not all assets carry the same disruptive potential. To quantify the magnitude of these
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disruptions, we adopt a user dependence metric uij . For each asset, this equates to the num-

ber of users or customers directly dependent on the asset retaining normal functionality (i.e.

sij = 1) over a given time period. Allowing the propagation of disruptions through recognised

dependencies, the total disruption to an infrastructure network of J assets for a given scenario

becomes
∑J
j=1 u

i
j across those assets where sij = 0. We can express the inoperability fraction of

infrastructure i as:

qi = 1−

J∑
j=1

uijs
i
j

J∑
j=1

uij

(2.1)

where qi is in the range [0,1] such that qi = 0 where all assets across the network are disrupted

and qi = 1 implies a fully functional network.

Through single electricity substation disruptions, the most critical assets for the transportation

sector are identified from the maximum
∑I
i=1 q

i. The cumulative effects of multiple substation

outages are obtained by tracking
∑I
i=1 q

i as a function of the fraction of the electricity assets

outages. Through random ordered disruptions to the complete electricity network component

set, a system-level dependency relationship can be represented as a curve and directly compared

to the expert elicited system-level relationships used in practice. Multiple simulations of complete

exhaustive failure scenarios allow the average national scale system dependencies to be defined.

In addition to functional dependencies, the co-location of infrastructure assets can increase an

asset’s vulnerability to outages due to localised disruptive events, whether natural or targeted.

At the national scale, such areas may be distinguishable when considering a single infrastructure

network, however, difficulties arise when multiple spatial data sets are layered digitally such

that more refined methods are needed such as through quadrat analyses. Such techniques have

previously been applied in highlighting geographic dependencies between infrastructures by as-

suming a tessellated surface of equal area shapes such as squares [14, 18] or hexagons [44] to

form a grid over a study region where attributes are assigned to the quadrat based on the cu-

mulative presence of intersecting assets. While others have proposed circular shapes to identify

worst case scenarios [45], difficulties arise when creating a surface for visualising results without

significant overlaps. Regardless, adopting these approaches inherently assumes that assets are

evenly distributed across the shape. As this is a potentially misleading assumption when areal

footprints of assets are comparatively small to the grid size or when analysed at unintended

scales, others have suggested increasing resolutions and applying a smoothing function to create

continuous surfaces of co-located infrastructure [18, 46]. Using kernel density estimates, the

infrastructure density at grid location (x, y) is calculated by summing the weighted influence of

other infrastructure assets within a predetermined bandwidth h. A general form of the kernel

density estimate for the ith infrastructure fi(z) is [47]:
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fi (z) =
1

nh2

n∑
j=1

[
wij
]

K

(
dij,z
h

)
(2.2)

where n are the number of assets within a distance h representing the extent of geographic

dependence, wij is the individual asset weighting coefficient, and K
(
dij
h

)
is the kernel density

function describing the decay in an assets influence of which dij is the Eucleidan distance between

the location of interest (x, y) and asset j. While the selection of bandwidth h requires careful

consideration to reflect the influence and extent of a geographic dependency in reality, the kernel

K
(
dij
h

)
selection is less important [48, 49] with unobservable differences expected at the national

scale provided the kernel is peaked such that max{K
(
dij
h

)
} ≤ 1 and K

(
dij
h

)
= 0 where |h| > 1.

In this study, we adopt the commonly applied Epanechnikov quadratic kernel [47] to quantify

the assets influence h such that:

K

(
dij,z
h

)
=


3
π

(
1−

(
dij
h

)2
)
, if

∣∣∣dijh ∣∣∣ < 1

0, otherwise

(2.3)

Adjusting wij allows different aspects of geographic dependencies to be highlighted. With wij = 1,

infrastructure assets are equally weighted such that the kernel density estimates identify those

areas of highly co-located infrastructure. Alternatively, with wij = uij , those areas with the

greatest disruptive potential for transportation users are identified.

Populating Equations 2.1–2.3 requires significant data collection to represent the proposed in-

frastructure networks spatially and to assign asset dependence. These efforts are discussed in

the following subsections.

2.2.1 Building Network Topology

The I infrastructure networks studied can be represented collectively by a multi-layer network

set M = {M1, . . . ,M I}. Within the set M , each infrastructure M i ∈M is a network comprising

nodes and edges. These are represented as M i ≡ (N i, Eii), where N i = {ni1, . . . , niz} is the set

of nodes and Eii = {eiijk = (nij , n
i
k) ⊆ N i × N i} is the set of edges, defining the existence and

connectivity of all assets belonging only to the infrastructure type M i. The mapping relation

eiijk = (nij , n
i
k) shows that the edge element eiijk connects adjacent nodes nij and nik. These are

created as single graph edges as opposed to continuous hyper-edges. As passenger transportation

flows are largely bi-directional, we make the distinction between edges eij and eji such that eij 6=

eji. Since adjacent nodes are not necessarily connected to the wider network, M i ≡ (N i, Eii) is

not a complete graph, as is the case where there are discontinuities between islands.
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The multi-layered system also contains edges that connect nodes between two different types

of infrastructures to represent a functional dependence. These edges are represented by the set

Eis = {eisjk = (nij , n
s
k) ⊆ N i × Ns}, which also does not form a complete graph. However,

combining all node and edge sets together, the multi-layer network set is defined as a network-

of-networks M ≡ (N,E), where N = {N1, . . . , N I} and E = {Eij∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}}. This allows

a disruption in a single network (such as an electricity node) to propagate to those dependent

transportation nodes and then throughout the respective networks.

2.2.2 Network Data Assembly

An overview of data used to populate the detailed node and edge sets is provided in Table 2.1

and spatially represented in Figure 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Overview of network data

Infrastructure Nodes Edges User Assignment
Ferry Terminals (45) Routes (49) Operator statistics or publically

available service frequencies with as-
sumed loadings.

Rail Stations (105), Bridges/Tunnels
(260)

Rail routes (107) Operator statistics or publically
available service frequencies with as-
sumed loadings.

Air Airports (31) Routes (66) Operator statistics or publically
available service frequencies with as-
sumed loadings.

State Highways (SH) Bridges/Tunnels (1914), Junctions
(2900)

Road sections (5127) Average annual daily traffic [50] with
vehicle occupancies [51].

Fuel Supply Bulk Storage Point (11), Petrol Sta-
tions (1409)

Delivery routes (1409) Voronoi diagram (Petrol Station) in-
tersection with census data [52], re-
gional vehicle access [53], and refu-
eling rates based on travel distances
[51]. Routes and resulting depen-
dence on SH network sections based
on Dijkstra’s shortest path connec-
tions.

Electricity Substations: Transmission (137),
Distribution (712)

Connections (712) Voronoi diagram (Distribution Sub-
station) intersection with census
data [52].
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Christchurch Auckland

Wellington

Figure 2.1: Stacked spatial network representations of studied infrastructures (passenger
ferry, rail, air, state highways, petroleum distribution, and electricity supply) compared to the

population distribution where darker shades indicate a higher residential density [52].

The representation of the electricity network (Figure 2.1) shows overhead, underground, and sea-

floor lines connecting generation, transmission substation, and distribution substation nodes. We

assign direct dependencies on each distribution substation according to the geographically closest

substation for each New Zealand resident through a Voronoi diagram intersected with census

data [52]. These users are then aggregated to the transmission substation level along with the

dependencies assumed from air, ferry, fuel supply, and rail network components (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Representations of infrastructures in this study with arrows indicating depen-
dencies for normal operation and dashed lines indicating the groupings of assets within each
infrastructure. Regardless of geographic proximity between assets, dependencies are assumed

to be realised instantaneously.

Where exact physical connections between these assets and substations are unknown due to

absences in data, we assume a dependency edge takes an overland path to the geographically

closest distribution substation. However, ferry terminals and airports located on islands not

connected to the national electricity grid are assumed to be autonomous such that the operability

of the transport route is solely dependent on the grid connected port-of-call. This is in contrast

to other routes where a disruption to electricity supply at either the departure or arrival nodes

would correspond to a disruption in normal service for passengers on the route. The number

of passengers dependent on each route for a given day is quantified based on operator provided

statistics or known service frequencies with assumed loadings.

While rail freight services extend across the country, passenger rail routes are limited to ma-

jor cities and selected inter-regional routes. This is depicted in Figure 2.1 with a breakdown of

nodes, edges, and user assignment in Table 2.1. Figure 2.2 presents the special case where specific

rail network edges (in addition to station nodes) are electrified via distribution or transmission

substations to power the traction systems. The edge sections reliant on transmission substations

for traction are largely limited to the Auckland area where two independent substations act in

parallel to provide electricity to the network. This ensures network redundancy such that a

disruption in electricity connectivity is required from both substations before users on all depen-

dent routes are affected. Those edge sections reliant on distribution substations are incorporated
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into the assumption that if a station node loses electricity grid connectivity, then regardless of

the traction energy source (i.e. diesel or electricity), the incoming and outgoing routes are both

disrupted. This is based on the premise that signalling, communication, and ticketing systems

would face disruption and hence disrupting the expected normal level of service of passengers.

The state highway (SH) network is widely distributed with road edges joining nodes at junctions

and in-line bridges/tunnels (Figure 2.1). User dependencies on each asset are assigned using the

product of average annual daily traffic counts [50] and average vehicle occupancies [51].

Petroleum is distributed from 11 bulk supply nodes to retail petrol stations via the SH network

(Figure 2.2). To quantify the dependence at each petrol station, census data [52] is intersected

with a Voronoi diagram constructed using petrol stations nodes. Daily users are then estimated

by further considering, average car occupancies [51], refuelling rates based on average daily travel

distances [51], and regional variations in motor vehicle access [53]. Assuming connections to the

nearest SH edge segment and a requirement to minimise travel distances, each petrol station is

connected to a single bulk supply point via the SH network as determined by Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm. The number of users dependent on each individual petrol station is added to

the SH network edges required for delivery such that a given section of road or bridge/tunnel

structure will be allocated both a direct dependence from private vehicle travel and indirectly

dependent users reliant on a functioning network for petroleum distribution. User dependencies

are then aggregated at bulk supply nodes due to directed edges meaning a disrupted bulk supply

node is assumed to affect all dependent petrol stations.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Geographic and Functional Dependencies

Assuming different weighting definitions wij for the networks presented in Figure 2.1, kernel den-

sity estimated surfaces are presented in Figure 2.3. This highlights (a) areas with a high presence

of co-located transportation infrastructure (wij = 1) , (b) areas with the greatest combined direct

and indirect disruptive potential to transportation users (wij = uij) , and (c) the most critical

distribution substations for wider transportation sector functionality by aggregating disruptions

at the distribution substation level (wij being the total directly and indirectly dependent users

on each transmission substation).
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Figure 2.3: New Zealand’s (a) co-located transportation infrastructure, (b) areas with the
greatest disruptive potential for transportation passengers, and (c) most critical distribution
substations. 5 km grid squares and a 10 km bandwidth are assumed for presentation clarity
at the national scale. Shading indicates the relative density/user disruptions compared to the

maximum measured.

As could be expected, there are increased densities of infrastructure in urban areas (as reflected

by population densities in Figure 2.1) and over main transportation routes, where road, rail, and

crossings are in close proximity. Considering the disruptive potentials (Figure 2.3b), the signifi-

cant dependence on private car use across New Zealand is made apparent with roads radiating

from both urban areas and bulk petroleum supply terminals highlighted. In comparison, the

dependence on the other passenger air, rail, and ferry transportation modes are not immediately

apparent at this spatial extent as they are absorbed into the urban areas. Similarly, the most

critical distribution substations for the transportation networks are largely located in urban ar-

eas in Figure 2.3c, where the resulting surface visually compares to population densities at the

nationwide scale (Figure 2.1). These critical substations are further examined in the following

section.

2.3.2 Critical Electricity Nodes

The 100 most disruptive substations at both transmission and distribution levels are ranked

according to wider transportation sector disruption and presented in Figure 2.4 with affected

residential electricity customers stacked above for comparison.
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Figure 2.4: (a) The 100 transmission and distribution substations with the highest disruptive
potential to users of the wider passenger transportation sector and (b) the ten most critical
substations separated and stacked into the user disruptions arising from each transport net-

work.

No significant correlations have been calculated or are visible between the disruptions to electric-

ity customers and transportation users resulting from distribution substation outages. However,

those substations with the highest transportation sector responsibilities generally show low rela-

tive residential electricity user demands – possibly implying these are dedicated or simply located

in land use areas with low residential populations, such as near airports or bulk petroleum storage

facilities. When aggregated to the transmission substation level, large variability in electricity

user disruptions is observed. Those substations most critical to transportation networks still

appear to have significant connections to direct electricity users, however, with further investi-

gation and the recognition of additional electricity dependent infrastructure, a more consistent

level of potential user disruptions across the substation set may be reached.

To further investigate the effects of substation outages across transportation modes, the ten

transmission and distribution substations identified as having the highest disruptive potential

are examined in Figure 2.4. Across the selected substations, the fuel supply network appears

particularly vulnerable to disruption where a number of the larger bars represent lost connec-

tions to bulk fuel storage assets. This is indicative again of the high rates of private car access
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and reduced alternative transportation modes in most urban areas. Both of the transmission

and distribution substations assumed connected to the Auckland Airport are ranked as having

the third greatest disruptive potential – only surpassed by the bulk fuel supply nodes located in

Auckland and Wellington. The comparatively low patronage across the ferry and intercity rail

services ensures minimal representation in terms of the wider transportation sector. However,

substations connected to stations along the commutable rail routes in Auckland and Welling-

ton are significantly more disruptive. The forth-ranked transmission substation corresponds to

disruptions to the Auckland CBD transportation hub with dependencies from a combination of

fuel supply, rail, and ferry transportation modes. It is noted that due to the redundancy in rail

electrification connectivity from transmission substations for areas of Auckland, a loss of con-

nectivity to one of these assets alone has no effect on the wider traction system. The cumulative

effects of multiple substation outages are discussed in the following section.

2.3.3 Quantifying System Dependencies

To quantify national system level dependencies on electricity, 1000 separate exhaustive random

ordered failure simulations have been performed at both transmission and distribution substation

levels. Results given in Figure 2.5 show the median and range of cumulative disruptions to

users as substations are assumed inoperable and cascading failures are accounted for. While

1000 simulations are only a small subset of possible outage scenario combinations, negligible

observable differences (<0.01 of the maximum user disruption fraction) were apparent in median

curves for the final 500 simulations of each such that iterations were stopped upon reaching

1000. The predetermined sectoral level of service relationships derived through expert-elicitation

and experiences from the 2010-2011 Christchurch Earthquake Sequence [24] are also provided

for comparison. These curves were obtained through workshops with infrastructure experts to

define the expected disruption of an infrastructure network for a given level of electricity supply

disruption [24].
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Figure 2.5: Transportation users disrupted (as a fraction of total) resulting from 1000 ex-
haustive random removal simulations for both transmission (dashed) and distribution (solid)
removals with upper and lower limits with comparisons to local expert derived relationships
[24]. Shading indicates the limits of transmission (dashed) and distribution (solid) simulations.
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The cumulative system level disruptions to the passenger air transportation network show similar

properties for both transmission and distribution removal scenarios and present the largest range

in simulation results across the studied networks. Lost connectivity to any of the three main

airport hubs (Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch) causes significant disruptions across the

network. As a result, the sharp changes of gradient in the simulated median curve reflect

the disruption sequence of these three airports. While largely contained within the simulated

limits, the expert-derived curve follows a more constant slope up to 80% substation removal,

where beyond this point, no change in airport functionality is predicted regardless of electricity

network state. This suggests that airport infrastructures are expected to have a redundant

supply of electricity and can hence operate at 20% of normal capacity without a grid connection.

As this is not adopted for each individual airport modelled, this expert suggestion should be

Incorporated.

While ferry and air networks are modelled similarly as nodes with direct dependencies on distri-

bution level substations, the greater number of ferry terminals (Figure 2.2) are dependent on a

smaller number of substations. We relate this to ferry terminals and wharves of different com-

mercial operators frequently adjacent to each other in port areas meaning common substation

dependencies are shared. In addition, passenger ferries have a greater number of connections

to remote islands which are not connected to the represented electricity network. While the

probability of randomly selecting a substation with ferry network connections is smaller than

airport nodes, the two networks’ median curves show similar properties with flatter gradients at

either end and similar generalised concavities. As with passenger air, the expert-elicited curve

for port infrastructure, assumed equivalent to passenger ferries in this case, suggests 20% of

the wider sector is not affected beyond ≥ 80% loss in connectivity to the electricity grid. The

differences between the expert-elicited and simulated medians likely corresponds to the assumed

definition of a disruption where a loss in electricity will not necessarily stop ferry sailings but

instead disrupt communication and terminal operations. Similarly to airports, this observation

should be adopted in the resulting integrated curves.

The traction system dependence on transmission substations along some Auckland routes is

reflected in the range between the shaded limits for each substation type. Similarly, major

impacts are evident with the loss of distribution substations in the Wellington City disrupting

all inbound and outbound routes. In each case, the median expert-elicited and simulated curves

are all predominantly concave-down in shape and show complete network disruptions between

60% and 80% losses in electricity supply. We can assume our modelling assumptions made for

the passenger rail network were appropriate.

Losing electrical connectivity to any of the 11 bulk fuel supply nodes has significant effects on the

downstream users. This is reflected in the simulated upper limits where trajectories are similar

regardless of substation (transmission or distribution) due to each bulk distribution point being
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reliant on separate substations. The lower limit curves are representative of those simulations

where little disruption has occurred at bulk distribution nodes. The comparatively even slope

representing the lower limit of the distribution substation removal scenario suggests a relatively

even allocation of the private car dependent population to petrol stations. The concave down

median curves however, show a steeper gradient up to 50% electricity substation disruption.

This indicates the significance of a randomly selected substation supplying a bulk distribution

node or densely populated area with a concentration of petrol stations reliant on the same sub-

station node. The expert-elicited system curves for fuel supply indicate no fuel supply network

disruptions are expected during both the initial and final 20% of losses in substation connec-

tivity. Of the studied infrastructures, only the fuel supply network is perceived to exhibit this

initial robustness to disruptions in electricity. This is likely due to expert assumptions regarding

redundant electricity supplies at petrol stations and users having the ability to redistribute their

custom to a nearby alternative petrol station in small outages with minimal inconvenience. As

such assumptions are not captured in the applied network modelling approach, the expert curve

frequently lies outside the simulation results. These two approaches will be combined in the

following section (2.4).

Figure 2.5 also presents the wider passenger transportation sector dependence on electricity by

combining the user disruptions across each of the given networks. While heavily influenced by

the petroleum supply curves (given the significantly larger dependent population’s), the general

s-shape and dominant downwards concavities of the other infrastructure pairings are still evident

with noticeable adjustments to the upper and lower simulated limits.

With the transmission and distribution scenarios showing similar median and limit curves prop-

erties, we can conclude that transportation users are spread similarly across the substation types.

If allocated evenly across the entire substation node sets, a straight line would be expected. Such

is shown in the electricity-electricity plot in Figure 2.5 where a reduced range of simulated curve

shapes is depicted. The slightly larger range for the transmission substation scenario implies

electricity customers are not allocated as evenly as across distribution substations. This is a re-

sult of some higher voltage transmission substations acting predominately as supply or electricity

entry points near generation sources with little distribution network demand. Additionally, these

could be located in areas with significant industrial and commercial customers with low resident

populations but significant electricity demands to require a dedicated higher voltage substation.

2.4 Integrating Simulation with Expert Opinion

Combining the expert-elicited operability relationships with our simulated network functionali-

ties acts as a validation for each of the methodologies and allows a more robust quantification of
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system level dependencies . We adopt the expert perceived system level redundancies to define

the reduction in electricity supply connectivity before disruptions impact the transportation net-

work and before maximum expected disruptions. The median distribution substation simulated

curves define the trajectory between these limits as they capture a wider range of system level

dependency relationship outcomes. As a result, the fraction of total network users disrupted ui

for a given removal fraction of substations x is:

ui(x) =


0 if 0 < x ≤ Xi

min
{
qi(x), q̃i

}
if Xi < x ≤ 1

(2.4)

where Xi is the initial resilience of the transportation network (i.e. the disruption to the elec-

tricity network before the network is affected), q̃i is the expert-elicited maximum inoperability

of the network, and the function qi(x) represents the median simulated distribution curve. In

the case where Xi > 0, Eq. 2.4 assumes the median simulated curve is simply translated by Xi

units. For future applications to allow the computation of qi(x), the median simulated curves

of Figure 2.5 are fitted to the Kumaraswamy distribution [54, 55]. Given as Eq. 2.5, this is an

approximation to the Beta distribution without any special functions while bounded over the

interval [0,1].

qi(x) = 1− (1− (x−Xi)
bi)ci (2.5)

Constants bi and ci are estimated for each infrastructure through maximising the coefficient of

determination using a generalized reduced gradient algorithm. Parameters for Eq. 2.4 and Eq.

2.5 with associated fitting statistics are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Fitted curve parameters with the coefficient of determination (R2) and mean
absolute error (MAE) statistics between the fitted and observed median simulations.

Infrastructure Xi q̃i bi ci R2 MAE
Passenger Air 0 0.8 1.952 3.575 0.9949 < 0.02
Passenger Ferry 0 0.8 1.420 3.183 0.9994 < 0.01
Rail 0 1.0 0.984 1.476 0.9995 < 0.01
Fuel Supply 0.2 0.8 1.223 2.454 0.9999 < 0.01

The coefficient of determinations suggest good fits to the observed data along with the predictions

all providing mean absolute errors less than 0.02 or 2% of a networks maximum user disruption.

The resulting curves combining expert knowledge and the simulation results are presented in

Figure 2.6.

Across the air and ferry networks, the maximum disruption to users q̃i is 80% of normal function-

ality. As a result of the adopted definition of a user disruption, this level of network inoperability

is reached with fewer substation outages for both air and ferry networks. Given the expected

dependence on electricity for airport communications, safety systems, and passenger control/-

movements, we suggest the proposed curve for the air network is sufficiently representative of
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Figure 2.6: System level dependency curves from combining expert perceived system redun-
dancies with median simulated curves.

reality. Before applying the combined curve for the passenger ferry network, further expert-

elicitation is suggested to provide more detail relevant to ferry operations. Similarly, a range of

modelling assumptions of the rail network should be clarified before adopting the updated rail

curve. The structure of Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.5 ensure these can be updated without difficulty.

The expert perceived initial redundancies across the petroleum supply network implies no change

in operability for a 20% loss in electricity connectivity. With further substation disruptions,

similarities in curves are evident (Figure 2.6). The maximum user disruption q̃i is reached after

75% of substations are removed compared to 80% as suggested by the expert derived curve. We

see this as a validation of the petroleum distribution model assumptions discussed throughout

Section 2.2 and therefore is a suitable alternative to sole reliance on the expert derived petroleum-

electricity relationship.
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2.5 Conclusion

With application to New Zealand, this work has enabled further understanding of the interactions

and reliances placed on electricity for the normal operation of the wider passenger transportation

sector.

When considering geographic dependencies, the highest concentrations of passenger transporta-

tion infrastructure are observed across the main metropolitan areas and major transportation

corridors. Similarly, those areas with the greatest disruptive potential are concentrated in ur-

banised areas when viewed at the national scale. The importance of maintaining a functional

petroleum distribution network and state highways within commutable distances is highlighted.

Little correlation is evident between the number of electricity and transportation users assigned

to each substation, where the most critical substations for the wider sector have been identified as

those supplying bulk petroleum distribution nodes, the Auckland CBD transportation hub, and

the major airports of Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch. With the greatest potential for

significant transportation user disruptions, these sites are the recommended targets for ensuring

reliable electricity redundancies.

National transportation-electricity network dependency curves were produced through an inte-

gration of existing expert-derived relationships and network simulations. This has allowed both

a validation of the two methods, and the production of combined curves to provide a more robust

quantification of dependence by combining the system level redundancies from experts with the

much wider range of possible failure scenarios through simulation. Each of the passenger air,

ferry, and petroleum distribution curves can be applied in practice with straightforward adjust-

ments should network operators refine estimates of system level redundancies and maximum

disruptive potentials. Passenger rail has been identified as an infrastructure requiring further

investigation to refine a number of assumptions made.

As the first application of a national interdependent infrastructure model for New Zealand, fu-

ture development should consider the addition of further distributed critical infrastructures such

as water supply and telecommunications networks. With a more complete representation of net-

worked infrastructure, investigations can identify asset level risks for given high-resolution hazard

information. Similarly, disaster specific scenarios with temporal recovery will allow further val-

idation and a deeper understanding of how best to develop increasingly robust and resilient

critical infrastructure networks.
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Chapter 3

Evaluating the magnitude and

spatial extent of disruptions

across interdependent national

infrastructure networks

Preamble

The previous chapter demonstrated methodology to identify network assets critical for passenger

transportation and electricity distribution network operability in response to Question (A) of

Section 1.4. Made evident was the wide geographic distribution of assets belonging to each

network spanning multiple scales. The increasingly interdependent operations of these networks

ensure localised asset failures from natural hazards or intentional attacks can easily propagate

across multiple networks significantly affecting those far removed from an initiating failure event.

To better capture the spatial variability and systemic vulnerabilities leading to widespread so-

cietal disruptions, a wider range of critical infrastructure networks need to be considered. This

chapter builds on the previous by considering the consequences of potential infrastructure fail-

ures across connected energy (electricity, petroleum supply), water and waste (water supply,

wastewater, solid waste), telecommunications (mobile networks), and transportation (passenger

rail, ferry, air, state highways) sectors. In doing so, the number of dependencies are increased,

therefore better representing potential failure pathways.
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To further address Question (A), this chapter provides greater focus on the spatial properties

of disruptions by quantifying and tracking the spatial variability in magnitude, frequency, and

disruptive reach of failures between national infrastructure networks. A range of metrics are

introduced to directly compare the systemic vulnerabilities of infrastructure systems and the

resulting spatial variability in both the potential for initiating widespread failures and the risk

of being impacted by distant hazards due to functional network interdependencies. Through

these metrics, this chapter also seeks to answer Question (C) regarding the effectiveness of using

regional and operational boundaries for disaster risk and recovery planning.

The chapter is largely based on the following publication:

Zorn, C., Thacker, S., Pant, R., & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2017). Evaluating

the magnitude and spatial extent of disruptions across interdependent

national infrastructure networks. [in review ]

3.1 Introduction

Critical infrastructures, such as transportation, electricity, and water supply networks typi-

cally span wide geographic areas, extending well beyond national and continental boundaries.

To maintain functionality over such great scales, these infrastructure networks are becoming

increasingly reliant on each other. These inter-network reliances are commonly referred to as de-

pendencies when directional or interdependencies when mutual. They may be due to a physical

connection required for functionality, the geographic co-location of assets such as along a bridge

structure, or some form of cyber or logical dependence [1]. Consequently, these dependencies or

interdependencies can facilitate the propagation of disruptions across multiple infrastructures.

As a result, the impacts of a single asset failure can be observed significant distances away from

an initiating event as observed in many recent and past events [2–5]. To protect against such

situations in the future there is a need to identify the specific infrastructure assets or spatial

locations that have the potential to initiate such wide reaching events.

Such critical locations have been exposed in case studies of existing regional or greater scale

infrastructures using functional network modelling approaches for individual isolated networks

[6–8], closely coupled infrastructure network pairings [9, 10], direct reliances from a single in-

frastructure on a range of other networks [11, 12], and the impacts across infrastructures due

to simultaneous component failures and/or lost connectivity with an electricity supply source

[13–15]. While a range of alternative approaches for modelling interdependent infrastructures

are presented in the literature [16–18], these network based models allow the simplification of
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infrastructure networks to graphs comprised of nodes and edges representing physical infrastruc-

ture assets. Examples include substations and power lines for an electricity distribution network

or stations and railway lines for a rail network. By further retaining the geospatial properties

of network assets, both functional and geographic dependencies between infrastructure systems

can be studied simultaneously to identify combined vulnerabilities over a network-of-networks.

Rather than targeting individual assets in isolation [6, 10, 15], the impacts on multiple infrastruc-

tures within a given spatial extent could be more representative of a natural hazard or intentional

attack. Over large scales, studies have assumed infrastructure failures based on probabilistic haz-

ard extents such as extreme weather [12, 19] or seismic risks [9]. However, any vulnerabilities

identified in such examples are scenario specific and therefore an incomplete representation of

whole range of vulnerability outcomes. To assess the general case, others have assumed hazards

are confined to a hazard cell space where intersecting assets are assigned a probability of failure

and those outside are not affected. One example is the assumption of circular hazard impacts to

replicate intentional attacks on infrastructure [8, 20]. However, given the inability to tessellate

such hazard extents, difficulties arise in visually comparing the vulnerabilities of different spatial

locations as a single presentable surface. Others have instead partitioned study regions into grids

of equal area cells. Jenelius and Mattsson [7] examine the effect of different resolution square

grids for a national road network. Patterson and Apostolakis [21] assume a hexagonal grid over

a university campus to assess geographic dependence without directly considering functional

dependencies or possible vulnerabilities beyond the study boundary. Johansson and Hassel [11]

consider both geographic and functional interdependencies using a square grid but restrict their

analysis to a division of a representative rail network with associated dependencies on electricity

and communication networks as part of rail infrastructure system. As a result, there is an oppor-

tunity to apply the cell space method over larger interdependent network datasets by capturing

a wider range of potential failure pathways. This would provide a comprehensive representation

of spatial risks to disruptions and potentials for initiating widespread failures.

In quantifying the severity or negative consequence of such infrastructure failures, a range of

different topological, temporal, economic, and user disruption metrics are considered within

the literature [16]. Of these, the populations or users affected are common to a number of

the cited approaches as they form an easily quantifiable, additive, and consistent metric across

service based infrastructures [13, 22]. In interdependent analyses, others have compared network

disruptions between paired infrastructures when modelled with and without dependencies [14, 23,

24]. Furthermore, Zimmerman [25] considered a selection of empirical events to quantify the ratio

between an infrastructure initiating failures to being disrupted itself through dependencies. As

such metrics largely overlook the spatial reach of disruptions, there is a need to build on these

by incorporating not only the frequency, but also the increased geographic extent of affected

infrastructure assets due to cascading failures across networks. This provides a better sense
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of the potential scale of disruption and therefore geographic extent of analyses that should be

considered when assessing potential risk reduction or resilience building measures – in contrast

to exclusively focusing on localised asset protection in the vicinity of the initiating hazard.

Ultimately, failing to take this spatial extent into account could result in the underestimation of

risks and inadequacy of adaptation interventions.

This chapter seeks to respond to a number of these identified gaps in the literature by develop-

ing an integrated framework for quantifying combined functional and geographic infrastructure

vulnerabilities across interdependent national infrastructure networks. Demonstrated at the na-

tional scale for the country of New Zealand, the main contributions of this chapter lie in (i)

the range of infrastructure networks represented where we consider the largest range of inter-

dependent infrastructure networks modelled at a national scale that we can identify within the

literature, (ii) the integration of geographic and functional dependencies through cell space dis-

ruptions to quantify the consequences across a range of national scale interdependent critical

infrastructures as opposed to focusing on the impacts to a single infrastructure [11, 12], and

(iii) the introduction and visualisation of comparative metrics for highlighting the relationships

between the spatial reach, disruption frequency, and consequences to infrastructure users/cus-

tomers across highly interdependent national systems.

In applying the framework to New Zealand, a largely closed system of infrastructure networks, we

incorporate a range of critical infrastructure sectors in close alignment with the country’s long-

term infrastructure plan [26] comprising: energy (electricity, petroleum supply), water and waste

(water supply, wastewater, solid waste), telecommunications (mobile networks), and transporta-

tion sectors (passenger rail, ferry, air, state highways). In doing so, we can address important

aspects of the country’s national disaster resilience strategy [26, 27]. Namely, the challenge of

understanding national network interdependencies, demonstrating a movement towards system-

atically managing risks as opposed to managing disasters, and ultimately providing evidence for

risk-informed decision making – critical for meeting the country’s commitments to the Sendai

Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction [28]. Previously, infrastructure risk and vulnerability

assessments have been carried out at the city or regional scale [29–34] based on Civil Defence

Emergency Management (CDEM) regions [35] while largely overlooking the quantification and

technical representation of network interdependencies for reasons of complexity [36]. However,

given the tectonic setting [37], coastline exposure to tsunami [38], and frequent meteorological

hazards [39, 40], major disasters cannot be expected to be localised to specific territorial regions

– as further demonstrated in recent earthquake events felt across the North and South Islands

[41]. Although preparatory investigations and studies for minimising disaster risk are ongoing

across regions, lacking is a methodology to systematically quantify and compare potential dis-

ruptions to infrastructure systems at the national scale using a consistent approach. Taking
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such a national approach to identifying systemic vulnerabilities allows for a fair comparison of

disruptive risk as opposed to simply focusing on those areas with greater perceived disaster risks.

By adopting the proposed framework, we seek to specifically answer (i) what areas of the country

are most vulnerable to disruptions through networked dependencies, (ii) where the most crit-

ical infrastructure assets with the potential for initiating nationally significant disruptions are

located, (iii) what role dependencies play in increasing network disruptions when compared to in-

dividual isolated network models, and (iv) how current approaches for identifying vulnerabilities

based on local authority and operational boundaries can be improved.

The rest of the chapter is organised with Section 3.2 firstly introducing the conceptual framework

for quantifying the consequences and spatial properties of interdependent network disruptions.

Section 3.3 presents the application to New Zealand and details the data collection and assump-

tions of the study. Section 3.4 provides the results of the study. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes

the study highlighting key insights and addressing the implications of this research.

3.2 Methodology

Our aim is to develop an integrated framework for quantifying systemic vulnerabilities across

multiple infrastructures. These vulnerabilities are measured in terms of the magnitudes and

spatial extents of negative consequences of infrastructure network disruptions. To do this we

adopt a system-of-systems approach, which has four broad components (Figure 3.1):

A: Model Building – Spatial infrastructure asset data are assembled to generate realistic

representations of national infrastructure networks. Connectivity paths are mapped within

and between networks where functional dependencies exist. Finally, a user demand is

allocated to components based on the number of potentially directly disrupted people

should the component fail.

B: Disruptive Scenario – Initial network component failures are assumed based on the

spatial intersection with a pre-determined hazard extent.

C: Failure Propagation – Further network failures are simulated through an iterative pro-

cess where flow and functional connectivity pathways are disrupted both within and across

networks arising from the initial failure scenario.

D: Disruption Metrics – The final component quantifies direct disruptions, indirect disrup-

tions, and the spatial extent of failures for the given scenario. Direct disruptions are defined

as those initiated from within a network after allowing for redundancies and rerouting of

connectivity paths. Indirect disruptions result from failures which are initiated beyond
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the network in question due to functional dependencies with other networks. Finally the

outage extent is delineated by the combined spatial footprints of failed components and

dependent users, where appropriate.

These components are further discussed herein.

Interdependencies

Direct 

Disruptions

Indirect 

Disruptions

Redundancies & 

Rerouting

User Allocation

Update Damage 

States

Propagate 

Network Damage

Assign Asset 

Failures

Network Assembly
Outage

Extent

B: Disruptive Scenario

A: Model Build C: Failure Propagation D: Disruption Metrics

Figure 3.1: The adopted framework for determining the direct, indirect, and spatial extent
of disruptions across interdependent networks. The dashed connection to determine direct

disruptions is only active for the initial iteration of component C: Failure Propagation

3.2.1 Component A: Model Build

We assume the ith infrastructure can be represented as the network Gi ≡ (N i, Ei,i), comprising

a node set N i = {ni1, . . . , niA} and edge set Ei,i = {ei,ia,b = (nia, n
i
b)}. The edge ei,ia,b represents

a directed connection between adjacent nodes nia and nib where subscript order suggests the

direction of dependence from a towards b. Therefore, ei,ia,b 6= ei,ib,a in order to distinguish between

infrastructure networks where resources may flow in a single direction (e.g. wastewater collection)

or are bi-directional (e.g. roads). Functional dependencies between different infrastructure

networks are represented by an additional directed edge set Ei,j = {ei,ja,b = (nia, n
j
b)} such that

node nia from the ith infrastructure facilitates service flow to node nja from the jth infrastructure.

An example connected network paring is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Example topological network representations for two infrastructures with an
assumed grid of H hazard cells. Arrows indicate the direction of dependency. Shaded cells

represent the outage extent for hazard h = 1.

Each node is further characterised based on whether it provides a service to the infrastructure

network or has an associated demand requirement to satisfy normal system functionality. To

identify service providing nodes here, we adopt the notation n̄ia. This allows the mapping of

service-demand pathways facilitating the flow of resources from service nodes towards demand

nodes for distribution networks and from demand nodes to services nodes for collection networks.

In the electricity distribution network (i = 1 in Figure 3.2), service is provided by the generation

node n̄1
1 with potential user demands assumed at receiving substation nodes n1

2 and n1
3 where

electricity is provided to customers. Conversely, the wastewater collection network (i = 2 in

Figure 3.2) is serviced by a treatment plant (n̄2
1) with demands for treatment service initiated at

upstream pump stations (n2
2 and n2

3) acting as sub-catchment intakes. Service-demand wastew-

ater network connectivity between n̄2
1 and n2

3 can be traced along two potential pathways: a

single edge e2,2
1,3, or via e2,2

2,3, n2
2, and e2,2

1,2. This represents a redundancy in the network such

that service is still provided to n2
3 should either connectivity path be disrupted. In doing so,

we make the assumption that edge capacities c(ei,ia,b) exceed the required flow f(ei,ia,b) such that

c(ei,ia,b) ≥ f(ei,ia,b) ≥ 0 ∀Ei,i.

Each connection path is further defined as being either path dependent or non-path dependent.

Path dependent connections are assumed across networks that could allow partial disruptions

or reductions in service to users if an atypical connection path is required. For example, infras-

tructure networks utilising road networks for connectivity could be considered path dependent

given the multiple routes that can typically be taken between service and demand node pairs

without complete network disconnection. If a preferred path (assumed shortest network dis-

tance) is disrupted, an increase in travel time and distance is expected to have an effect on

overall infrastructure performance. A minor deviation from the preferred path would result in a

minimal disruption – as could be expected in reality. In comparison, we consider a network to
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be non-path dependent should the provision of service not be affected by the specific connection

path.

To evaluate the consequence of component failures and effects on network functionalities due

to rerouting, we assume demands placed at nodes are proportional to the number of users,

customers, or population dependent on the normal functionality of the asset [9, 11, 12, 22].

A user demand for node nia is denoted u(nia) where u(nia) ≥ 0. Such user disruptions are

quantifiable across a wide range of critical infrastructures therefore enabling a straightforward

comparison between different disruptive scenarios.

3.2.2 Component B: Disruptive Scenario

Initial disruptions are mapped according to a given hazard extent (Component B of Figure 3.1).

To maintain consistency in the definition of a disruption across infrastructures, we assume any

reduction from normal service represents an asset failure and hence user disruption. Each node

and edge are assigned a functionality state q(nia) ∈ {0, 1} where 0 and 1 indicate failed and

normal functionality states, respectively. While non-binary states are possible, herein we are

predominantly interested in the maximum potential disruptions.

To differentiate between direct and indirect failures, the initiating infrastructure causing the

failure is recorded as C(nia). For direct network disruptions we assume an internal cause of

failure such that C(nia) = i. Figure 3.2 presents an example grid of hazard cells representing the

extents of an assumed generic hazard. Any co-located network components with cell h = 1 result

in a reduced level of service and therefore are designated as failed such that initially, q(n̄1
1) = 0,

C(n̄1
1) = 1, q(e1,1

2,1) = 0, and C(e1,1
2,1) = 1.

3.2.3 Component C: Failure Propagation

Component C of Figure 3.1 takes the applied network damages to further disrupt service-demand

connectivity paths depicted by the directed dependency edge sets across each individual network

while considering potential redundancies or alternative connection paths. For i = 1 in Figure 3.2,

complete electricity network disruption would result given the failed connectivity path between

the service generation n̄1
1 and demand nodes n1

2 and n1
3. Using our adopted definitions of a

disruption, these are considered direct disruptions due to the failure initiating within the same

network. In the case where alternative service-demand paths are present (i.e. i = 2 in Figure

3.2, connection paths may be rerouted given the stated assumption of edges being of sufficient

capacity. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 where the failure of edge e2,2
1,3 would not lead to a

complete failure of node n2
3 due to the potential for rerouting flow via n2

2.
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Following the propagation of failures within individual networks, further disruptions are assumed

between networks where dependency edges are present. With updated damage states, failures

are again propagated across networks as suggested by the feedback loop in Figure 3.1. Such

iterations continue until a steady damage state is reached across all networks. With reference to

Figure 3.2, the presence of the dependency edge e1,2
3,1 leads to a complete disruption across i = 2

as the receiving node n̄2
1 represents the sole wastewater treatment service node for both n2

2 and

n2
3. As a result, all nodes across i = 2 can be classified as indirectly disrupted as the original

failure was initiated from an external network such that functionality states q(n̄2
1), q(n2

2), q(n2
3),

q(e2,2
1,2), q(e2,2

1,3), q(e2,2
2,3) = 0 and initiating failures C(n̄2

1), C(n2
2), C(n2

3), C(e2,2
1,2), C(e2,2

1,3), and

C(e2,2
2,3) = 1.

In the case where an infrastructure asset may be disrupted by multiple other networks, assump-

tions are required regarding the strength of the dependency or possible redundancies in place

in order to determine the infrastructure that would be most responsible for initiating failure.

This is to avoid the double (or more) allocation of user disruptions to multiple infrastructures.

Firstly, if the asset is considered directly damaged, this is a direct disruption. If not directly

damaged but if electricity connectivity is lost, the disruption is assumed to originate from the

electricity sector – regardless of any other infrastructure disruptions. For example, a wastewater

treatment plant may lose electricity supply and access to a suitable road network to transport

waste biosolids off site. In such cases, we could assume electricity supply would be the initiating

infrastructure given a certain level of storage redundancy may be built into the biosolids disposal

process and therefore not leading to the immediate shutdown of the treatment plant if the road

network was affected in isolation. The remaining order of priority continues from electricity con-

nectivity to: road access, petroleum supply, water supply, wastewater supply, and finally solid

waste network connectivity being the least essential infrastructure network provision or with the

capacity for redundancies in the time steps (daily) studied here.

3.2.4 Component D: Disruption Estimation

The final component of the Figure 3.1 is the quantification of disruption. The total direct

disruptions (where C(nia) = i) to the ith network resulting from a hazard h are calculated for

the initial failure states of path dependent (PD) and non-PD networks as:

di,i(h) =


∑A
a=1 u(nia)

[
1−min

{
P (ni

a,n̄
i
b

P̂ (ni
a,n̄

i
b)
, q(nia)

}]
for PD networks where C(nia) = i∑A

a=1 u(nia)
[
1− q(nia)

]
for non-PD networks where C(nia) = i

(3.1)
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where the ordered superscripts in di,i(h) represent a disruption to infrastructure i initiated by

through failure in network i. P (nia, n̄
i
b) and P̂ (nia, n̄

i
b) are the shortest active network connection

path lengths between a demand node nia and service providing node n̄ib for undamaged and

damaged network states, respectively. For path dependent networks, this represents a partial

user disruption weighted according to the increase in travel distance. A minor deviation from

the preferred path would result in a minimal disruption – as could be expected in reality.

Following the iterative propagation of damage between infrastructures (Figure 3.1, Component

C) indirect disruptions to infrastructure i initiated by infrastructure j are determined similarly

to Eqn 3.1 with updated conditions to reflect the initiating infrastructure such that:

di,j(h) =



∑A
a=1 u(nia)

[
1−min

{
P (ni

a,n̄
i
b

P̂ (ni
a,n̄

i
b)
, q(nia)

}] for PD networks where i 6= j

and C(nia) = j

∑A
a=1 u(nia)

[
1− q(nia)

] for non-PD networks where i 6= j

and C(nia) = j

(3.2)

The overall network disruption denoted is therefore the sum of direct and indirect disruptions,

Di(h) = di,i(h) +
∑I
j=1 d

i,j∀j 6= i. For a given hazard cell, overall network disruptions can be

summated over all I infrastructures to give the complete system disruption DT (h) =
∑I
i=1D

i(h).

Across all simulated hazard scenarios h = 1, . . . ,H, the maximum Di
max and average positive

disruptions Di
ave to an infrastructure are:

Di
max = max

{
Di(1), Di(2), . . . , Di(H)

}
(3.3)

Di
ave =

∑H
h=1D

i(h)∑H
h=1 1Di(h)>0

(3.4)

where 1Di(h)>0 is an indicator function of value 1 should Di(h) > 0.

Finally, we are interested in the spatial variability of disruptions to highlight areas of the network

datasets particularly vulnerable to disruptions or at risk to significantly contribute to cascading

failures across multiple networks and scales.

The delineation of the outage extent, or reach of disruption, highlights the spatial extent to which

infrastructure asset failures propagate across connected infrastructure networks. The reach is

delineated from the spatial intersection of failed nodes/edge locations and their associated collec-

tion/distribution areas. These can be further intersected with a predetermined grid (such as the
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hazard cells in Figure 3.2) for straightforward comparisons of reach between infrastructures and

different hazard scenarios. For the two network representation in Figure 3.2, shading indicates

an outage extent for hazard h = 1 (where specific catchments/distribution areas are omitted for

clarity).

Overlaying and aggregating the outage reach of all H hazard scenarios provides an indication of

the frequency at which infrastructure services within each cell are disrupted due to external asset

failures. Combining the frequency and overall magnitude of disruption DT (h) allows a visual

representation of spatial risk.

3.3 Application

Here we introduce the case study area of New Zealand, discuss the data collection and user as-

signments to nodes and edges (Component A of Figure 3.1), and present the assumed dependence

relationships between infrastructure networks. Figure 3.3 provides the spatial representations

of assembled networks comprising: energy (electricity, petroleum supply), water and waste (wa-

ter supply, wastewater, solid waste), telecommunications (mobile networks), and transportation

sectors (passenger rail, ferry, air, stage highways). The residential population across the country

is also provided for comparison.

At the presented scale, the density of infrastructure assets appears to be highly correlated with

population with transportation and energy connections between urban areas – as could be ex-

pected. The assets forming the national representations in Figure 3.3 are listed in Table 3.1 with

further clarification regarding the specific techniques for user assignment. For each infrastruc-

ture, user disruptions are computed for daily time steps. Where possible, supplied infrastructure

owner/operator statistics have been preferred. Otherwise user demands are distributed to the

appropriate assets according to supplied catchments, distribution zones, or through assumed

asset footprints as estimated by integrating Voronoi tessellations with census data [9, 10]. Spe-

cific discussions regarding each infrastructure network are provided from Section 3.3.1 onwards.

These
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Figure 3.3: Spatial overviews of the studied infrastructure networks and population distribu-
tion across New Zealand. Insets show further detail for the Wellington region where shading
delineates the extent of distribution or collection for a given node. Some components and

hexagon cells are omitted at each scale for clarity.
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Table 3.1: Infrastructure descriptions and user assignments. Bracketed values represent the count of assets represented. (PD) implies a fully or partially path
dependent network.

Sector Infrastructure Node Edge User Assignment
Transport Air Airports (32) includes one

to represent all international
travel

Domestic connections (61),
international connections (5)

Passenger loadings [15].

Ferry Terminals (45) Routes (49) Passenger loadings [15].
Rail Stations (105), bridges/tun-

nels (465)
Track sections (107) Passenger loadings [15].

State Highways Bridges/tunnels (1905) Road sections (5127) Traffic counts [15].
Water & Waste Water Supply Water sources (403), treat-

ment plants (199), pump sta-
tions (221), reservoirs (525)

Pipe sections (575) Supplied or assumed distri-
bution zones intersected with
census data [42].

Wastewater (PD) Pump stations (802), treat-
ment plants (321)

Pipe sections (737) Supplied or assumed catch-
ment areas intersected with
census data [42].

Solid Waste (PD) Transfer stations (286), land-
fills (48)

Transfer routes (290) Supplied or assumed collec-
tion areas intersected with
census data [42].

Energy Electricity Generation facilities (167),
Transmission substations
(137), distribution substa-
tions (712)

Power line segments (2115) Distribution substation
Voronoi diagram intersected
with census data [15, 42].

Petroleum (PD) Bulk Storage Points (12),
Petrol Stations (1409)

Petroleum supply pipelines
(2), road based delivery
routes (1409)

Dependent users from [15]
and shortest paths using
Dijkstra’s shortest path con-
nections.

Telecommunications Mobile Transmitters (4433) - Spatial intersections of
coverage areas for three
providers with population
meshblocks [42].
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A simplified representation of the infrastructure network dependencies are given in Figure 3.4

based on the assumed potential for initiating a reduction in service of the receiving infrastructure.

Specific dependencies are discussed further in the following sections.

Solid 

Waste
Water 

Supply

Air

Elec.

MobileRoad

Petrol.

Ferry Rail

Transportation

Water & Waste Energy

Teleco.

Wastewater

Figure 3.4: Simplified representation of the directed dependencies modelled where an arrow
indicates a reliance on service. An infrastructure i reliance on infrastructure j is represented

as i→ j.

3.3.1 Energy

3.3.1.1 Electricity

The electricity network representation in Figure 3.3 comprises generation nodes, transmission and

distribution substations, and connecting edges representing a combination of overhead, under-

ground, and sea-floor cables. Each generation node is connected to the wider national electricity

network at the appropriate voltage substation – largely transmission substations for major gen-

eration sources and distribution substations for generation embedded within the lower voltage

networks. Given restrictions in data, we assume the entire population has electricity access

provided by the geographically closest distribution substation. Each resident is assigned to an

appropriate substation using a Voronoi tessellation (see example inset Figure 3.3) intersected

with the smallest available geographic census unit (meshblock) [42]. Across the dataset used,

meshblocks have an average population of 93 residents where we assume a uniform distribution of

residents across the shape. The connections between the user demand at distribution substations

and service provision from generation nodes are considered non-path dependent (Eqn. 3.1). This

ensures electricity supply can be rerouted or islands can be formed where sufficient generation

exists. All infrastructure networks have a reliance on electricity supply with the exception of

roads. Unless otherwise stated, those assets requiring electricity are assumed directly connected

to the geographically closest overland distribution substation.
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3.3.1.2 Petroleum

Petroleum is distributed from 12 bulk supply source nodes to retail petrol stations, airports,

and ferry terminals. Approximately 97% of the country’s petroleum is imported with 70% of

the total supply arriving as crude oil at the country’s sole oil refinery at Marsden Point (see

annotation on Figure 3.3). Refined petroleum products are assumed to be shipped around the

country from this point, directly delivered from international sources, or conveyed via the ∼170

km pipeline from the refinery to the largest bulk supply node at Auckland (see Figure 3.3). The

shipping supply chain is not directly considered in this instance.

Retail petrol stations are connected to bulk supply nodes via edges tracing the shortest path

through the state highway network (Figure 3.3). User demands are allocated to retail petrol

stations through a Voronoi tessellation (see inset Figure 3.3) intersected with census meshblocks.

These are further adjusted according to car occupancies, refuelling rates, and regional variations

in vehicle access [15]. Should connectivity be lost to the preferred bulk supply point, partial

path dependent user disruptions (Eqn. 3.1) are assumed. This helps to absorb any redundancies

or local storage that may be present at retail locations.

All nodes within the petroleum network (including pipeline pumps) have a direct dependence on

the geographically closest overland distribution substations. Additional dependencies are placed

on those roads, bridges, and tunnels which provide connectivity and the geographically closest

overland water supply node.

3.3.2 Transport

Each of the transportation network representations and user allocations are largely based on the

existing models presented in Chapter 2.

3.3.2.1 Air

The passenger air network comprises 32 airport nodes, of which five have edge connections to

an additional node located beyond the system boundary to represent international air travel.

This specific node, omitted from Figure 3.3 for clarity, is assigned permanent full functionality

without any dependence on other infrastructures as otherwise suggested in Figure 3.4. We

further assume that mainland airports are only disrupted due to a lack of petroleum supply

should both departure and arrival airports have lost connectivity, as we expect sufficient fuel

storage capacity over the disruption time frame and the ability for domestic aircraft to be self-

sufficient over return journeys if required. Petroleum connections are assumed via the shortest

path to a bulk fuel distribution point using the state highway network with the exception of
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the Auckland Airport which has a direct pipeline connection. The remaining dependency links

(Figure 3.4) are assumed based on the closest overland appropriate node. Where this is not

achievable or unrealistic (i.e. remote islands), the airport node is assumed self-reliant.

3.3.2.2 Ferry

Adopting the ferry transportation network model and passenger demands from Chapter 2 an

additional dependence on bulk fuel supply from mainland ferry terminals is modelled. As with

air transportation, we assume ferries carry sufficient fuel for return journeys such that both

departure and arrival terminals must be without petroleum network access to affect service.

Similarly, isolated ferry terminals are not connected to the wider electricity and petroleum supply

networks.

3.3.2.3 Rail

The passenger rail network, patronage statistics, and electricity dependence assumptions are

adopted from Chapter 2. This includes the urban Auckland rail network dependence on electric-

ity for traction from two higher voltage transmission substation connections acting in parallel and

the Wellington network (see inset Figure 3.3) where electricity is sourced from a wider number

of substations.

3.3.2.4 Road

Direct state highway user demands are estimated based on average annual daily traffic and

vehicle occupancy statistics [15, 43, 44] as per Chapter 2. A range of dependencies are placed on

edges and bridge/tunnel nodes from wastewater, solid waste, and petroleum supply connection

paths, where required.

3.3.3 Water and Waste

3.3.3.1 Water

The water supply network presented in Figure 3.3 connects water source nodes with any com-

bination of demand nodes representing treatment plants, pump stations, and reservoirs. Edge

connections represent major distribution pipes. At major pipe confluences or where required

– such as significant distribution zone supply points, dummy nodes are assumed without any

external dependency on electricity. Given water supply network assets are frequently co-located,

such as treatment occurring at the source or pumps co-located at reservoirs, the combination is
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represented as a single node. This greatly reduced the network complexity without affecting any

dependency relationships given treatment plants, pumps, and reservoirs are each assumed de-

pendent on electricity. Other infrastructure networks dependent on water supply are connected

to the closest overland appropriate node unless otherwise stated.

With many of the larger water distribution networks connected to multiple water sources and

sufficiently connected to allow rerouting of flows between source and demand, we assume water

supply is a non-path dependent network. User demands are placed on appropriate nodes based

on water supply zones provided by the various network owner/operators or assumed based on

the extent of the known pipe network configuration. Example supply zones are shown in the

Figure 3.3 inset where edge connections (pipes) are omitted for clarity.

3.3.3.2 Wastewater

The wastewater collection network is represented by treatment plants providing a downstream

service to direct user demands and other infrastructure networks at pump stations and dummy

nodes positioned at major pipe confluences or where appropriate. Edges represent major gravity

or pressurised wastewater pipes. Users are allocated to demand nodes according the intersection

of census meshblocks with catchment areas or pipe networks extents provided by various network

owner/operators. Example catchments are shown in the Figure 3.3 inset where edge connections

(pipes) are omitted for clarity. Assuming all collected wastewater requires treatment, there is no

additional reliance on the specific connectivity path between demands and the wastewater treat-

ment services. Both wastewater treatment plants and pump stations have an assumed reliance

on the geographically closest overland distribution substation. Wastewater treatment plants

have a further assumed dependence on the solid waste landfills to dispose of waste products.

Connectivity takes place to assumed solid waste landfills via the state highway network. These

connections are assumed path dependent such that partial disruptions occur where rerouting is

required to a distant solid waste landfill node or due to road network damage.

3.3.3.3 Solid Waste

The solid waste network comprises transfer stations representing demand with edge connections

via the state highway network to landfill nodes representing a service. In each case, known trans-

fer station-landfill pairings are used. User demands are based on the collection areas supplied

by local authorities (see Figure 3.3) intersected with population data and collection frequencies

ranging between 7-14 days. We assume collection areas are divided equally across a week such

that for a given day, a user disruption equates to the reciprocal of the collection frequency. For

those areas with no collection service, we assume a direct dependence on the nearest transfer

station in the region. Where transfer stations distribute to multiple landfills or where waste is
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transferred between landfills, user demands are allocated to each connection based on the average

annual waste movements. Where rerouting is required due to road network failures, partial path

dependent disruptions are assumed.

3.3.4 Telecommunications

A mobile telecommunication network is derived from transmitter locations in the national Reg-

ister of Radio Frequencies for the three operators [45]. Coverage areas for each transmitter are

based on circular buffers and the claimed market penetrations (potential populations served)

of each company. Users demands are allocated to each transmitter based on mobile phone

ownership and the market share of each operator [46]. When a given transmitter is disrupted,

dependent users are reallocated to any remaining fully functioning transmitters belonging to

their network provider should they be located within an active coverage zone. Each transmitter

is reliant solely on the geographically closest overland distribution substation.

3.3.5 Simulation Parameters

A 5 km edge hexagonal tessellation is assumed across New Zealand to form 4590 discrete equal

area hazard cells. An example subset of these is depicted in the population inset of Figure

3.3. These are sufficiently sized for visibility at the national scale whilst protecting the explicit

locations of some provided data but still capturing significant variations in population and in-

frastructure co-location. Each hazard cell is activated individually to define a spatially localised

hazard and assign asset failures (Figure 3.1, Component B) with any node or edge intersecting

the hazard cell assumed inoperable as per Section 3.2.2. We assume the order for identifying

the infrastructure responsible for initiating a disruption is identical across all networks, starting

with: electricity supply (highest priority), road connectivity, petroleum supply, water supply,

wastewater collection, and solid waste (lowest priority).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Overview

Simulation results are collated for each infrastructure network and compared through Kiviat

diagrams in Figure 3.5. Each attribute is normalised by the maximum category value recorded

across all infrastructure networks to allow direct comparisons. These are: (i) the maximum

disruption Di
max (Eqn. 3.3), (ii) the average positive disruption Di

ave (Eqn. 3.4), (iii) the

frequency an infrastructure is disrupted, (iv) the total indirect disruptions to the infrastructure
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∑I
j=1 d

i,j∀j 6= i, and (v) the total indirect disruptions initiated by the infrastructure being∑I
i=1 d

i,j∀i 6= j.
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Figure 3.5: Comparisons of disruption metrics across each of the (a) water & waste, (b)
energy, (c) telecommunications, and (d) transportation sectors.

Wastewater infrastructure registers the largest maximum and average disruptions to users across

all studied networks. This is largely due to the lack of redundancies in wastewater networks where

large catchments typically convey wastewater to single treatment plants acting in isolation. Any

reduction in service at a treatment plant or a major downstream pump station (i.e. due to a loss

in electricity) impacts all those users in the upstream catchment and thus make such nodes highly

vulnerable to potential outages. This is further reflected in both the comparative frequency of

disruptions and total indirectly disruptions to the wastewater network. In comparison, water
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distribution networks see relatively high average and maximum disruptions, however, redundan-

cies in the form of multiple water sources enable flows to be rerouted throughout the network.

This ensures that total outages are minimised, despite servicing similar areas and populations

as wastewater networks. Solid waste networks also see frequent disruptions as a result of being

widely distributed and connected via the state highway road network. Assuming partial disrup-

tions ensure the maximum, average, and indirectly initiated disruptions are kept relatively low.

Very few indirect disruptions are credited as initiating from water and waste network outages

due to dependencies on other essential infrastructures (i.e. electricity) assumed to be realised

first as in reality. This further reflects reality where there may be storage within water and waste

networks meaning any failure propagation is not realised immediately.

The energy sector networks are wide reaching across the country and as a result show relatively

high disruption frequencies (Figure 3.5b). Petroleum network disruptions are slightly more

frequent given the prevalence of individual retail petrol stations across the country and reliance

on state highways. This results in an increased probability for network nodes and edges to

intersecting the simulated hazard extent. In comparison, electricity networks do not have any

dependencies on other infrastructures, however, it is the most relied upon (Figure 3.4). This

ensures electricity network failures initiate a significantly greater number of indirect disruptions

to other networks as depicted in Figure 3.5b. Although electricity is provided to all residents

across the country, the maximum and average disruptions are relatively low compared to other

infrastructures. This is a result of the relatively high connectivity of the transmission and

distribution networks.

The mobile telecommunications network shows relatively low scores across the disruption metrics

of Figure 3.5c. The high frequency of disruptions is expected due to the prevalence of transmitters

across the country and reliance on electricity supply.

State highways are the most frequently disrupted infrastructure due to the wide reaching road

networks across the country (Figure 3.3). Given the high rates of private vehicle ownership, the

relative maximum and average disruptions are also significant. In comparison, other networks

within the transportation sector show minor relative disruptive potentials (Figure 3.5d). This is

a direct result of the comparatively lower user demands placed on these infrastructures across

the country in contrast to road transportation ([47] and Chapter 2 .

3.4.2 Quantified Direct and Indirect Disruptions

Across each of the studied networks, Figure 3.6 presents the average positive Di
ave and maximum

Di
max disruptions across the simulated hazard.
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Figure 3.6: Proportions of direct and indirect disruptions to individual and the combined
infrastructure networks.

As discussed, Figure 3.6 again confirms the significant maximum and average disruptions to

roads, water supply, and wastewater infrastructures. Aggregating across infrastructures and

hazard cell simulations, 46% of disruptions can be attributed to indirect asset failures through

dependencies. This is almost equivalent to the number of infrastructure user disruptions when

compared to the direct disruptions alone. In comparison, only 9% of the greatest recorded

disruptions (across combined infrastructures) from a single hazard cell are experienced due to

dependencies. The hazard cell is located in an Auckland isthmus location with a number of

important co-located transportation and water sector assets supplying large areas of Auckland

City. Table 3.2 further breaks down indirect disruptions into the initiating infrastructure.

Table 3.2: Breakdown of direct and indirect disruptions by initiating infrastructure in terms
of populations disrupted (as opposed to frequency of disruption). Rows may not sum to 100%

due to rounding.

Sector Infrastructure Direct Disruption
Indirect Disruptions due to:

Elec. Road Petrol. WS WW Solid
Waste

Transport Air 7% 6% - 76% 5% 6% -
Ferry 27% 69% - 4% - - -
Rail 100% <1% - - - - -
Road 100% - - - - - -

Water & Waste Water Supply (WS) 51% 49% - - - - -
Wastewater (WW) 35% 45% 2% - 10% - 8%
Solid Waste 20% 30% 49% - <1% - -

Energy Electricity 100% - - - - - -
Petroleum 5% 13% 71% - 11% - -

Teleco. Mobile 14% 86% - - - - -
- Combined 54% 31% 9% 1% 3% <1% 2%

Disruption in electricity supply networks are the greatest cause of indirect infrastructure out-

ages causing 31% of total disruptions. This is due to the common dependence on electricity

across all of the assembled networks (with the exception of roads) and electricity supply being

the assumed priority dependency for enabling normal infrastructure service and functionality.
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The road network initiates 9% of the combined average disruptions resulting from the need to

reconfigure waste movements and petroleum supply routes. Other networks (water supply, solid

waste, petroleum, and wastewater) have relatively minor contributions in the overall indirect

disruptions across the simulated results set.

Indirect disruptions to the air passengers are predominantly due to lost connections with bulk

petroleum supply points. Many of these disruptions result from outages to the pipelines convey-

ing fuel from the oil refinery in the north of New Zealand to the bulk supply point in Auckland

(Figure 3.3) and finally to the Auckland International Airport – responsible for the highest do-

mestic and international passenger traffic. Therefore, any hazard intersecting the pipeline or

dependent electricity supplies to route pumps results in significant disruptions.

The solid waste network is particularly vulnerable to disruptions across the road network due

to the significant distances (frequently inter-regional) that waste is transported. While 49% of

the total solid waste network disruptions are initiated through the road network, the majority

of these are low consequence events and are the result of waste flows being rerouted.

3.4.3 Spatial Vulnerability

While the previous Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 largely address the magnitudes of disruption and

functional connectivity of infrastructure networks, we can further investigate the spatial prop-

erties of these outages. A number of metrics are of interest as highlighted in Section 3.2.4: (i)

the spatial extent (or reach) of disruptions resulting from a spatially localised hazard, (ii) the

frequency of which a given cell is disrupted due to reliances on assets located in other cells, and

(iii) the resulting risk of disruption being a product of disruption frequency and consequence.

We note here that the frequency (and therefore risk) of disruption is not related to a hazard/ex-

posure frequency (as would typically be the case) but rather the number of times disruptions in

a given cell are observed. This assumption in terminology is adopted throughout the remainder

of the chapter.

The spatial reach of disruptions are compared to the frequency of which each hazard cell expe-

riences a disruption in Figure 3.7.
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Firstly, the spatial reach of disruptions are compared to the frequency each hazard cell (or residents located in) 513 

experiences a disruption (Error! Reference source not found.). 514 

515 

516 

517 

Figure 7. Reach, frequency, and magnitude (user disruptions) of disruptions across hazard cells where 𝐷𝑇(ℎ) >518 

0. The road network reach and frequencies are overlooked given a lack of a suitably high resolution Origin-519 

Destination passenger movement data. 520 

The vast majority (98%) of simulated hazard cell data appear in the lower left quadrant of Figure 7. These 521 

represent comparatively infrequent disruptions to cells with reduced reach or potential to affect others at522 

significant distances away. The remaining three quadrants host the cells of more concern for managing 523 

interdependent infrastructure failures. 524 

The grouping of high reach-low frequency cells evident in Figure 7 largely represent assets associated with 525 

passenger air, petroleum and electricity supply infrastructures as these tend to be the most connected nationally526 

(Figure 3). However, given the spatial distribution of bulk petroleum assets in 11/15 CDEM regions (for 527 

example) the frequency of which assets are disrupted at different distances is expected to vary. 528 

This is examined in Figure 8 where the distance x represents the minimum number of connected hexagons 529 

between the initiating hazard cell and extent of disruption. Given discontinuities across the cell grid (e.g.530 

coastlines), the frequency of disruptions are normalised by the number of cells present at each distance x. 531 
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Figure 3.7: Reach, frequency, and magnitude (user disruptions) of disruptions across hazard
cells where DT (h) > 0. Axis are normalised relative to the maximum recorded reach and
maximum recorded frequency across the simulation set. Surrounding bar charts indicate bin
frequencies in steps of 0.1 units. Road network reach and frequency are omitted due to

insufficient Origin-Destination passenger movement data.

The vast majority (98%) of simulated hazard cell data appear in the lower left quadrant of

Figure 3.7. These represent comparatively infrequent disruptions to cells with reduced reach or

potential to affect others at significant distances away. The remaining three quadrants host the

cells of more concern for managing interdependent infrastructure failures.

The grouping of high reach - low frequency cells (top-left quadrant in Figure 3.7) largely represent

assets associated with passenger air, petroleum and electricity supply infrastructures as these

tend to be the most connected nationally (Figure 3.3). However, given the spatial distribution

of, for example, bulk petroleum assets (in 11/15 CDEM regions) the frequency of which assets

are disrupted at different distances is expected to vary. This is examined in Figure 3.8 where

the distance x represents the minimum number of connected hexagons to form a path between

the initiating hazard cell and the outer extent of disruption. If there are discontinuities across

the cell grid (e.g. coastlines), these cells are omitted when calculating x. The maximum
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Figure 3.8: Frequency of disruptions experienced with cell distance (up to 40 hexagonal
units) from an initiating hazard extent. Beyond a reach of 40 units (to a maximum 141 –
being the largest reach recorded in this study), little variation is visible with any data largely
coinciding with disruptions across the passenger air network. The northern to southern-most
points of each island are; 108, 99, and 11 hexagonal units for the North Island, South Island,

and Stewart Island, respectively.

From Figure 3.8, the fraction of cells disrupted generally decreases with distance from initiating

sources. The national average across the simulation set shows the initiating cell (x = 0) does

not necessarily lead to any further infrastructure disruptions. This suggests residents within

each hazard cell may rely on infrastructure assets which are not connected to the cell, such as

retail petrol stations which may be externally located and therefore unaffected by the simulated

hazard cell. Regional average curves are presented for each emergency management region across

the country. Those flatter curves (with greater areas below) generally coincide with areas of the

country hosting major bulk petroleum distribution infrastructure or electricity supply assets

where few network connectivity redundancies are in place. In such cases, any disruptions to

these assets lead to frequent spatial disruptions over wide areas.

The steeper regional average curves that show minimal disruptions beyond x > 10 represent

those CDEM regions that do not significantly impact others, whether it be due to the minimal

infrastructure services that the region exports or due to sufficient connectivity and redundancies

in across nearby networks. The lower three curves represent the West Coast, Marlborough, and
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Manuwatu-Wanganui regions specifically (see Figure 3.9 for locations). Each of these regions are

highly reliant on electricity generation and petroleum supply from other regions with reduced

reach to other regions.

This is evident in Figure 3.9 with the spatial variability of disruptive reach across regions repre-

sented by cell size. Larger cells indicate a greater proportion of the disruption footprint extends

beyond the host region and smaller sizes imply the disruption is contained within the host region.

Further, a disruptive risk metric is presented as indicated by cell shading. This is a product of

the relative frequency and relative consequence of disruptions across the simulation set. With

darker shading indicating a greater risk of potential disruption, the most critical spatial locations

to protect are identified as larger, darker shaded cells in Figure 3.9. These have the greatest

potential to initiate wide-reaching disruptions and cascading hazards which may not necessarily

be considered in disaster risk reduction analyses carried out based on administrative CDEM

boundaries.
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Figure 3.9: Spatial representation of the disruptive reach of spatially localised hazards (to
cells beyond the host region) and the disruptive risk (product of magnitude and frequency).
Labels indicate regional authority boundaries for Civil Defence Emergency Management. Inset:

Wellington Region with residential populations [42].

Rather than clustered around regional boundaries, cells with the greatest potential reach to dis-

rupt external emergency management areas tend to identify corridors of co-located infrastruc-

tures. Many of these appear to radiate from bulk petroleum supply points and follow electricity

transmission lines. As recognised in Figure 3.8, the West Coast region exhibits relatively low

disruptive reach beyond itself, however, a number of corridors of feeding infrastructure services
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to the region can be identified originating in the Otago, Canterbury, and Nelson-Tasman regions.

The potential for widespread disruption to the West Coast due to outages in these connecting

regions provide an example of where disaster risk reduction and resilience building efforts should

be addressed at a wider scale over multiple regions and across interdependent infrastructures and

not solely on political or operational boundaries. Similarly, the Figure 3.9 inset for Wellington

region identifies a number of cells (north-western coast) with wide reaching disruptions beyond

the regional boundary into the neighbouring Manuwatu-Wanganui region. Previous vulnerability

studies of this area [30, 33] have predominately focused on earthquake impacts for the Wellington

City given the population density and potential economic impacts. The observations of Figure

3.9 however, reinforce the need to identify regional connectivity and network interdependency

risks in conjunction with individual asset exposure/fragility when prioritising resilience building

measures.

Increased disruptive risk appears to correlate with larger cities (Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch)

and on the periphery of such areas where major infrastructure assets such as electricity trans-

mission substations or water treatment works are located to service urban development. The

co-location of such assets ensures greater potential for simultaneous disruptions across multiple

networks affecting large areas. This is also the case in smaller regional centres that may be

reliant on single connections to the wider electricity transmission network with any disruption

or loss in connectivity resulting in disruptions across all local networks. Such an example is

evident between the Hawke’s Bay and Gisborne regions with an east-west corridor of wide reach-

ing and highly disruptive cells. Hosting a connection to a hydropower generation source and

sole connection to the wider national transmission grid for the Gisborne region, these cells high-

light a significant vulnerability and potential for nationally significant impacts where redundant

connections are not allowed for.

Across Figure 3.9 however, the greatest concentration of highly disruptive and wide reaching

hazard cells appear along a north-south corridor connecting the Northland and Auckland re-

gions. Across the regional boundary a number of major infrastructure network connections are

co-located: the pipeline delivering petroleum to the Auckland bulk supply node, electricity trans-

mission lines providing the majority of electricity for the Northland region, and the main state

highway route. The combination of these infrastructures ensure a disruption across any of these

cells can lead to wide reaching impacts across Northland, Auckland, and areas of the Waikato

region dependent on petroleum supply from the Auckland bulk supply terminal. Such locations

should be a target for protection measures against spatially localised hazards.

It is apparent that a number of vulnerabilities identified do not always directly coincide with the

greatest population densities. This is further examined in Figure 3.10 where user disruptions

(per co-located infrastructure) generally exceed the resident populations within each cell extent

frequently in excess of an order of magnitude.
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Figure 3.10: User disruptions per co-located infrastructure for resident populations.

The significant increase in user disruptions compared to resident populations highlights the

potential reach of asset outages whether this is due to a lack of network redundancies or due to

cascading failures across interdependent networks.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter presented a framework to assess the magnitude and spatial extent of disruptions

across interdependent national infrastructure networks. In doing so, we have demonstrated the

integration of a wide range of functional network models with geographic dependencies through

successive simulations of hazards across a national scale grid of 4590 equal area hexagon cells.

While this addresses the general case, the same approach can be followed with the availability

of probabilistic hazard extents such as for flood inundation or seismic shaking.

With application to New Zealand, the functional connectivity of ten critical infrastructure sys-

tems and a wide range of assumed dependencies that exist between them have been presented.

The simulation of infrastructure failures across each hazard cell reveals a number of insights

into the role these dependencies have in contributing to widespread disruptions and the spatial

variability in disruption magnitudes, frequencies, and the reach of failures.

Across the results set, direct disruptions when infrastructures are modelled as isolated networks

only account for 54% of the total potential user disruptions with the remaining 46% being re-

alised due to network dependencies. While network operators may invest in resilience building

measures across networks, there is still significant potential for widespread disruptions resulting

from indirectly initiated failures if supporting networks do not concurrently introduce network
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redundancies or upgrade system robustness to disruptions. Given the suggested role interde-

pendencies can play in initiating further disruptions, future infrastructure network vulnerability

assessments should carefully consider both directly and indirectly dependent infrastructure sys-

tems. This is especially the case for electricity and state highway networks that were observed

to be the leading contributors to indirect disruptions.

Spatially, the areas with the greatest potential for disruptions were found to be largely correlated

with population density and on the periphery of such developments. Made apparent is the

country’s high dependence on petroleum supply and the importance of petroleum delivery via

pipelines and road networks. This is in addition to the road network providing connectivity for

private vehicle use and solid waste movement. A number of areas have been exposed as being

particularly vulnerable to disruption – not limited to the discussed Northland, Gisborne, and

West Coast regions. Potential resilience building measures in the form of increased connectivity

to the wider networks or additional redundancies in local networks should be assessed in further

detail. However, any further studies should still consider the connectivity to the wider national

networks given the significant connections, dependencies, and reach of disruptions extending

beyond regional/CDEM and normal operational boundaries.

For the greatest benefit, any resilience building measures should not necessarily be focused solely

in areas of greatest population densities, but instead identifying ‘upstream’ vulnerabilities and

increasing network connectivity to areas easily isolated. There is a clear requirement to think

beyond the immediate impacts within a hazard area and the effects to not only directly dependent

systems, but to consider higher order dependencies and the associated wider geographies that

may experience a disruption or reduced level of infrastructure service. Where particular areas

or asset are frequently exposed to disruptions, the strengthening or protecting of connections

may not be the most effective form of disaster risk reduction, with redundancies in the form of

building connectivity to alternate regions or installing more localised capacity (such as electricity

generation) could be seen as more effective.

While providing a number of insights into the physical and geographic dependencies between in-

frastructure networks, we are still faced with a number of challenges that restrict this modelling

approach in its current form. Data availability is a common issue in national scale infrastructure

assessments [14, 15, 48] with similar observations here where data is held by a multitude of differ-

ent local government authorities, infrastructure owners, operators, and service providers across

each of the ten networks. However, the collation of spatial and user demands for New Zealand

infrastructures has been an important initial step towards the development and assimilation of

higher resolution data sets and network models incorporating processes and further functional

aspects. These will enable a better representation of service flows – not limited to the likes of

electricity power flow models [49] and the incorporation of national origin-destination data to

better represent traffic movement and hence the spatial reach of disruptions.
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While this chapter has quantified the consequences of failure in terms of the potential user dis-

ruptions in a fixed time frame (average daily user disruptions), there are further opportunities to

incorporate other indicators such as potential macro-economic effects and the temporal changes

in disruption should recovery processes be further considered. These examples become especially

important when considering specific natural hazard (earthquakes, flooding, volcanic eruptions)

or multi-hazard scenarios that will not necessarily be confined to the CDEM administrative

boundaries.
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Chapter 4

Quantifying directional

dependencies from infrastructure

restoration data

Preamble

The previous chapters have addressed the interdependencies of infrastructure networks and the

potential for initiating cascading failures with wide reaching consequences. Following a major

disruption, these dependencies may change in magnitude or importance due to the introduction

of redundancies, alternative service provisions, or changes in societal needs.

This chapter addresses Question (D) outlined in Section 1.4 regarding how dependencies can be

quantified in the response to major disruptions. In response, this chapter builds on recent efforts

by proposing a new dependency index methodology that gives importance to the direction of de-

pendency between coupled infrastructures and equally weighting the multiple dependencies that

may be realised across a variety of lag times. The effectiveness of the methodology is presented

with application to the recovery of selected infrastructure networks following the February 22,

2011 earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand.

The chapter is largely based on the following publication:

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A. Y. (2015). Quantifying Directional Depen-

dencies from Infrastructure Restoration Data. Earthquake Spectra, 32(3),

1363-1381. DOI: 10.1193/013015EQS015M
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1193/013015EQS015M
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4.1 Introduction

The modelling of dependencies between infrastructures, particularly during disruptive events,

continues to be an ongoing focus of research worldwide. Such dependencies exist when one in-

frastructure has a direct effect on the function of a corresponding system, where the mutual

dependency or the propagation of inoperability back to the original network represents an in-

terdependency [1]. Although a variety of dependency modelling and simulation methodologies

are presented and compared in the literature [2–4], such techniques still require calibration to

historical data. Therefore, empirical approaches are typically used to identify dependencies,

quantify the strength of such measures, and reveal failure patterns with the aim of informing

infrastructure dependency models while providing an opportunity to compare interdependence

across events.

With news media commonly reporting infrastructure failures, broad databases have been con-

structed to inform common dependencies and cascading failures [5, 6]. While providing an

indication of the frequency a general dependency is observed over time, others have instead

focused on the media reports following specific disruptive events [7, 8]. For further detailed anal-

yses, past failure records can be examined to quantify dependencies [9] or used in combination

with the aforementioned news reports as suggested by McDaniels et al. [10]. Such methods typ-

ically identify specific component failures in order to suggest the nature and general reliance of

infrastructure systems on others; however, quantifying these can be problematic. The following

techniques have been explored as an alternative.

At a systems level, the reliance of infrastructures on other goods and services can be measured us-

ing economic transactions [11, 12]. Such approximations require the assumption that the volume

of financial exchange is synonymous with the reliance one infrastructure has on another. Un-

der normal operating circumstances this may be appropriate; however, in post-disaster recovery

such representation could be questioned. Recognising this, expert opinions regarding perceived

dependencies can be elicited [13–15]. A more direct approach in defining dependencies at a

complete infrastructure level can be taken by examining restoration curves following significant

disruptive events. Based on electrical infrastructure fragility and an assumed linear relationship

with telecommunication system functionality, Reed et al. [16] quantify directioned dependen-

cies which can inform input-output inoperability models (IIM) or system dynamics modelling

approaches. Dueñas-Osorio and Kwasinski [17] introduced the quantification of dependencies be-

tween two curves by using the maximum positive values of the cross-correlation function (CCF)

[18]. Consequently, the sole use of a maximum CCF value requires the assumption that only the

dependency representing this maximum is of interest, regardless of any other physical, logical,

geographic, or cyber dependencies (as defined by Rinaldi et al. [1]). In reality, more than one de-

pendency can exist between two infrastructure systems, so combining all statistically significant
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values of the CCF can provide a wider indication of interdependency [19]. Such an approach

results in a single interdependency vector with an overall direction based on the most relied

upon system. The combination of all dependencies is then not conducive for application in an

IIM or similar model where directioned dependencies are used to identify cascading failures and

feedback loops.

An additional assumption required in such existing methods [17, 19] is where delayed depen-

dencies are assigned a lower weighting in proportion to those functional dependencies which are

realised immediately. Ultimately, this implies that the possibly more complex dependencies and

internal or intradependencies may contribute less disruption to other infrastructures compared

to an instantaneously effectuated dependency. While appropriate in providing event specific in-

terdependencies, to inform a generic model across a range of disruptions, all dependencies should

in fact be represented. This is evinced in the simplified case of an infrastructure repair requiring

both access and resources. Although one may be realised in advance of the other, the repair pro-

cess cannot be initiated with one component missing. Thus it is argued that both dependencies

are represented equivalently regardless of any time delay.

In this chapter, a dependency index is proposed which advances existing functions by utilising

the importance of direction which previous methods [16, 17] do not take into account while

incorporating the notion that multiple dependencies can be realised between two infrastructures

at different times [19]. Building on previous literature, it is suggested that correlations between

infrastructure recoveries be weighted based on coupling strengths, regardless of any time taken

for a dependency to take effect. In addition, we suggest dependencies are directioned based on

the infrastructure leading recovery and where a tight operational interdependency is witnessed,

direction is based on the overall reliance of infrastructures on one another.

To aid discussion, this chapter is presented as a case study for the MW 6.2 earthquake of February

22, 2011 near Christchurch, New Zealand. Although detailed studies on infrastructure depen-

dencies often follow a major disaster [7, 8, 17, 19], comparable dependency analyses have not

been presented in the literature relating to this major event.

The chapter is organised in the following manner. Firstly a brief overview of the case study event

is presented with the collation of recovery data and observed dependencies between selected

critical infrastructures. This is followed by the analysis of restoration curves to quantify and

give direction to the infrastructure dependencies allowing a comparison to observed dependencies

following the Christchurch event. To conclude a discussion surrounding the future application

of these results is presented.
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4.2 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence

Significant earthquakes were experienced across the Canterbury region throughout 2010 and 2011

with total damage estimates exceeding NZ$30 billion [20]. Across the sequence of events, two

major occurrences of MW > 6 can be distinguished (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Major events of the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence with distance measured
from the Christchurch City Centre [21]

Sequence Designation Date Local Time Magnitude Depth Distance
1 Darfield Sep. 4, 2010 4:35 a.m. MW 7.1 10 km 40 km
2 Christchurch Feb. 22, 2011 12:51 p.m. MW 6.2 5 km 5 km

In close proximity to Christchurch, New Zealand (pop. 350,000), the February 22 earthquake

was the most devastating with peak horizontal accelerations up to 1.41g [22]. Due to the time

of day, epicenter location, and quantity of buildings awaiting seismic strengthening, the city

experienced substantial losses, including 182 fatalities in the first 24 hours post-earthquake [23].

Herein designated the Christchurch Earthquake, this single event provided the largest lifeline

disruption in New Zealand for 80 years with significant damage induced through; extensive

liquefaction, flooding, lateral spreading, ground subsidence, rock falls, and slope failures [24–27].

While specific references to observed damage will be made where necessary, for detailed discussion

surrounding infrastructure component performances, the reader is directed to Giovinazzi et al.

[28], Eidinger and Tang [29], and the 2014 Earthquake Spectra Special Issue (Vol. 30, Iss. 1) on

the event.

4.2.1 Restoration Curves

A range of sources have been used to collate a series of time dependent recovery curves (Figure

4.1) for the Christchurch City area. While recovery at different geographic scales and time

intervals would be preferred to detail restoration processes, such is not always possible given

the nature of major disasters and the data collected in the immediate response phase. For

consistency across infrastructures, restoration over the first 28 days following the Christchurch

event is analysed for the greater Christchurch City area with the exception of the central business

district cordon area where possible. Over this time period, it is assumed that demand is constant

due to a lack of verifiable information regarding resident movements.

Over time t, the fraction of inoperability for the ith infrastructure qi(t) is used to represent the

recovery of each infrastructure. This value ranges across [0, 1] with limits representing full con-

nectivity and complete disruption of the infrastructure, respectively. For distribution systems

(dashed lines in Figure 4.1) inoperability is based on connectivity such that inoperability is as-

sumed to decrease with the restoration of network function whether temporary, permanent, or
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Figure 4.1: Inoperability fraction of infrastructures following the February 22, 2011
Christchurch Earthquake.

through redundancies to provide a survivable level of service to each connection point. This rep-

resents a simple, widely reported and easily comprehendible performance metric for operability

and suitable for such analyses [17, 19]. As a result, qi(t) does not address any quality, quantity, or

similar performance based metrics due to restrictions in available data across all infrastructures.

For the service based infrastructures (solid lines in Figure 4.1), hospital operability represents

the provision of service as opposed to physical damage to buildings and grounds [30]. Telecom-

munications infrastructure represents the operability of a single wireless cellular network. Due

to difficulties in assigning individual connections to cell sites without utilising private data, inop-

erability in this case represents physical damage and basic survivable functionality. While these

definitions of inoperability greatly simplify the overall function of complex infrastructures, the

poor availability of public data restricts further breakdowns across all infrastructures. Future

applications and event analyses could correlate restoration across difference service aspects of an

infrastructure [31, 32].

Data used to generate the curves of Figure 4.1 are derived from a range of publically avail-

able sources [28–30, 33–45]. With often conflicting data, publications from infrastructure asset

operators were commonly preferred with a further reliance on referenced academic and inves-

tigative reports, and finally news media. While the infrastructures given are not all inclusive,

data availability over an interval conducive to this study and difficulties in quantifying network

connectivity have meant some lifeline infrastructures are not represented.

Linear interpolation is assumed between data points (Figure 4.1), with the exception of an ex-

ponential curve to approximate recovery for the telecommunications sector where t > 0.25 days.

This is due to the comparatively sparse data points – a result of using one telecommunications
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provider as a representative of the wireless telecommunication sector as a whole. The assump-

tion of an exponential relationship is based on empirical evidence [16, 46–48] where an additional

data set collated for the Darfield earthquake [33, 43, 49] also follows this shape with near exact

precision.

4.2.2 Observed Dependencies

Telecommunication networks are heavily reliant on electricity and can be expected to experience

heavy traffic congestion following disasters. Prior studies for Christchurch City had recognised

this high dependence of telecommunication systems on electricity [50] with many redundant

electricity sources being already in place across the city throughout the Canterbury Earthquake

Sequence. This enabled continued coverage and capacity for both wired and wireless networks

subject to stored battery capacities. Drainage times of such batteries typically range from two

hours for an urban cell site operating at full power to eight hours for a roadside cabinet [51].

Such was evident with an increase in inoperability after 0.25 days (Figure 4.1) due to drained

batteries before additional power sources could be arranged or portable cell sites deployed. The

ageing of such batteries was highlighted as a problem, where poor performance caused cell site

failure earlier than expected resulting in a system not performing to expectation [29]. As a

result, significant dependence was placed back on the electricity infrastructure until inventories

of additional generators and portable cell sites could be established. Arrangements for mutual

aid amongst telecommunications providers ensured this dependency on electricity was reduced

through the sharing of resources [52]. Aside from network damage to distribution pipes, pre-

event studies suggested a moderate reliance on electricity to supply some wells and pump stations

[50]. Redundancies were provided in a number of cases with back-up power sources or where

sufficient artesian head provided local unaided distribution [29]. Once connectivity is restored

to the electricity network, water supply infrastructure operability becomes reliant on adequate

human and material resources to restore service. This can be considered an internal water sector

intradependency as opposed to a reliance on other infrastructures. While the gas network only

experienced minor physical damage, the risk of leaks and possibly fire resulted in the entire

system being shut down within hours [28]. Rapid reactivation followed through large numbers of

local, national, and international crews [29]. Coupled with the requirement of human resources to

restore flow, dependencies on telecommunications, electricity, and water networks were apparent.

While effective in most instances, difficulties in using handheld radios due to topography were

noted in gas network restoration thus placing an increased dependence on telecommunications

[29, 53]. Redundancies in power supply through back-up gas generators at feeder plants meant

the dependency on electricity was reduced. In comparison, little redundancy for water supply was

apparent. As required for vapourisers and fire suppression processes, a high dependence on the

water network for restoring and maintaining service is evident across the gas network. Similar to
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the gas infrastructure, the hospital service shows little recovery in the first day (Figure 4.1). With

redundant supplies of water and electricity, the system exhibited limited dependence on these

external infrastructures, however, Ardagh et al. [23] suggested a dependency on communication

systems was apparent.

4.3 Quantifying Directional Dependencies

4.3.1 Correlations

Although an interdependency suggests a bidirectional relationship between two infrastructures,

from the point of view of a single infrastructure, separating into directional components is neces-

sary for further use in models and enable detailed comparisons across different events. Following

a disruption to an infrastructure, physical dependencies are (typically) realised immediately

whereas higher order logical or technological reliances can provide delayed cascading failures.

For this reason, when using the correlation of recovery curves specific unidirectional depen-

dencies need be defined, as opposed to a single combined interdependency value that takes all

correlations into account regardless of the time until realisation. Previous studies have suggested

combining cross-correlations with lag times to provide estimates of coupling strengths between

two infrastructures [17, 19]. Such approaches however, require an assumption of stationarity.

To reduce variance and the effects of non-stationarity apparent in Figure 4.1, inoperabilities are

equalised in length across the same timeframe (28 days). Through second differenced logarith-

mically transformed daily interpolated inoperabilities, a vector of length n − 2 is produced for

each infrastructure. A second difference in this instance can be associated with an acceleration of

recovery such that similar rapid changes in restoration rates could be inferred as exhibiting high

correlation. For combinations of infrastructures i and j, the correlation is quantified from the

cross covariance function γi,j(h) (Equation 4.1) and cross-correlation function ρi,j(h) (Equation

4.2) for a lag of h time periods between infrastructures.

γi,j (h) =
1

1 + n

n−h∑
t=0

(xt,i − x̄i) (xt+h,j − x̄j) (4.1)

ρi,j (h) =
γi,j (h)√

γi,i (0) γj,j (0)
(4.2)

where xt,i is the tth entry (t = 0, 1, . . . , n) in the ith differenced restoration curve, xt+h,j is

the t + h entry in the jth differenced restoration curve. The mean across all n values in each

differenced series are x̄i and x̄j with the terms γi,i(0) and γj,j(0) being the auto-covariance of

the ith and jth infrastructures, respectively. Resulting CCF values are in the range [-1, 1] such
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that ρi,j(h) = 0 where no correlation exists where the sign of non-zero ρi,j(h) is indicative of

positive or negative correlation between the transformed second differenced series. Peak positive

values of ρi,j(h) are given in Table 4.2 where the row infrastructure leads the restoration of the

column infrastructure for a positive lag. Lag times of zero indicate that peak correlation occurs

within the same time step without any modelled lag.

Table 4.2: Peak cross-correlations between infrastructure restoration curves of Figure 4.1
with brackets representing the lag time for this value to occur. Bolded values indicate those

statistically significant correlations (95% confidence interval).

Infrastructure Electricity Gas Hospital Telecom Water Supply
Electricity 0.47 (+1) 0.19 (+1) 0.18 (+1) 0.98 (0)
Gas 0.47 (–1) 0.94 (0) 0.80 (0) 0.44 (-1)
Hospital 0.19 (−1) 0.94 (0) 0.73 (0) 0.44 (-1)
Telecommunications 0.18 (−1) 0.80 (0) 0.73 (0) 0.18 (−1)
Water Supply 0.98 (0) 0.44 (+1) 0.23 (0) 0.18 (+1)

The lowest cross-correlation coefficient values of 0.18 are represented by the telecommunication

network when coupled with either electricity or water supply networks. Although relatively

little damage was caused to the telecommunications network, the discussed draining of stored

electricity led the inoperability fraction to increase not long after the event. Therefore, these

low correlations would be expected in the initial response phase as both water and electricity

infrastructures show their most rapid recoveries here (Figure 4.1). Due to similarly rapid initial

recovery across the electricity and water supply networks, the significantly high correlation of 0.98

is indicative of a tight operational dependence with flow on effects in the same time period. The

nature of such distribution networks can enable rapid recovery in the same time step to large areas

when a single upstream node or link is fixed. For these systems, Figure 4.2a shows correlations

exceeding the positive threshold for statistical significance (95% confidence) ρθ occurring across

the -1, 0, and +1 lag periods.

Similar to the electricity and water networks, the telecommunications and gas networks appear

highly correlated across the same time step (no lag) in Figure 4.2b, however, negligible positive

correlation is evident when lag times are introduced. This may represent the importance of

communication between crews when re-livening gas lines with internal radio systems are not

fully functional. Similarly, the gas network is computed to have a significant reliance on each of

the other infrastructures (Table 4.2). This is likely due to the gas network being initially shut

down completely with a delay in restoring flow such that the sudden acceleration in repair after

one day appears to be a result of all other infrastructures being repaired.
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Figure 4.2: Cross-correlation functions between (a) electricity and water and (b) telecom-
munications and gas infrastructure systems where dashed lines indicate ρθ.

4.3.2 Coupling Strengths

With various levels of correlation defined at a range of lag periods, these can be combined to

produce a single dependency to represent infrastructure couplings. Denoted Si,j , the Dueñas-

Osorio and Kwasinski [17] dependency index is given as:

Si,j =



ρ+i,j(h)

1+
√
|h|
× sgn(h) when h 6= 0

ρ+
i,j(h) when h = 0

(4.3)
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where ρ+
i,j(h) is the maximum positive value of ρi,j(h) across all lag periods. The restoration of

the ith infrastructure is leading the jth infrastructure when Si,j > 0. In comparison, Cimellaro

et al. [19] recommend combining directional dependencies to give,

Si,j = |Ai,j |1/N × sgn(Ai,j) (4.4)

where N represents the number of times ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ (i.e. N = 3 and N = 1 for Figures 4.2a

and 4.2b, respectively). The parameter Ai,j is defined as:

Ai,j =
1

N

N∑
h=0


ρi,j(h)√
|h|
× sgn(h) when ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ and h 6= 0

ρi,j(h) when ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ and h = 0

(4.5)

As observed in Figure 4.2a, significant correlations can occur at separate lag times. In such

instances when applying Equation 4.3, only the maximum value is represented in quantifying

the relationship. This disregards any other cross-correlation which may represent further logical

or functional dependencies such as when an inventory of a resource is depleted. Equation 4.4

takes this into account by including all correlations greater than the threshold ρθ regardless of

the dependence direction.

Both Equations 4.3 and 4.4 comprise a denominator term for non-zero lag times. This ensures

the resulting dependency indices are amplified with a reduction in lag time. While Equation

4.4 does not reduce the quantified dependency for lags of 0 and 1 time period, anything higher

is scaled. Using a lag of four days as an example, Equations 4.3 and 4.4 will contribute a

dependency of the initial correlation strength if it had occurred in the same time step (h =

0). Therefore, tight operational dependencies are biased over such delayed dependencies. Due

to multiple reliances on other systems and internal dependencies (such as allowing access to a

component or scheduling repairs), a delay of one day could be assumed reasonable. If there are

reliances on two or more infrastructures to reinstate network connectivity, both dependencies

should be equally represented. Without coinciding availability, no repair could take place and

therefore each should be represented as both are required for the ongoing function of the damaged

infrastructure.

Further issues with the existing Equations 4.3 and 4.4 are evident in defining which direction a

dependency exists when no lag is applied. For h 6= 0, the signum function takes this direction

into account, however, where h = 0 it is implied that i leads j. If i and j are interchanged, the

same dependency is produced but in the opposing direction. Therefore, the dependency estimate

depends entirely on the order of selected infrastructures in such cases. While the selection of i
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and j may be straightforward in some cases, issues can arise in selecting a directing analogous

to reality where dominant systems are unclear.

To address these issues, an alternative is proposed for considering lag times from statistically

significant couplings where ρi,j ≥ ρθ. To define the leading infrastructure i or j, the parameters

Ii,j and Ji,j are introduced where each represent the sum of positive correlations for the leading

infrastructure (Equation 4.6).

Ii,j =
n∑
h=0

ρi,j(h) for ρi,j > 0

Ji,j =
0∑

h=−n
ρi,j(h) for ρi,j > 0

(4.6)

The maximum value of Ii,j or Ji,j therefore suggests the direction of the dependency. Whilst

possibly appearing trivial should significant correlations exist at non-zero lag times, the benefit

is apparent where the only CCF value greater than the threshold occurs in the same time step

(h = 0). A new formulation for Si,j is given as Equation 4.7 where the resulting dependency is

directional and again a positive Si,j index indicates the ith infrastructure leading the repair of

the jth infrastructure.

Si,j =



+
n∑
h=0

ρi,j(h)2

n∑
h=0

ρi,j(h)
when Ii,j > Ji,j and ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ

−
0∑

h=−n

ρi,j(h)2

0∑
h=−n

ρi,j(h)

when Ii,j < Ji,j and ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ

(4.7)

In addition to the coupling strengths, an average weighted lag can be defined to indicate the lag

corresponding to the calculated strength and direction of dependency. Represented by Equation

4.8, an absolute value of the lag ensures the direction of the dependency is not defined and

instead is represented in the corresponding dependency index Si,j (Equation 4.7).

Hi,j =



+

n∑
h=0

(|h|×ρi,j(h))

n∑
h=0

ρi,j(h)
when Ii,j > Ji,j and ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ

−

0∑
h=−n

(|h|×ρi,j(h))

0∑
h=−n

ρi,j(h)

when Ii,j < Ji,j and ρi,j(h) ≥ ρθ

(4.8)

The average lag, defined in Equation 4.8, provides an indication of the time taken to realise the

dependency. While the maximum lag may be of most interest in planning future recoveries and
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redundancies to minimise recovery time, Hi,j can further clarify the dominant leading infrastruc-

ture and lag time when multiple high correlations are observed either side of a zero lag (Figure

4.2a).

4.4 Results and Validation

Equations 4.3, 4.4, and 4.7 for determining Si,j are compared in Table 4.3 where i and j are

assigned alphabetically. Where no significant correlations are calculated between infrastructure

couplings (N = 0), only Equation 4.3 enables the quantification of dependency. These couplings

can be validated with those post-event observations made and discussed above. Redundant

power sources held at cellular telecommunication sites reduced the dependence across E – T,

where redundant provisions of electricity and water across the hospital network reduced the

magnitude of dependence quantified here. Issues arise however, with Equation 4.3 assuming the

direction of the leading infrastructure when the maximum observed correlation occurs without

any lag. The H-WS coupling for example suggests the recovery of hospital services leads the

restoration of water infrastructure. While this may have been the case in reality, applying such

figures to a quantitative interdependency model may provide errors. In applying Equation 4.6

for this coupling, the direction of dominant dependency is reversed such that the restoration of

water infrastructure leads that of the hospital. While not overly significant in magnitude, this

direction seems logical with the function of the hospital not being fully realized across the time

period studied (Figure 4.1) and the main source of drinking water across the hospital system

being disrupted across this time [30].

Table 4.3: Comparisons of Si,j across Equations 4.3, 4.4, and 4.7.

Coupling N Si,j Eqn 4.3 Si,j Eqn 4.4 Si,j Eqn 4.7 Hi,j Eqn 4.8

Electricity – Teleco. (E – T) 0 0.09 - - -

Electricity – Hospital (E – H) 0 0.10 - - -

Teleco. – Water Supply (T – WS) 0 -0.09 - - -

Hospital – Water Supply (H – WS) 0 0.23 - - -

Electricity – Gas (E – G) 1 0.23 0.47 0.47 +1

Gas – Teleco. (G – T) 1 0.80 0.80 -0.80 0

Hospital – Teleco. (H – T) 1 0.73 0.73 -0.73 0

Gas – Water Supply (G – WS) 1 -0.22 -0.44 -0.44 -1

Gas – Hospital (G – H) 1 0.94 0.94 0.94 0

Electricity – Water Supply (E – WS) 3 0.98 0.70 0.82 +0.33

Infrastructure couplings E – G and G – WS are both calculated to have one significant correlation

(N = 1) for non-zero lag times. While the three compared equations are consistent in their

direction, the magnitude is halved for the Equation 4.3 quantification of dependency. Electricity

is calculated to lead gas distribution (Table 4.3) which is validated with the observed reliance

of gas infrastructure operation on electricity sources as discussed above. While the direction of
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dependency corresponds to expectations, the provision of back-up electricity generators likely

enabled the reactivation of the gas network to continue and hence reduced the dependency

on the electricity network. With similar magnitudes, water supply is observed to lead gas

infrastructure restoration. Again this is consistent with the observed recovery following the

Christchurch event where water is required for the functioning of various network components

and for use in suppressing fire.

Two of the remaining infrastructure couples where N = 1, G – T and H – T, are consistent in

terms of absolute magnitude and lag time of dependence, however, conflicting in direction (Table

4.3). This confirms the proposition that the assignment of infrastructure i and infrastructure

j become important where high correlation exists in the same time step. Equations 4.3 and

4.4 both assume positive Si,j when h = 0, regardless of i and j selection. However, the use of

Equation 4.6 suggests otherwise with the telecommunications restoration leading both the gas

and hospital sectors. While slight dependencies on telecommunications networks from both gas

and hospital infrastructures were observed following the Christchurch event [23, 29], literature

sources report no dependencies on the gas network from the hospital system. Although the

compared equations all suggest identical dependencies in both magnitude and direction for G

– H, such high calculated correlations are likely to be due to external factors delaying recovery

as opposed to influencing one another. Most notable would be similarities in recovery across

the first day followed by a rapid recovery across the second day, ultimately leading to high

cross-correlations being computed in the same time period (h = 0).

With three statistically significant cross-correlation values for the E – WS coupling, each of the

compared equations agree that electricity restoration leads water supply. However, if infrastruc-

tures i and j are swapped, Equations 4.3 and 4.4 then suggest the opposite, which contradicts

field observations and the expected relationship between these infrastructures. This highlights

the importance of using Equation 4.8 to define direction. Table 4.3 also shows discrepancies are

evident in quantifying the magnitude of dependence. Equation 4.3 provides the largest estimate

as the maximum correlation occurs within the same time step such that SE,WS = ρ+
E,WS(0).

This is followed by Equation 4.7 where just those positive correlations are used to quantify

the directional dependency and Equation 4.4 where dependencies in both directions are com-

bined to provide an interdependency index. The dependence of water supply infrastructure on

electricity supply is validated with that observed following the Christchurch event above and

predicted in earlier studies [50]. This is due to the potable water supply across Christchurch be-

ing predominantly pumped under pressure and without complete backup power supplies across

all infrastructure components; a significant reliance on electricity is expected. Therefore, the

82% dependence of the water supply infrastructure on electricity supply provided by Equation

4.7 could be realistic. While validated qualitatively against observed data, further quantification

studies using alternate methods would confirm whether the values presented are appropriate.
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Applying Equation 4.8 indicates a slight positive lag of 0.33 for E-WS. This is visually evident

in Figure 4.2a where ρE,WS(−1) < ρE,WS(+1) suggests positive lag, however, as ρE,WS(0) >

ρE,WS(+1), h is likely to be closer to 0 than 1. Physically, this slight positive lag appears

reasonable as in some cases an asset operator may be required to restore flow, assess damage, or

otherwise.

4.5 Discussion

Peak correlations are all observed within a maximum single time period, indicative of tight

operational coupling. In contrast to these functional dependencies, logical relationships are

harder to observe and quantify with little correlation seen past ±1 day. This may be due to

the large spatial extent of the study area, where severe damage to lifelines was predominantly

localised to those areas experiencing soil liquefaction. As a result, the dependencies in these

areas may be hidden to some degree with the restoration in undamaged areas less reliant on

the other infrastructures but more on intradependencies or internal procedures. Consequently,

legitimate dependencies may not be highlighted due to the predominantly undamaged state of

the network enabling such rapid recoveries across these undamaged areas.

The tight couplings suggested across short lag periods may also be indicative of prior prepared-

ness through redundancies and inventories reducing the reliance on the original infrastructures.

Such is evinced by the hospital service where dependencies on the water and electricity sectors

are shown to be relatively insignificant despite of a loss of externally supplied electricity and

potable water supplies [30]. Even with such disruptions, over 98% operability was realised over

the studied time period with additional resilience credited to the capability for redistributing

hospital services. While this is one example, the observations of Giovinazzi et al. [28] also agree

with such conclusions where contingency measures in place significantly aided recovery across

infrastructures. The prior preparedness can be related to the strong presence of Civil Defence

and planning for disasters through regional lifelines engineering groups [39, 50, 54, 55], national

simulation exercises [56], and the acknowledgement of lessons learned from previous disruptions,

both international and local [27, 29, 49, 57, 58].

As discussed and observed in Table 4.3, the direction of dependency using Equations 4.3 and

4.4 can depend entirely on the suggestions of infrastructures i and j. While some could argue

that the order of infrastructures in each couple appear wrong (simply assumed alphabetical in

this study), if more complex highly interdependent systems are studied, the expected leading

infrastructure may not be so apparent. This reiterates the importance of confirming the direction

of dependence as addressed by Equation 4.8.
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In adopting a quantified dependency, judgement is also required in determining whether the

dependence exists in reality. A high correlation may not always guarantee a dependence ex-

ists as evinced with the gas and hospital service coupling. With little reported dependency in

reality, due to similar curve properties a significant dependency is quantified across all com-

pared methodologies. Further consideration may be required where the longer lag times could

have captured cascading or higher order dependencies across multiple unrepresented infrastruc-

tures. While the inclusion of further critical infrastructures would enable a deeper analysis, data

availability provides a major constraint following significant disaster events and thus reveals a

limitation of this approach in quantifying dependencies.

A limitation arises with the proposed (and compared) methodologies in quantifying dependencies

relying exclusively on the initial accuracy of recovery curves. Somewhat expected following a

disaster event, inconsistencies in reported restoration figures used to derive the Figure 4.1 curves

were evident. While noted across other events, a variety of units are represented in the literature

following the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence such as: network service, customers connected,

populations disconnected, customer minutes lost, and lengths of pipe in service, amongst others.

Although possible uncertainties in the curves of Figure 4.1 are acknowledged, they do not show

any significant deviations when normalised and compared to other globally significant natural

hazard-caused disasters (as presented in Chapter 5).

As all significant disaster recoveries can be expected to differ, future studies should look at com-

paring results using the proposed quantification methodology to observe possible discrepancies

in magnitudes, direction, and suggest further development of the studied approach. In addi-

tion, a wider range of critical infrastructures would enable closer inspection of cascading failures

and higher order dependencies. Similarly, defining recovery by different aspects of service as

examined in Chapter 6 could allow more specific dependencies to be addressed and quantified.

Although difficulties may arise in accurately defining service based critical infrastructure inop-

erabilities, methodologies using function based metrics across multiple performance indicators

such as followed by Jacques et al. [30] for hospital systems can be applied.

While the computed dependencies here are representative of the damage, recovery processes,

and interactions between infrastructures following the Christchurch Earthquake, the utilisation

of expert opinions and other methodologies discussed earlier in this chapter should also be consid-

ered. Although these present unique challenges with additional uncertainties, such comparative

studies would be required before use in disaster recovery modelling applications to ensure the

integrity of quantified dependencies. As a result, this is a direction of research being followed by

the authors.
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4.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented new metrics in quantifying directioned dependencies using restora-

tion curves following major disruptions. Through a case study application to the Christchurch

Earthquake (February 22, 2011), peak correlations were all observed to be within one day of each

other – indicative of tight operational dependence. However, validation with the observed event

suggests redundancies are also a likely contributor to the rapid repair occurring concurrently

across infrastructures.

The advantages in using the proposed approach are evident when compared to those existing

methodologies in the literature. These advantages are the equal weighting of dependencies

regardless of lag time and the automated selection of dependency direction which previously

relied upon a user assumption.

With difficulties in data collection immediately following such a severe disruption at the ideal

spatial and temporal scales for such studies, further work is suggested to integrate various other

methods into quantifying directional dependencies. This will increase credibility for use in pre-

dictive models and simulations of recovery for future events.
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Chapter 5

Post-disaster infrastructure

restoration: a comparison of

events for future planning

Preamble

A range of recovery curve trajectories was presented in the case study application of Chapter

4. While it is important to recognise that every disaster is different and the complexities in

infrastructure system recoveries are only further complicated through interactions with other

systems (socio-economic, natural, political, amongst others), Question (E) asks whether any

similarities can be drawn between such recovery curve trajectories in response to different natural

disaster applications.

Adopting a common network connectivity metric as studied in the previous three chapters, this

chapter focuses on the recovery curves of 63 distinct infrastructure networks following a range of

globally significant natural disasters. The properties of these curves are compared to produce a

global median recovery curve trajectory to inform likely restoration rates and indicative estimates

of expected restoration times in planning recovery for future disasters.

The chapter is largely based on the following publication:

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A. Y. (2015). Post-disaster infrastructure restora-

tion: A comparison of events for future planning. International Journal

of Disaster Risk Reduction, 13, 158-166. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijdrr.2015.04.004
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5.1 Introduction

Following a natural disaster, the repair of infrastructures back to comparable pre-disaster levels

is of major importance for both the livelihood of citizens [1] and maintaining economic activity

across a city or region [2, 3]. While infrastructure component damage is typically estimated for

a given event intensity through fragility curves [4, 5], the prediction of system level recovery can

prove difficult due to specific network properties, the nature of disruption, and dependencies on

other infrastructures during recovery efforts.

In defining the restoration of infrastructure functionality over time, modelling approaches typ-

ically take the form of statistical curve fitting or through simulations, such as resource con-

strained models [6, 7], Markov processes [8–10], or detailed network models [11, 12]. In modelling

the restoration process, the deterministic resource constraint approach estimates recovery times

based on empirical or assumed repair rates and available resources. Similarly, a Markov Process

approach can model the distribution of limited resources, however, the state of each system at

any time are considered to follow a random process, hence the ability to model uncertainty ex-

plicitly. Network models typically comprise high resolution supply and demand nodes connected

by links to simulate the repair and propagation of infrastructure operability allowing spatial

and temporal recovery. While such methodologies can optimise restoration scheduling priorities,

input data requirements are significant with results typically location specific and limited in

transferability to other areas without developing new models. This is where the advantage of

using statistical approaches is realised.

Such approaches derive restoration curves based on empirical data, where the specific restoration

process is not modelled directly, with earthquake shaking intensity typically used to define the

overall system outage level, ultimately producing a single recovery curve. The fitting of curves to

empirical data using an assumed functional form enables comparisons between recovery efforts

of alternate disasters [13, 14].

For discrete-event scenarios, Chang et al. [13] estimate restoration times and curves for water and

electricity networks based solely on the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake and the 1994 Northridge

Earthquake, respectively. Similarly, through calibration to the 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu Earth-

quake, Nojima and Kato [15] predict outage durations and affected populations for Japanese

earthquakes based on shaking intensity, lifeline service penetration, and population density pre-

dictors.

With more calibration data, Liu et al. [16] take a different approach and apply statistical

models to estimate electricity outages across fourteen wind based events. Nateghi et al. [17]

and Guikema et al. [18] follow a similar approach, both estimating outages as a function of

climatic, topographical, land cover, human and material resources, and population densities
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amongst others. Ultimately these approaches require a significant amount of potentially difficult

to obtain input data which can be limited in accuracy – if accessible at all. For this reason,

alternate methods utilising expert opinions in modelling restoration over time have been proposed

for specific geographies [19, 20], however, with a number of significant disasters since publication,

empirical data is of interest to this study.

While a range of approaches has been taken to predict the expected recovery from a disrup-

tive event over time, challenges are presented for practitioners in the requirement of significant

amounts of input data and the inherent methodological and computational complexities that

arise in such modelling efforts. This study seeks to contribute to the existing literature through

the provision of a scalable and spatially transferable approach to estimate restoration times

based on a specific outage level – ultimately minimising the required input data while widening

the predictive capacity. The aim of the presented approach is to provide indicative predictions

of restoration times for pre-event planning purposes through combining empirical infrastructure

recovery data from a range of geographies and types of natural disasters. As such datasets have

not been observed in the literature, conclusions drawn can shape recommendations for future

studies in the field.

The chapter begins with Section 5.2 defining the properties of restoration curves to establish

terminology used in the chapter. This is followed by the construction of dimensionless global

median restoration curves with comparisons across the disruptive event categories and the se-

lected electricity, water, gas, and telecommunications infrastructures in Section 5.3. Models for

scaling these restoration curves are developed in Section 5.4 and applied as a case study for the

Wellington Region of New Zealand with comparisons to the current literature surrounding this

major earthquake scenario in Section 5.5. The chapter concludes with a discussion surrounding

the limitations of the models and future use.

5.2 Characterising Restoration Curve Properties

The restoration of an infrastructure is typically represented by plotting the functionality of the

ith infrastructure Qi(t) over time t, following a disruptive event at t0 (Figure 1).

The term functionality can represent a wide range of variables such as; the population without

service [15], connections not receiving service [21] , or the percentage of operable nodes/links [20],

amongst others. Depending on the spatial and temporal resolution of collected data, variations

in population densities can provide a range of functionality estimates. For simplicity, this study

assumes that reported functionality parameters are sufficiently similar and hence comparable

between disasters, however, only a single one of these variables is accepted in each functionality

dataset.
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Figure 5.1: Example recovery process of a system back to pre-event functionality.

At the time of disruption t0, the resulting functionality Qi(t0 = 0) is an indication of infras-

tructure robustness (Figure 5.1), or the ability for an infrastructure to resist the impacts of

a given event, where a reduced value indicates low robustness and a high value (for the same

event) suggests little damage is evident i.e. a highly robust infrastructure. As shaded in Figure

5.1, integrating below the curve across a specific time period represents the resilience of the ith

infrastructure and provides an index appropriate for comparisons of disruptions and recovery.

For further comparisons between events, the temporal variable can be separated into four stages;

pre-event, reaction, response, and recovery phases (Figure 5.1). Although an oversimplification of

the typically dynamic and complex infrastructure rebuild process, each of these stages are usually

evident with varying lengths. Following a disruption at t0, the reaction phase is initiated and is

defined as having no positive infrastructure recovery taking place in the given time step. The

first time step showing positive restoration is denoted ts to represent the time to start recovery.

While this period may be insignificant (ts → 0), delays in the restoration of infrastructures are

often apparent. For example, following a significant earthquake event, gas distribution networks

can be automatically shut down in part or voluntarily fully shut down for risk of leaks and acting

as a propellant.

The following phase represents the response to the event, otherwise referred to as the emergency

period [22]. During such time, normal social and economic activity is still disrupted, however,

lifeline restoration is expected to commence. Figure 5.1 indicates an initial rapid restoration

across this period, such that dQi/dt is at a maximum in the initial stages of the response phase.

Such may be indicative of readily available stored inventories, resources, and planned alternative

service methods. With sufficient knowledge of the network damage, the response phase begins
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to represent a more informed and coordinated response over time allowing reinstatement of

functionality to the infrastructure through repair or additional redundancies. Over time, the

longer-term recovery phase is initiated. This period is assumed to comprise larger construction

projects, commemorative, and betterment works – often lasting years. While not necessarily

resulting in significant service losses, such works all require planning, design, and construction

stages which can often last years [23–25]. As a result, the exact point in time at which restoration

in considered complete is subject to interpretation and debate. Due to the difficulty in predicting

such an end point, this study attempts to separate this longer term recovery phase from the

immediate response to the event.

One such approach to define an end point is to consider the restoration of an infrastructure back

to a specified percentage of functionality, such as 90% [16, 26, 27]. Herein, it is assumed that

the response phase is characterised by the time taken for an arbitrary 90% repair to the original

inoperability of the ith infrastructure, denoted ti,90. This is to test the notion that restoration

behaviour may be comparable over normalised time regardless of the initial disruption – given

the event is assumed sufficiently damaging. Utilising such a statistic enables the immediate

reaction and response to be studied independently across the period t0 to ti,90. For comparison,

both infrastructure functionality and time are normalised across the range [0,1] and symbolised

as Qi,n and tn respectively. This allows recovery efforts to be directly compared regardless of

magnitude, location, infrastructure, or nature of the disruption. Fitting curves to these data

further allows direct comparisons of restoration independent of sampling intervals.

Aside from a simple linear recovery, a range of shapes are proposed in the literature to represent

restoration such as: exponential of each concavity [28, 29], trigonometric [30], gamma distribution

[15, 31], and mechanically damped curves [30], amongst others. Such functions tend to suit

those datasets where recovery is modelled back to the initial pre-disruption conditions due to

observed datasets commonly showing restoration rates slowing over time [14, 32, 33]. However,

as discussed, the proposed methodology seeks to only address the response phase meaning that

functions that asymptotically tail-off are undesired. As an alternative, Equation 5.1 has been

proposed to allow alternating concavities along the same curve, while forcing an intercept at

both maxima (1,1) and minima (0,0) for normalised functionality Qi,n and time tn:

Qi,n(tn) =
tn (1 + c)

tn
b + c

(5.1)

where b and c are coefficients estimated for each curve.
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5.3 Fitting Global Median Curves

The functionality and time for recovery of electrical (E), water (W), gas (G), and telecommuni-

cations (T) infrastructures from various disasters (Table 5.1) have been normalised to a 0–1 scale

and fitted to Equation 5.1. Parameters b and c are estimated through maximising the coefficient

of determination using a generalised reduced gradient algorithm, with the resulting fitted curves

given in Figure 5.2 for each of the studied infrastructures.

Table 5.1: Data sources used in the study for electricity (E), water (W), gas (G), and (T)
telecommunications infrastructures.

Infrastructure Reference Note

E 2012 Derecho Storm [34] West Virginia and Virginia

E, W, G 2011 Tōhoku Earthquake [35] E,W,G: Miyagi, Iwate, Fukushima, Ao-
mori, and Ibaraki prefectures. W:
Tochigi prefecture. G: Chiba and Kana-
gawa prefectures.

E, W, G, T 2011 Christchurch Earthquake [33] Mobile Telecommunications

E, W, T 2010 Maule Earthquake [32] E: Talca, Constitutión, Talcahuano,
Concepción. W: Talcahuano, Con-
cepción. T: Maule and Bio-Bio Regions
(both fixed and mobile)

E, T 2010 Darfield Earthquake [36–38] Mobile Telecommunications

E 2006 Pacific NW Storm [14]

E 2005 Hurricane Katrina [14] Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi

E, W, T 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake/Tsunami
[31, 39]

Sri Lanka

E 2004 Hurricane Charly [16]

E, W, G 2004 Mid-Niigata Earthquake [21]

E 2001 Nisqually Earthquake [5]

E, W, G, T 1995 Hyogo-Ken Nanbu (Kobe) Earth-
quake [40–46]

Various Regions

E 1994 Ice Storm [16]

E, W 1994 Northridge Earthquake [47–50]

W 1994 Sanriku Earthquake [51]

W 1994 Hokkaido Earthquake [51]

W, G 1993 Kushiro-Oki Earthquake [46, 51]

E, W, G 1978 Miyagi Earthquake [7, 46, 51–53]

The restoration of electricity, water, and telecommunications services show visually similar curve

shapes when normalised across time and damage states regardless of the disaster type. As a

result, all plotted curves contribute towards the median curves based on the median values of

three separate curve properties: the maximum slope (where dtn = 0.01), resilience, and the time

tn to reach Qi,n = 0.5. This third variable provides a third coordinate for the curve to intercept

indicating the midpoint of the repair interval, where the slope and resilience further define the

overall shape and any points of inflection. Parameters are compared in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Dimensionless restoration curves following various global natural hazard-caused
disasters for (a) electricity, (b) water, (c) gas, and (d) telecommunications infrastructure from
ts onwards. Median curves are bolded with recovery following earthquakes (solid) and other

disasters (dashed).

Table 5.2: Parameters used to define median restoration curves and associated RMSE in the
fitted curve to the objective median parameters. Values are rounded for concision.

Infrastructure N Median tn for Median Median Fitted Fitted RMSE
Qi,n(tn) = 0.5 max(dQi,n/dtn) Ri b c

Electricity 23 0.30 2.25 0.65 1.04 0.78 1.6%
Water 20 0.30 2.46 0.64 0.93 0.68 2%
Gas 12 0.52 1.36 0.49 9.63 -25.95 0.5%
Telecom. 8 0.22 2.67 0.71 1.37 0.60 0%

The telecommunications infrastructure shows the highest maximum rate of repair, the fastest

time to reach Qi,n(tn) = 0.5, and as a result, the highest level of resilience. The electricity

and water supply infrastructures provide similar properties of repair and resilience where the

gas networks provide the lowest repair rates and accompanying resilience. This appears due to

the alternating concavities of curves either side of the median gas restoration (Figure 5.2c) and
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the typical voluntary shut down of a gas network following an earthquake event (as discussed)

resulting in a lower perceived resilience. The flatter curve that arises here shows a more consistent

rate of recovery across the studied time period with the most rapid rate of restoration often

occurring towards the end of the time period. This can be typical of a branch type distribution

network structure where reinstating a single upstream node can lead to rapid restoration for a

predominantly undamaged network downstream.

The relative RMSE between the fitted median curve and required properties is observed to be

≤ 2% across the four infrastructures. This level of accuracy is assumed sufficient for further

application of the derived curves.

5.4 Scaling for Disasters

5.4.1 Water and Electricity Distribution Infrastructure

For application of the median curves in Figure 5.2, estimates of the time to restore to 90%

of the initial outage are required. Figure 5.3 presents relationships between Qi(0) and ti,90 for

electricity and water distribution infrastructures where prior normalised datasets and unsuitably

small outages are removed.
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Figure 5.3: Time to restore infrastructure functionality to 90% of the initial damage as a
function of initial inoperability for (a) electricity and (b) water infrastructures.

Figure 5.3 indicates that as expected, a larger initial inoperability generally results in a longer

recovery time. The fitted exponential curves take the form of Equations 5.2 and 5.3 for electricity

and water infrastructures respectively:

tE,90 = 0.2558e5.774(1−QE(0)) (5.2)
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tW,90 = 6.5427e2.1775(1−QW (0)) (5.3)

5.4.2 Gas Distribution Infrastructure

Difficulties arise in relating initial inoperability to restoration time for gas infrastructures due to

complete shutdown of networks such that QG(0) = QG,n(0) = 1 in the majority of studied events

— the Tōhoku event being an exception for example, where shut off is automated at selected

nodes when a given seismic intensity is exceeded [54]. As a result, other relationships between

event significance and time to repair are required. The use of the Japanese Meteorological Agency

seismic intensity scale (JMA) has been employed as an indication of local seismic intensity and

is assumed to be related to damage levels in gas infrastructure. In contrast to the moment

magnitude scale typically used to measure energy release from an event, the JMA scale is location

specific and widely reported following Japanese Earthquakes, where only one of the 12 datasets

is not from this geography (2011 Christchurch Earthquake).

Depending on actual damage levels, observed values for tG,90 can greatly vary due to the time

taken to observe network damage before restoring flow, dependencies on other networks (i.e.

water supply required for fire suppression), or inabilities to repair components due to co-location

with other damaged assets. In response, tG,90 can be split into the two intervals of Figure 5.1:

ts indicating the start of positive change in restoration such that dQG/dt > 0, and secondly the

remaining time up to 90% restoration of the initial outage denoted trepair. A curve is fitted to

the relationship between trepair and JMA seismic intensity (Figure 5.4) in the form:

trepair = 0.0006J5.6623 (5.4)

where J is the JMA scale seismic intensity.

With little correlation between ts, JMA, and initial damage QG(0), observed values of ts are

given in Figure 5.5 ranging across 1-13 days with a median time of 5 days.

An estimate of tG,90 is then obtained through the addition of trepair and a suitable value for ts

given the scenario of interest.

5.4.3 Telecommunications Infrastructure

For telecommunications networks, an increase in the fraction of inoperability beyond the initial

event is frequently observed when redundant sources of electricity are drained soon following a

disaster event [33, 60]. For this reason, the time of positive restoration is taken as the maximum
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with selected example recoveries labelled.

outage – typically observed at t0 for the water and electricity infrastructures. The relationship

between inoperability and tT,90 is plotted as Figure 5.6 and represented by the same natural

exponential relationship form as electricity and water infrastructures through:

tT,90 = 1.2035e2.9712(1−Qi(ts)) (5.5)
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5.4.4 Model Performance

Figure 5.7 compares the predicted and observed recovery times for the datasets used to derive

Equations 5.2- 5.5 with errors given in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of estimated and observed restoration time for 90% of the initial
inoperability where gas infrastructure is plotted as trepair as opposed to tG,90.

Predicted recovery times show scatter about the observed recovery times (Figure 5.7), however,

model predictions appear to underestimate the longest observed recovery from each studied

infrastructure. Therefore, for significant outages at the highest damage levels, although the
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Table 5.3: Median and absolute median errors of predictions for 90% restoration of initial
inoperabilities where values are rounded up to the nearest whole day.

Infrastructure Median Error (days) Abs. Median Error (days)
Electricity +1 4
Water +2 7
Gas +1 6
Telecommunications +3 5

derived models are provided for indication, results should be used with care. Table 5.3 indicates

that the median error for each infrastructure is positive thus implying that each of the proposed

models have a slight tendency to overestimate repair times, where the median absolute errors

range from 4-7 days.

5.4.5 Scaling Methodology

To scale the median restoration curves (Figure 5.2), estimates of the initial disruption Qi(0)

and the time to repair 90% of the initial damage are required. The median curve is scaled

horizontally across t = 0 to ti,90 (or tstart to trepair for gas infrastructures) as predicted from

Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6, in combination with the user specified Qi(0). Vertically, the assumed

initial damage Qi(0) represents the intercept (with the exception of gas infrastructure which is

delayed by tstart) with the curve scaled such that the maximum represents repair to 90% repair

of the initial damage.

5.5 Application of Model

The developed models are applied in a case study for the Wellington Region (population 393,000)

of New Zealand. This area is vulnerable to a major earthquake where a fault directly under

the capital city has an estimated 11% chance of rupture in the next 100 years [61]. Such an

event is predicted to have a shaking intensity of MM 9-10 for inner city Wellington [62]. For

such a scenario, the performance and recovery of a range of critical infrastructures have been

investigated [62–69]. The initial study of lifeline infrastructure performance in a Wellington

earthquake, previous studies [63] have predicted recovery times for the provision of 50% and full

service. More recently, predictions have been updated in a case study for the region utilising

further knowledge and advice from local providers [62, 66]. These updated estimates are used

as a comparison with the approach followed in this chapter.

Following such a scenario, it is planned that provisions of water equating to 10% of the normal

consumption volume is available [62], therefore this value has been adopted as the assumed
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initial water infrastructure functionality. A JMA seismic intensity of 6.5 has been assumed

based on the expected MMI of 9-10 of such a scenario [70]. Due to the topography of the

region, the co-location with roading assets and the comparatively large distribution network

(compared to the 2011 Christchurch Earthquake where ts was limited to 1 day due to relatively

insignificant levels of damage), the delay in time to start restoration is assumed to be 7 days

— the upper quartile of historic events (Figure 5.7). With 60% of electricity distribution assets

located underground [62], an increased vulnerability for breakages due to earthquakes exists.

For use in this application, it is assumed that 10% of the demand can be met – less than

half of the 25% functionality evident following the MW 6.3 Christchurch Earthquake. This is

considering the differences in physical topography and network topology where fewer options for

redundant supplies exist. Difficulties in estimating damage levels for the telecommunications

sector have been made apparent by those previously studing this region [66]. While this example

scenario is just an indicative demonstration, an initial operability of 25% is assumed for the

telecommunications infrastructure — correlating to approximately the median of the calibration

events. Assumed parameters are all within the derived limits of the median curves (Figure 5.2)

where the resulting modelled curves are given in Figure 5.8 up to the point of 90% restoration

to the initial inoperability.
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Figure 5.8: Modelled restoration curves for infrastructures in the Wellington scenario to 90%
restoration of the initial outage.

The time to reach 90% functionality (regardless of the original inoperability) is the most rapid for

telecommunications infrastructures at 10 days. This is followed by gas at 32 days, and electricity

and water at 45 and 46 days, respectively. These values are compared (Table 5.4) with those

of Mowll and Brunsdon [66] and the Wellington Engineering Lifelines Group [62] who provide

estimates of restoration to a defined ‘operational level’ – assumed sufficiently analogous to 90%

functionality.
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Table 5.4: Comparison of results for the time (days) to complete 90% restoration with the
range of times to achieve operational levels across Wellington suburbs/areas. All values are

rounded up to nearest full day.

Infrastructure Electricity Water Gas Teleco.
Previous Studies [62, 66] 40-95 25-75 60-80 10
Equations 5.2 - 5.5 45 46 32 10

Results show the modelled estimates are within the ranges of those reported projections for

electricity and water infrastructures, while being equal across the telecommunications restora-

tion. The prediction of 32 days for 90% restoration to the gas infrastructure lies considerably

lower than the range given by WELG [62] and Mowll and Brunsdon [66] as 60-80 days. This

is likely due to the consideration of factors such as: the large gas main crossing the fault line,

the reliance on the reopening of road corridors, an assumed significant number of leaks, and the

high possibility for water to infiltrate the system, amongst others.

Such factors may also apply to the remaining infrastructures where modelled estimates appear

to be at the lower end of the reported ranges. While appropriate for some areas within the

Wellington Region, estimates are likely to require extending for some areas depending on the

locality to the initial fault rupture, available human and material resources, and access to not

only repair locations but to metropolitan Wellington from outer suburbs and neighboring regions.

A range of further concerns specific to a Wellington scenario that may lead to prolonged recovery

are raised by WELG [62].

5.6 Discussion

The application of the developed models to the Wellington scenario have shown the methodology

followed in this chapter can be used effectively for predicting recovery times when compared to

the estimates from more detailed studies. While the aim of this chapter has been to provide

a rapid use recovery time estimation tool for use as a planning guide, the validation case has

highlighted the need for location specific knowledge to be used in conjunction with estimates as

modifications may be required. Across the calibration dataset, it is assumed that the disaster

affected areas had immediate capacity for restoration (with gas infrastructure being an excep-

tion). While mobilisation of repair is dependent on a large range of factors (human and material

resources availability, financing etc.) these need to be considered when applying the results of

the derived models. The complexities of infrastructure recovery are highlighted here with the

derived models representing a simplification of the recovery process, however, users are expected

to adjust restoration time predictions based on scenario specific disaster and location influences
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(i.e. geography, geology, spatial extent of network, policies and planning for infrastructure re-

covery in the affected area) in conjunction with any additional time delay which may be required

before mobilising repair.

Special consideration is recommended for use across countries with less developed infrastructure,

where the downtime, or time until a positive rate of repair, may be prolonged. The majority of

model calibration events (Table 5.1) comprise disasters from countries with assumed sufficiently

developed infrastructure – a result of infrastructure recovery from these disasters receiving com-

paratively greater coverage in the literature. With insufficient observed data to derive separate

models for different levels of country and infrastructure development, the Sri Lankan recovery

of water, electricity, and telecommunication networks from the 2007 Indian Ocean Tsunami are

included for completeness across a range of disaster types and locations. While comparable to

other global event recovery curves in Figure 5.2, the times for 90% recovery to initial damage

are represented as the longest recovery times in Figures 5.3 and 5.6 with some of the largest

recorded inoperabilities. Therefore, the inclusion of less developed infrastructure recovery is not

expected to affect the median recovery curves produced, however, it will affect the expected

recovery times for those more damaging events. As a result, caution is suggested when applying

the developed models in scenarios or case studies with very high levels of initial inoperability.

Similarly, low levels of damage, (≤ 40% initial inoperability) are not widely represented in the

calibration data set such that model application should be focused in the middle ranges of initial

inoperability where the majority of empirical data used in this study is positioned (Figures 5.3

- 5.6). In addition, recovery time estimates should be focused on those countries with similarly

developed infrastructures.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the possibility of predicting infrastructure recovery times based

on past natural disaster induced disruptions reported in the literature. A comparison of 63

electricity, water, gas, and telecommunications infrastructures recovery curves across 19 disasters

has enabled the first instance of standardised restoration curves being calibrated to multiple

disruptions and disaster types. These scalable curves can be utilised by practitioners to inform

typical recovery paths regardless of the cause of disruption as opposed to assuming an exponential

recovery path (or similar) as currently observed in the literature.

Relationships between the inoperability fraction of an infrastructure following a disaster and the

associated restoration times are derived for electricity, water, and telecommunications infrastruc-

tures. For gas infrastructure, a seismic shaking intensity provides a stronger correlation to the
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infrastructure repair time due to automated and forced outages typical of these networks. Me-

dian errors across the calibration dataset show recovery times are slightly overestimated across

all studied infrastructures by +1 day for electricity and gas, +2 days for water, and +3 days for

telecommunications infrastructures.

The model is applied in a case study for the Wellington Region of New Zealand, where predictions

of repair times are positively validated with existing literature. Apparent is the possibility for

minor adjustments from the user, where scenario specific network topologies, local operations,

and other factors affecting the mobilisation of repairs may slightly differ from the expected global

medians. It is accepted that such intricacies may be better represented in highly detailed models.

However, for rapid estimates this new approach is suitable in providing indicative estimates of

recovery paths and times for pre- and post-disaster planning purposes where such studies are

not practicable.

While the developed models are operative and readily useable by practitioners, further modi-

fications detailing uncertainties in model parameters are foreseen as further beneficial research

contributions in conjunction with this model.
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Chapter 6

Dimensions of wastewater system

recovery following major

disruptions

Preamble

In each of the preceding chapters, the overall functionality of an infrastructure at a given time

has been quantified according to the connectivity of the network. Question (F) raised in Section

1.4 asks whether connectivity alone is the most appropriate metric for assessing and tracking

infrastructure system recovery following major disruptions.

This chapter addresses the question in relation to the response and recovery of wastewater collec-

tion networks. In such networks, damage assessments in the immediate response to a disruptive

event can prove difficult due to being a largely buried system with delayed realisations of con-

nectivity losses due to storage capacities within gravity conveyance systems and the possibility

for overflows to land or connected/co-located stormwater networks. As a result, network con-

nectivity alone cannot sufficiently represent all aspects of system functionality so this chapter

separates wastewater network functionality into a range of distinct service categories. In doing

so, each aspect of functionality is able to be compared to pre-determined restoration targets and

user expectations to assess and track recovery performance.

The chapter is largely based on the following publications:
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Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2016). Dimensions of Wastewater System

Recovery Following Major Disruptions. Journal of Infrastructure Sys-

tems, 04016031. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)IS.1943-555X.0000327

Zorn, C. & Shamseldin, A.Y. (2016). Evaluating Wastewater System

Functionality and Recovery Performance Following Major Disruptions.

Paper presented at 6th International Conference on Building Resilience

2016, 7-9 September, Auckland, New Zealand.

6.1 Introduction

Society is dependent on the function of lifeline infrastructures for normal day-to-day activities.

Following a damage-causing event, the operation of such infrastructures are compromised, leading

to a reduced level of service. The rate or rapidity of restoration back to full service may be

subject to: the damage state, inventories of supplies, repair crew availability, dependencies on

and from other infrastructures, and redundant alternatives (amongst others). As a result, the

process of recovery is inherently complex. However, recent well documented seismic events

have provided opportunities to analyse such procedures in detail [1–5]. These studies typically

consider distribution infrastructures (electricity, water supply, gas etc.) in far greater detail

than collection infrastructures – such as wastewater and stormwater. While connectivity issues

in distribution networks are immediately apparent, for collection networks, storage, leaks, and

the buried depth of some components all contribute to difficulties in assessing the immediate

damage. Nonetheless, it is recognised that the reinstatement of wastewater service following

a major disruption is important to minimise impacts on human and environmental health [6],

avoid the relocation of residents [7], ensure business continuity [8] and support other recovery

activities. Therefore, detailed analyses of wastewater recovery are warranted.

A restoration curve is commonly used to graphically represent the progress of restoring service

of an infrastructure system over time. Reported indicators of wastewater system functionality

are typically connectivity based, such as the number of active network connections, populations

served, or pipe lengths in service [9, 10]. Although all represent recovery over time, such variables

are not necessarily synonymous and have led to suggestions of segregating infrastructure recovery

curves into specific categories of service [1, 11–13]. Recent examples include the studies of

Cimellaro et al. [14] who combine flow rates and pipe lengths in service to produce a single

expression for gas network functionality, and Davis [10] who presents a range of restoration

curves to characterise multiple dimensions of water distribution networks. With application to

the Los Angeles water distribution network recovery following the 1994 Northridge Earthquake,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)IS.1943-555X.0000327
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water delivery (connectivity) is the first indicator realised in full, while the meeting of pre-

disaster function and reliability (at a component level) is in fact not met for an additional

nine days. Although a relatively short time delay, this observation poses the question whether

connectivity alone is the most appropriate indicator of performance – especially when considering

larger disruptive events. While the discussion of service categories from water distribution has

extended to wastewater collection infrastructure [10], the application of such methodologies for

wastewater networks to an observed event is not evident in the literature.

In addition to the technical functionality in the immediate response phase, the priorities and

perceptions of recovery progress can differ across user groups [15, 16]. Although asset operators

will generally prefer to minimise the number of adversely affected users, user groups may have a

different priorities as evinced in the MW 6.3 Christchurch, New Zealand earthquake (February

22, 2011) recovery [17–19]. To further assess recovery, the acceptance of users to provided level

of service can be examined based on the premise that although an aspect of system functionality

may be provided using an alternative measure, the community may be less accepting of such

provisions for extended lengths of time. Gauging such perceptions of users proves difficult in

the Christchurch application due to the control placed on social science research following the

event [20] and the time delay for this analysis. As a compromise, wastewater recovery targets are

assumed representative of public expectations for the assessment of recovery performance. This

will allow comparison to the conclusions of an independent review of the emergency management

response who commend the wastewater recovery efforts given the damage state [21].

The rest of this chapter begins by defining service categories to quantify the various aspects

of wastewater system performance. A main contribution of this chapter is introduced where

service categories are broken down into further levels of service classifications conducive to data

collection. These are applied in a case study of the MW 6.3 Christchurch earthquake event.

Although aspects of Christchurch wastewater system recovery has been discussed in the literature

[22, 23] no system-wide recovery curves have been developed comparable to those in Chapter 4

for this event or how these curves compare to the perceived acceptability of each level of service

classification. To conclude, a discussion is provided regarding the application and future use of

this methodology.

6.2 Indicators of Wastewater System Performance

Wastewater network infrastructures can be separated into three sub-systems: collection, treat-

ment, and discharge. Wastewater is collected from a large number of connection points and

conveyed to a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) via gravity-induced flow, pressure systems,
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or a combination of both. Modern treatment plants involve multistage treatment processes be-

fore discharging to the environment and/or reusing certain byproducts in other processes or

systems. Inherently, wastewater infrastructure is both large and complex, comprising both sur-

face and buried infrastructure. While physical damage is typically most prevalent following

seismic events, disruptions due to tsunami and flooding are also observed [24–26]. Breakages

or disruptions to connectivity are typically harder to observe in wastewater systems than in

other lifeline infrastructures. While breaks in water distribution pipes are often obvious, for

wastewater networks, the depth, potential for storage in pipes, and slow leakages can delay the

recognition that network connection is not present. For this reason, network connectivity may

not be the best indicator for complete wastewater system performance.

Table 6.1 presents the proposed service categories based on the theoretical wastewater service

categories of [10]. To further build on this concept of using multiple service categories, three

distinct curves representing various levels of service are proposed to represent; normal service N ,

alternate (or restricted) service A, and no service provision X. These are defined for the more

general case and again with case study specifics for later referral.
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Table 6.1: Service categories and classifications for wastewater network recovery.

Service Category Description Service Level General Classification Case Study Specific
Collection Service A wastewater collection service is ac-

tive whether it is the usual connec-
tion, or some other redundant or al-
ternative measure.

N A connection is able to produce
wastewater in their normal ways re-
gardless of the downstream discharge
point.

Wastewater producing appliances can
be used with the downstream wastew-
ater main able to convey flow – re-
gardless of lateral connection status.

A An alternative collection method to
normal is used. External collection of
wastewater is in place through the use
of portable or chemical toilets.

X No wastewater collection service is
provided.

Volume The volume of wastewater that is pro-
duced at each connection compared
to pre-event volumes.

N Volume of wastewater that is typi-
cally produced can continue.

No restriction in producing normal
wastewater volumes whether through
a normal connection or sufficiently
sized redundant storage tanks.

A Restrictions in service compared to
normal wastewater volumes produced
– considers downstream discharge
point.

Volume is restricted due to alterna-
tive collection services or downstream
damage requiring users to restrict the
wastewater volume produced due to
overflows to the environment or re-
pairs.

X No wastewater produced is connected
to the network.

No wastewater produced is connected
to the network at any stage of con-
veyance or treatment

Treatment Quality Treatment and discharge of wastewa-
ter compared to pre-event standards.

N The usual treatment processes and ef-
ficiencies are maintained.

Pre-event removal efficiencies are
maintained at the WWTP.

A Significant stages of the treatment
process are bypassed.

Treatment plant is operational but at
a reduced capacity and/or efficiency.

X No treatment is performed; collected
wastewater is discharged directly to
the environment.

Wastewater is discharged directly to
the environment without any treat-
ment.
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The collection service category represents whether wastewater produced at each connection point

is collected or not. While normal service may be observed in this category, the overall resilience

and functioning of the infrastructure system may be considered poor when taking all other service

categories into account. As a result, this classification loosely reflects the state of the system

from the wastewater generator’s perspective.

The volume or quantity of wastewater produced is dependent on the collection service type but

regardless of WWTP operation. Although a normal collection service may be in place, a restric-

tion in volume could arise from partially blocked pipes being unable to rapidly drain wastewater

or from authorities requesting wastewater production is minimised (due to downstream repairs,

environmental effects, or otherwise). In addition, while an alternative collection service (such as

portable or chemical toilets) may collect sufficient volumes of black water (highly contaminated

water), it is expected that the usual volumes of grey water (fewer pathogens) are not produced

and conveyed to the network.

For the treatment quality category, discharging directly to the environment without treatment

implies no service, where bypassing stages of a treatment process provides a reduced level of

service. The definition of normal treatment requires the usual treatment processes and efficiencies

to be maintained. While a WWTP may be achieving 75% of the normal removal efficiencies, the

entire volume would be considered a restricted service due to the mixing of wastewater. This is

opposed to 75% receiving full service and 25% no service. Therefore, an infrastructure with a

single centralised WWTP may not see any normal service classification until the plant is fully

operational. However, as treatment quality is not dependent on the source of flow (normal piped

connections or via chemical/portable toilet collection streams), normal services can be achieved

regardless of the network damage state.

6.2.1 Overall System Functionality

To examine the overall system functionality, the level of service indicators can be aggregated

over the proposed service categories.

For the jth service category over time t, the fractions of the system receiving each level of service

are normalised by the maximum attainable level of service Q̂j,t to give fractions of normal service

nj,t, alternate service aj,t, and no service xj,t such that;

nj,t + aj,t + xj,t = 1 (6.1)

where nj,t , aj,t, and xj,t are in the range [0,1]. Under normal conditions, a service category

performing to the designed functionality (i.e. 100% function) would provide Q̂j,t = 1. Post

disruption, this maximum attainable service level may increase or decrease either temporarily
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or permanently. Commonly referred to as a service equilibrium shift (SES), change to system

boundaries due to exclusion zones, evacuated areas, or emergency cordons means that Q̂j,t can

change frequently in the recovery phase of a major disruption or disaster. While permanent

reductions in service were observed following the 1995 Kobe and 2011 Tōhoku earthquake events

[27, 28], long term infrastructure improvements resulting in a positive SES were evident in the

recovery of water supply infrastructure following the 1994 Northridge Earthquake [10].

For a set of J service categories to a maximum time τ , normal service levels N can be represented

through:

N =



n1,1 n1,2 · · · n1,τ−1 n1,τ

n2,1 n2,2 · · · n2,τ−1 n2,τ

...
...

...
...

...

nJ−1,1 nJ−1,2 · · · nJ−1,τ−1 nJ−1,τ

nJ,1 nJ,2 · · · nJ,τ−1 nJ,τ


(6.2)

where this can be reproduced for alternative A and no service X classifications with elements

ai,t and xi,t, respectively. This allows for the addition of any number of service categories (such

as if additional wastewater re-use options are in place) and/or for the combining of multiple

sub-catchments based on a weighting assumption (e.g. populations served, pipe lengths, or

otherwise). Across the wider system, levels of service can be averaged with equal weightings

over the service categories of interest such that normal system functionality QNt is given as;

QNt =
1

J

∑
j
nj,t (6.3)

where alternate QAt and no service QXt system functionalities can be calculated similarly. Equa-

tion 6.1 and the equally weighted averages in Equation 6.3 would further suggest:

QNt +QAt +QXt = 1 (6.4)

This allows comparisons of system functionality according to levels of service across different

disasters and infrastructures.

6.2.2 Quantifying Restoration Performance

To track the progress of system recovery from the user’s point of view, a restoration performance

metric is introduced to consider both the importance of the service category over time and the

level of service provided. The approval of normal service n̂j,t for the jth service categories over

time t can be represented through:
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WN =



n̂1,1 n̂1,2 · · · n̂1,τ−1 n̂1,τ

n̂2,1 n̂2,2 · · · n̂2,τ−1 n̂2,τ

...
...

...
...

...

n̂J−1,1 n̂J−1,2 · · · n̂J−1,τ−1 n̂J−1,τ

n̂J,1 n̂J,2 · · · n̂J,τ−1 n̂J,τ


(6.5)

where n̂j,t ∈ [0, 1] with the limits representing complete unacceptance and acceptance, respec-

tively. Following a single disruptive event, n̂j,t ≤ n̂j,t−1 such that acceptance is constant or

decreasing over time. While WN is expected equal to unity under normal circumstances, similar

matrices for alternative and no service provisions denoted WA and WX (with elements âj,t

and x̂j,t) are expected to differ and need to conform to 0 ≤ x̂j,t ≤ âj,t ≤ n̂j,t ≤ 1 to ensure a

preferential order of service levels.

From Equations 6.2 and 6.5, the combined system restoration performance P over time is:

P = WS · [N ·WN + A ·WA + X ·WX] + E (6.6)

where elements of P are denoted pj,t, E is a J by τ combination error term, and the importance

of jth service category over time are represented in WS with elements sj,t such that for a

given t, Σjsj,t = 1. Such interpretations are evident in the literature where a wastewater

service connection is a priority over wastewater treatment quality through the discharging of

raw wastewater to the environment without normal treatment procedures [23, 29–31]. Similarly,

others have suggested the protection of human life and property is of most concern following a

disaster [10], which could be inferred as the avoidance of spills and surface flooding is of greater

concern initially when compared to other categories. Weightings can therefore be likened to the

proportion of effort or resources that should be going into restoring and maintaining each of the

service categories. For a given t, the overall system restoration performance Pt is Σjpj,t with Pt ≤

1 for all t. While Pt provides an expression of recovery performance, assumptions and variability

in public opinion provide greater uncertainties when compared to technical functionality. As a

result, distribution of this metric should always be coupled with comment on the source and/or

derivation of weightings.
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6.3 Application

6.3.1 Wastewater Network

Prior to the Christchurch Earthquake, the Christchurch City wastewater collection network (Fig-

ure 6.1) provided service to approximately 370,000 people across 145,000 dwellings [32]. While

collection is largely via gravity systems (approx. 91% by length), the low sloping topography

towards the coast ensures all wastewater is pumped at least once through 97 pump stations on

route to the single WWTP [33, 34]. In addition, small volumes of wastewater from rural areas

and nearby districts are also fed into the WWTP [23]. With average pre-earthquake inflows

of 170,000 m3/day [35] the treatment process comprises sedimentation tanks, trickling filters,

clarifiers, aeration tanks, and a series of oxidation ponds before discharged through a 3 km ocean

outfall [36]. While designed for an intake of 7.5 m3/s, any excess flow can be bypassed directly

to the oxidation ponds which provide UV disinfection through six ponds typically over 22 days

[37, 38].
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Figure 6.1: Christchurch wastewater network before February 22, 2011

Wastewater and associated byproducts are used at various stages throughout the treatment

plant. Methane gas from digesters is reused within the plant for electricity generation, quantities

of removed solids are applied as fertilisers and soil conditioners in forested areas, and biofuel

production trials using algae are performed [36, 39–42]. Water recycling is not required at the

WWTP due to a relative abundance of high quality and therefore low cost potable water available

across the city from underlying aquifers.

An early study into the vulnerability of the wastewater network to an earthquake event outlines

the high liquefaction risk across large parts of the network including the WWTP [43]. A range

of further vulnerabilities add additional design, build, and eventually repair complexities to this

system. This includes the significant inflow and infiltration into the system which equates up

to a third of the annual flow due to half of the gravity network buried below the water table

[35, 44]. In addition, preferred pipe materials have varied over time resulting in a range of

materials with varying ductility and therefore breakage rates. In response to the likelihood of

increased infiltration and pipe damage following an earthquake event, overflows into the sepa-

rated stormwater system are considered unavoidable and likely to continue for extended periods

following a disruption [40, 43].
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6.3.2 Christchurch Earthquake

The 2010-2012 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence comprised three events of MW ≥ 6.0; September

4, 2010 (MW 7.1), February 22, 2011 (MW 6.3), and June 13, 2011 (MW 6.0) [22]. Due to the

closer proximity of the February event to the city of Christchurch, the extent of damage to the

city’s buried and surface infrastructure was the greatest with the short term recovery between

February and June events being of focus herein.

The wastewater network and WWTP suffered extensive damage due to liquefaction and lateral

spreading as widely reported throughout the literature. Due to the prior knowledge of earthquake

risk and resultant liquefaction induced failures likely in areas of the city, the performance of the

piped network was considered to be ‘poor and not satisfactory’ [44]. Observed damages were

not limited to: breakages due to co-located assets, differential settlement at manholes and pump

stations, losses of grade in gravity pipes enabling partial or complete silt blockages, groundwater

infiltration reducing the capacity to carry wastewater, and depressions of carriageways causing

(or resulting from) additional pipe failures. A large number of pump stations were damaged

as a result with mechanical and operational problems taking some out of service or requiring

complete replacement. Downstream, the WWTP suffered extensive damage to underground

pipework, structures, mechanical plant, and oxidation pond bunds. However, the ocean outfall

was undamaged.

6.3.3 Quantification of Service Categories

Table 6.1 expands on the general classifications with case study specific examples relevant to

the Christchurch recovery. Using these definitions, Figure 6.2 tracks the level of service in

daily time steps – up to the June 13 earthquake where a sudden shift in network functionality

was again observed. Due to data availability, the functionality curves presented in this case

study model urban Christchurch as a single system (excluding lateral connections) even though

infrastructure damage varied significantly across this relatively small space. The curves are

derived from overflow and restoration data collated by the wastewater asset owners/operators

during recovery. These are complemented by all relevant reports archived online by various news

media publishers and additional sources not cited elsewhere within the chapter (namely [45–47]).

Due to ambiguous statements with unclear assumptions and inconsistencies in reported figures

at equivalent times, a number of discrepancies existed with data currency relative to reporting

time and the reliability of the source aiding the production of these curves. The following

sections discuss the data and assumptions behind the derivation of Figure 6.2 in relation to

those definitions of Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: Wastewater network restoration following the February 22, 2011 Christchurch
earthquake across: (a) service; (b) volume; (c) treatment-quality service categories
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6.3.4 Collection Service

Although difficult to quantify precisely, estimates suggest 40-50% of connections were serviceable

in the initial period following the event [21, 48]. While not necessarily active in terms of connec-

tion to the WWTP, downstream storage and overflows enabled wastewater disposal and thus a

normal collection service (as defined by Table 6.1). This is regardless of residents being imme-

diately advised not to use the wastewater system [49] and instead consider emergency disposal

options until alternative service was achieved [23, 50]. Quantifying the reach of this message

again proves difficult. Therefore, normal collection is estimated according to those with normal

connections in place – as opposed to those who used their connections despite being advised

otherwise.

Figure 6.2 suggests that significant changes in service did not occur across the complete system

until after approximately two weeks. Interestingly, this delay in repair was predicted in an earlier

earthquake planning report that suggested up to two weeks would be required for basic control

of the system [43]. From this point on, the presence of collection services are seen to increase due

to the prevalence of jet cleaning, bypass pumping to the stormwater system or other branches

of the wastewater collection network, and calculated repairs resulting from CCTV inspections

and electro scanning [35]. Although pipe lengths in service were closely tracked and frequently

reported by the asset operators following this event, such figures are not directly transferable

to an active collection service due to spatial variability in connections and the provision of

redundancies or alternative service measures.

The importance of alternate systems was immediately apparent with the requirement for alter-

nate systems being realized early on in the recovery process as reflected in Figure 6.2. Initially

comprising portable toilets, distribution was coordinated by Civil Defense Emergency Man-

agement (CDEM) as opposed to the wastewater operators as wastewater was deemed under

legislation as an asset of importance [17]. Reviews of the allocation procedure however, have

suggested distribution was not directly relatable to damage severity and likely delayed due to in-

ternal disagreements [17, 21, 51]. With the arrival of ∼40,000 chemical toilet units from national

and international suppliers [23, 41, 52], alternate wastewater services continually increased while

reducing the number of connections with no service provided. Each chemical toilet is assumed to

provide an alternative collection service for a single connection; although this may not be clearly

reflected in Figure 6.2 as the combination of increases in normal collection service and SES’s

absorb some of these efforts. As normal collection services were attained, portable toilets could

be removed gradually and the requirement for chemical toilets began reducing in early May 2011

[41] as per Figure 6.2.
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6.3.5 Volume

With no wastewater reaching the WWTP in the 24 hours following the earthquake [21] and

advice to not use the wastewater system over this time [49], it is assumed that no connections

produced their normal quantities of wastewater. However, the rapid restoration of water supply

connections (see Chapter 4) ensured wastewater was still being produced in combination with

inflow and infiltration contributing to upwards of 85,000 m3/day overflowing from the system

over the following days [53]. To quantify those producing normal volumes of wastewater, an

additional constraint required the proportion of connections with normal service to be less than

or equal to the water distribution network connectivity as reported in Chapter 4.

Regardless of water delivery, those connections with portable and chemical toilet alternate service

collections are assumed to be restricted in wastewater volume production. While black water

may be produced in normal volumes, the delivery of grey water to the network is expected to

be significantly reduced with land disposal more likely. Therefore, alternative service should not

exceed the percentage of connections with restricted wastewater volumes. Furthermore, those

normal service collection connections contributing to wastewater overflows are assumed to be

restricted in volumes of wastewater produced. This is based on the presumption that wastewater

overflows are not desirable and the repeated requests to minimise wastewater production in some

areas despite normal service connections being in place.

Fluctuations in overflow volumes are evident in Figure 6.2b. Difficulties arise in quantifying the

number of connections contributing to overflows due to the spatial variability of connections,

post-event population movements, and significant infiltration into the system. As an approxi-

mation, overflow volumes can be expressed as a percentage of the normal average daily volume

of wastewater produced after taking into account base flow increases of 40-50% due to increased

infiltration from pipe breaks [36, 54]. The apparent low utilisation of chemical toilets adds com-

plication to this assumption. Although distributed to those who should be using them, only

50% uptake was estimated despite holders having knowledge of downstream damage and hence

a requirement to use the alternate collection service provided [23]. It is expected that many

connections had assumed a full normal service is present should wastewater drain away from

their property — possibly a result of intermittent updates. On the other hand, there are in-

stances where catchments are told they have a normal collection service despite wastewater being

discharged directly to the environment just downstream [52].

From Figure 6.2, normal volume production is seen to slightly lag behind the resumption of a

normal collection service. This can be attributed to the wastewater volume service level being

influenced by overflow volumes and that residents may have required their lateral connections

to be fixed before a true normal collection service is realised.
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6.3.6 Treatment Quality

Following the earthquake, flow was immediately diverted around the plant to the oxidation

ponds such that no wastewater arrived at the WWTP in the first 24 hours [21, 23]. While flow

was brought back into the WWTP when practicable, the WWTP was unable to perform any

more than partial primary treatment across the study interval [55]. This is depicted in Figure

6.2 through the representation of alternate (or partial) service and the absence of any full or

normal service provision. While the Christchurch system comprises a single WWTP, if multiple

WWTP’s or alternative/temporary treatment systems were in place, then the normal service

curve could be quantified.

Although not operating at full efficiency alternative/partial service includes the treatment pro-

vided by oxidation ponds under the assumption that any treatment, regardless of effectiveness,

is preferential to a direct discharge to the environment. While the rest of the WWTP oper-

ated at varying levels of treatment efficiency and capacity, normal service is only achieved if full

treatment is carried out. Due to mixing, wastewater is not separated into treated and untreated

volumes, and instead all is considered to be partially treated.

Those alternative service connections (chemical toilets, portable toilets, or storage tank systems)

are assumed to receive the same treatment as piped wastewater due to the collection trucks dis-

charge at the WWTP inlet. Although collections are periodic, treatment is represented instan-

taneously in Figure 6.2 due to the 24 hour time steps and difficulties in representing collection

frequencies that vary both spatially and by type of alternative service in place.

6.3.7 Defining Acceptability

To quantify the weighting matrices (WN, WA, and WX), recovery targets are used to assess

restoration performance under the assumption that these are representative of the general public

view. For each service category, normal service is assumed to be expected from all connections

(i.e. n̂j,t = 1). This ensures that recovery is relative to an earlier pre-Christchurch Earthquake

user survey which noted 88% satisfaction in safety, convenience, and collection efficiency [56]. The

remaining WA and WX are populated based on pre-event target recovery times for Christchurch

City wastewater recovery as discussed below and presented in Figure 6.3.

The provision of service to standard connections (i.e. residential) is expected within two to eight

weeks [12]. Figure 6.3 assumes the midpoint (five weeks) is where all available connections in

place expected to have some form of connectivity whether normal or alternate by this time. At

12 weeks (17 May), 50% connectivity is targeted [43] with this being extrapolated across the

remaining time period due to the expectation of full recovery after two years [12, 43].
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Figure 6.3: Assumed weightings for alternative WA and no service WX provision across
relevant categories. The acceptance of no service provision is analogous to no wastewater

volumes being collected i.e. Service (X) = Volume (X).

For wastewater volumes, the acceptance of no service provision is analogous to no wastewater

volumes being collected (Service (X) = Volume (X) in Figure 6.3). However, as a restriction on

wastewater volume production can occur with both normal and alternate connection types, the

acceptance of alternate wastewater connections is assumed greater than or equal to restrictions

on volumes. In addition, it can be assumed that reduced volumes are expected when alternate

connections in place. Over time, as alternate services are no longer deemed acceptable, overflow

target volumes can be subtracted from this value to provide the estimate of suitable volume

conveyance. This is based on the premise that those with normal connections to the network

will not necessarily accept their wastewater flowing to the environment [52]. The target overflows

modelled here equate to 80% of wastewater piped to the WWTP after two weeks, 90% after four

weeks, 99% after three months, and full compliance between six and twelve months [57]. The

acceptability of no treatment is similarly relatable to the decreasing target overflow volumes with

an expectation that overflows will occur at the time of the event with no acceptance after six

months. For reduced treatment, a linear reduction is assumed between full acceptance of this

service at the time of the event until twelve months where full compliance is targeted.
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6.4 Results

6.4.1 System Functionality

Overall system functionalities in terms of each level of service are defined in Figure 6.4. For

comparison with a typical measure of connectivity, the normal collection service (Figure 6.2a) is

also plotted.
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Figure 6.4: System-wide functionality as curves and stacked areas, in comparison with the
normal collection service classification

Alternative services are seen to lead the restoration of full service provision across the early

stages of recovery by approximately 1-2 weeks. As a system, this implies focus was placed

on recovering to an alternate or reduced level of service before full recovery. The provision of

alternate services across the system is responsible for the initial decrease in no system service

over this time. From approximately March 8, the recoveries of both full and alternate services

contribute to the sharp decline in the proportion of the system not functioning. This combined

effect is further demonstrated across the stacked areas of Figure 6.4. The upwards trend of normal

service across the system at this stage implies recovery is increasingly effective, indicative of an

appreciation of damage state across the network leading to a range of restoration strategies being

put into place. This could be likened to the end of a reactionary phase or emergency period.

In comparison, other lifeline infrastructures following the Christchurch event had near fully

connectivity over a similar timeframe with maximum rates of change all occurring in the first four

days following the disaster (see Chapter 4), compared to around 2-3 weeks for normal wastewater

system functionality. This delay in restoring normal service across the wider wastewater network

is indicative of the difficulties associated in assessing damage and scheduling repairs for such

collection infrastructures.
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From late March to early May there is little change in recovery – consistent with the observa-

tions from the separated curves (Figure 6.2). The rise in normal system functionality after this

period represents the removal of alternate collection methods in exchange for normal wastewater

collection. As a result, the associated increases in wastewater volumes produced from these nor-

mal connections over alternate systems ensure abrupt changes in the wastewater volume service

curves and hence also contribute to the overall system functionality.

The continued representation of no service across the system is a result of ongoing overflows

affecting the wastewater treatment category functionality (Figure 6.2). While collection types

and volume conveyance categories show increases in alternate or normal levels of service, the lack

of treatment for those direct discharges to the environment before reaching the WWTP cause

fluctuations in the no service system functionality curve.

Similarities are apparent between the normal system functionality and the normal collection

service curves in Figure 6.4. The general curve shapes appear to be loose translations of each

other implying that the normal collection service is more prevalent than similar volume and

treatment classifications. If a normal collection service is assumed synonymous to a network

connectivity metric as presented elsewhere in the literature, it is evident that connectivity alone

leads to a significant overestimate of the wider system functionality. Over the study time period,

the median discrepancy is approximately 32% difference between the two representations of

functionality. This observation is similar to that of Davis [10] where the delivery of water is

realised in advance of other service categories and overestimating the state of the wider system

if considered in isolation.

6.4.2 Recovery Performance

Figure 6.4 presents the resulting restoration performance curve modelled using the weightings of

Figure 6.3. Due to the assumption that users will expect a reduced level of service immediately

following a major disruption, the restoration performance curve does not exhibit a sudden re-

duction over the first 2-3 time steps (days) when compared to the fraction of the system showing

no service. Although restoration performance continues with a negative slope over the first two

weeks to a minimum (∼78%), the rate of change slows due to the ongoing provisions of alter-

native measures and the regaining of normal service across the wider system. The decrease in

restoration performance in the early recovery period can be attributed to the significant damage

at the single centralised WWTP [23], however, additional issues have been raised regarding the

apparent inconsistent distribution and delay in the provision of portable and chemical toilets as

an alternative waste collection method [17, 21, 51].

With further increases in normal and alternate service across the system, restoration performance

increases to a maximum (∼92%) after approximately 5 weeks (1 April). Beyond this, the little
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change in system functionality leads to a steady decline in restoration performance due to the

decreasing perceived acceptability of temporary alternatives still being in place. While progress

in restoration performance begins with increases in normal system functionality, the 13 June

aftershock event provides a reset of weightings. While in reality the expectation in service levels

following an aftershock so close to the event may not be equivalent to the initial expectations,

determining the effects of ongoing earthquakes on lifeline service acceptance is beyond the scope

of this thesis.

6.5 Future Application and Development

Breaking down functionality into levels of service within a number of categories allows a more

in-depth understanding of complex recovery processes. While Table 6.1 provides general defi-

nitions, case study specific definitions may require adaptation for individual applications. This

also includes the possibility for introducing additional categories to represent the reuse or inte-

gration of wastewater outputs into other processes. Such examples could include algae growth

for biofuels, electricity generation using harvested gas, fertilisers from bio-solids, and the recy-

cling of water for potable or non-potable use. As these are highly dependent on other service

categories and/or the functioning of a WWTP, each process likely requires a separate service

category. Again, process specific definitions for normal, alternative, and no service need to be

detailed on a case by case basis.

Of further benefit would be the recognition of possible spatial variability in damage and quan-

tifying levels of service across pre-determined sub-catchments. While sub-catchments of the

collection system were defined early on in Christchurch earthquake response, the reliance on

documented data for a post-event analysis in this case study meant that studying the system

as a whole was the appropriate approach. For future disruptive events, collecting data during

the recovery phase according to these categories across sub-catchments or zones removes this

reliance on data that is otherwise perishable if not published with time and date attributes.

The development of service categories and level of service indicators for additional critical infras-

tructures can lead to further insight into recovery processes. For example, the connectivity of

the water supply system could be related to the volume of wastewater that is produced, or the

dependence of pump stations on electricity to maintain the normal conveyance of wastewater to a

WWTP. As a result, the comparisons across infrastructure service categories at a sub-catchment

level can quantify specific interdependencies as opposed to the system level approaches as dis-

cussed in Chapter 4.

The recovery curves produced from this methodology can also be used for future recovery plan-

ning scenarios. Slight adjustments to the initial conditions or selected time steps throughout
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the recovery period will identify the relative contribution that redundancies, changes to system

attributes (topology, materials etc.) or restoration planning strategies can achieve in improving

overall system resilience. Such investigations are being carried out for the observed Christchurch

event in conjunction with the restoration performance compared to pre-determined restoration

targets.

While the presented framework for determining technical functionality is effective for the imme-

diate response to disruptions, further consideration is required in quantifying weightings. This

is in terms of both sub-catchment recovery priorities (i.e. a focus on minimising overflows) and

the scalability of weightings across different disruptions. Although representative sub-catchment

priorities are difficult to quantify, scalable weightings can be achieved if recovery targets are

based on the time to restore to a certain percentage of initial damage, as recognised in Chapter

5 where dimensionless recovery curves are presented for various infrastructures for 90% system

recovery of the initial damage.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter has defined a range of service categories and distinct levels of service to track

wastewater system recovery following major disruptive events. While definitions are generalised,

slight adjustments with event specifics will allow more widespread used across a range of locations

and possible disasters.

The post-event application to the February 22, 2011 Christchurch Earthquake has demonstrated

the effectiveness of using this methodology in detailing how different aspects of the system affect

overall functionality. Comparing system wide functionality with a simple connectivity metric

suggests that when reported in isolation connectivity alone significantly overestimates the actual

state of the wider system.

Pre-determined recovery targets are shown to provide an effective indication of how recovery is

progressing. In application to the Christchurch Earthquake, this quantitative approach suggests a

minimum recovery performance of ∼78%. Given extent of system damage, recovery is considered

largely effective – in line with the views of the independent report from McLean et al. [21] into

the emergency response.

It is envisaged that these curves can now be applied in recovery scenario analyses to quantify

the relative contribution of different responses in recovery, redundancy measures, and changes to

network attributes and configurations. Applying this methodology to other disaster events and

lifeline infrastructures will further contribute to understanding the complexities of post-disaster

infrastructure recovery.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

This chapter revisits the objectives set out in the introductory chapter (Section 1.4) and sum-

marises the developments and contributions towards addressing each of these challenges. To

avoid significant repetition from each of the separate chapter conclusions, the impacts of the

research for practitioners are largely highlighted along with the identification of areas for further

research and development.

7.1 Critical Infrastructure Interdependencies

(A) How can we quantify and compare the spatial variability of infrastructure disruption risk

using a nationally consistent approach across interdependent systems?

Methodologies for quantifying infrastructure disruptions to allow spatial variations in infrastruc-

ture disruption risk have been provided in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 provides a demonstration

across connected electricity-transportation sectors and is further developed in Chapter 3 with

application to ten interdependent national networks across a range of infrastructure sectors.

Across both examples, quantifying the consequences of disruption using a user disruption metric

has allowed for the straightforward summation and comparisons of impacts across a wide variety

of critical infrastructure systems. In those instances where infrastructure providers are unable to

disclose information, approximations using various spatial analyses have proven effective. The

largely closed infrastructure systems across New Zealand with little physical connectivity to in-

ternational networks further ensured use of national or regional level statistics are appropriate

in approximating specific user demands on infrastructure assets where required without further

consideration for any international service flows.
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Across Chapters 2 and 3, disruptions are considered across a daily time period with significant

assumptions regarding network edge capacities and rerouting flows for connectivity. With the

collation of further geospatial data, service demand figures, or as detailed sector specific models

become available, more realistic representations of service flows can be produced at finer temporal

resolutions. In doing so, additional reliability and level of service based metrics should be targeted

– Chapter 6 providing such an example.

The geodatabase and supporting service demand data collated for use in Chapters 2 and 3

have set up a suitable framework for this to be achieved with sector models being able to be

interchanged or updated with the provisions of additional data where available making national

interdependent network studies for New Zealand now much more accessible. To achieve this

significant collaboration is required however with infrastructure asset owners, operators, and

network process experts.

With additional data, the analyses of smaller footprint spatially localised hazards can be used

to further pinpoint the most vulnerable assets for maintaining normal interdependent network

connectivity. This will also allow the representation of geographic dependencies due to co-located

assets in greater detail such as where a bridge structure hosts multiple infrastructures. At present,

these are largely lost in the hex-bin and KDE approaches given the 5 km edges applied in the

example applications of spatially localised hazards (Chapters 2 and 3) or specific asset targeting

addressing functional dependence (Chapter 3).

For visualising the spatial variability of disruptions, Chapters 2 and 3 have provided examples of

utilising square (Figure 2.3) and hexagonal (Figure 3.9) grids. While the effect of cell size, cell

shape, and kernel parameter selection on highlighting major disruption areas are acknowledged,

the biases introduced through such parameter selections need to be clear when communicating

results. This is especially the case when viewing at unintended resolutions where the biases

resulting from bandwidth selection (for example) become apparent.

Using the framework developed herein, the impacts of specific natural or intentional hazard

events on national interdependent systems can be studied to build on the comparatively high

consequence – low probability scenarios focused on in Chapters 2 and 3. While simulating asset

exposures to specific natural hazards is an obvious progression given the New Zealand hazard-

scape, the wider models are suited to the testing of future additional redundancies or new service

nodes – such as new centralised or distributed electricity generation. Similarly, future infras-

tructure scenarios should be developed at different temporal scales to allow the modelling of

recovery and at spatial scales experiencing major changes. One example being the ongoing tran-

sition from petroleum to electric energy sources for various passenger transportation networks,

which have the ability to significantly affect local scale dependencies and new found potential

failure pathways for those related infrastructures. Similarly, on-site electricity generation, water
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reuse, and the increasing demands placed on mobile telecommunications connectivity are areas

worth investigating further.

(B) How can we incorporate existing qualitative knowledge of interdependent infrastructure

relationships under disruption with network simulation approaches?

Chapter 2 compared existing system level dependency relationships derived by local experts for

use in economic models [1] with those developed through network simulation. With application

to transportation and electricity sectors, some basic curve attributes were visually comparable

such as changes in curve concavities. To provide a more robust quantification of dependence,

the simulated curve trajectories were combined with the expert defined curve limits representing

the redundancies and robustness of the networks to disruptions in electricity supply. With

redundancies somewhat overlooked in the network modelling approaches (Chapter 2 and 3) due

to difficulties in accurately representing reality for each individual studied asset, this combination

proved to be effective while providing validation of each methodology as shown in Figure 2.6

where the expert-derived relationships are largely contained within the simulated range.

Similar approaches can be applied and tested between other infrastructure networks utilising

the Chapter 3 data set for defining system level dependencies between alternate infrastructure

networks.

(C) Are regional vulnerability studies of single or interdependent infrastructure networks based

on operational or administrative boundaries effective in capturing disruptive risk?

Chapter 3 studied the effect of interdependencies between infrastructures when assessing user

disruptions. Through the simulation of spatially localised hazards, the average direct disruptions

when infrastructures are modelled as single isolated networks only account for 54% of the total

potential user disruptions. The remaining 46% of disruptions are a result of network dependen-

cies, largely through losses in electricity supply and road network access. This highlights the

importance in considering interdependencies when assessing potential infrastructure disruptions

such that interdependent-systems thinking is required when prioritising investments in resilience

building measures across networks. Increasing the robustness and/or redundancies across one

network for example, may be largely ineffective if significant upstream reliances are not consid-

ered or have the same levels of resilience in place. A water distribution network for example

may build additional water source and treatment facilities to service a network, however, if all

are still reliant on a single electricity substation (as is the case in many regional centres) then

the potential for indirect disruptions are still unchanged. This additionally has a flow on effect

to infrastructures dependent on water supply where there may be an increase in connectivity to
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water sources, but still highly vulnerable to indirect disruptions due to a lack of redundancies in

electricity supply.

In addition to the importance of considering dependencies between networks, Chapter 3 similarly

highlights the importance of the spatial extent of disruptions and the need to consider inter-

regional effects of infrastructure network connectivity. A number of regions are identified as

having significant reliances on infrastructure services beyond their administrative boundaries

(Figure 3.9). Such vulnerabilities are at risk to being overlooked if critical infrastructure and

lifeline studies continue to be performed addressed at the city or regional scales. As above,

investments in single networks may again be ineffective in providing ongoing network connectivity

between regions should those connecting edges be insufficiently robust. While target levels of

reliability would vary with remoteness from major urbanisation (for example), the impacts on

the wider national networks due to indirect disruptions via dependencies should be considered

in addition to the expected frequency of natural hazards and component fragilities as required

in design.

7.2 Recovery of Infrastructure Networks

(D) How can we quantify directioned dependencies using infrastructure restoration data and

do they represent what is observed in network modelling applications?

Chapter 4 proposes a new dependency index to give importance to the direction of dependencies

between coupled infrastructures using restoration data. Further testing using finer time scales

would be beneficial in assessing the ability of such methodologies to quantify the dependencies

and the potential effects on building redundancies into networks.

General comparisons can be made between the magnitudes of dependence between the Chapter 4

case study application (February 22, 2011, Christchurch Earthquake) and those simulated across

national interdependent networks in Chapter 3. In both cases, water supply infrastructures were

observed to have a reliance on electricity. The Christchurch event showed strong correlation with

electricity network recovery slightly leading the restoration of water supply. This is in line with

the expectations of Chapter 3, where 49% of disruptions to water supply systems were indirectly

attributable to losses in electricity connectivity. A further observation of note is made in Chapter

5 where the global median recovery curve trajectories of water and electricity distribution systems

are similar. As well as being comparable due to the structure of distribution networks (where

rapid recovery follows the reinstatement of service nodes), the reliance on electricity supply

ensures significant recovery occurs within the same time period as suggested in Table 4.3.

Similar to above, electricity supply recovery was shown to lead telecommunications recovery in

the Christchurch Earthquake recovery. The strength of dependence between these networks was
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minor in this case however, given the redundant power sources held (or rapidly installed) at

many transmitter sites. In comparison, such redundancies are largely overlooked in the Chapter

3 simulations where a significant dependence on electricity for normal telecommunications system

operability is shown. As a result, there is an opportunity to better the telecommunications sector

model presented in Chapter 3 through the inclusion of site specific power supply redundancies

before the model is used in recovery scenario applications.

(E) Using previous large scale disruption events, can recovery trajectories and times be esti-

mated without requiring complex models?

Chapter 5 addresses this question through the statistical analysis of 63 distinct infrastructure

network recoveries following a wide range of major natural disasters across the literature. Simi-

larities between curves were evident when normalised by the initial damage states and time taken

to restore 90% of this damage. The resulting models were validated against the more detailed

estimates of [2, 3].

Since the publication of Chapter 5 by Zorn and Shamseldin [4], the recent Kaikoura (New

Zealand) Earthquake of November 16, 2016, has provided further opportunities for validation

and offer additional insights into the suitability of the models. Yang et al. [5] and Giovinazzi

et al. [6] have recently presented preliminary overviews of damage reconnaissance and recovery

for an electricity distribution network and the telecommunications sectors, respectively. For

the MainPower electricity distribution network, translating the observed damage states into

disruptions across the Chapter 3 sector model and additional household occupancy statistics [7],

a predicted recovery time (tE,90) of 35 hours is calculated compared to the observed ∼22 hours

for the same level of functionality. While only 13-14 hours different (overnight in this instance),

in relative terms this represents a significantly faster recovery than expected. Yang et al. [5]

attribute the rapidity of repair to the minimal distribution zone substation damages given the

ongoing earthquake strengthening measures put in place since the 1990s.

In a similar high-level approximation using the telecommunications coverage model of Chapter

3, the recovery time tT,90 was predicted to take approximately three days compared to the 4.5

days observed for 90% basic functionality for mobile phone use in the Kaikoura Township. Given

the major access issues to the Kaikoura township following the earthquake due to road network

damages, this discrepancy from the predicted time seems reasonable as none of the calibration

disasters used for this model were similarly isolated.

As additional damage and recovery data are released for this event across infrastructures, the

predictive capacity of the models can be tested further. In addition to the recommendations
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to users in Chapter 5, this validation scenario has highlighted the possible delays in reinstat-

ing network connectivity due to isolation, dependencies on electricity [6], and the benefits of

introducing earthquake strengthening measures across network components [5].

It is envisaged that these or similar statistical approaches to predicting ‘ball-park’ recovery time-

lines and trajectories will continue to be developed as this research has proven the accessibility

of such methodologies compared to highly complex, data heavy, and potentially time consuming

approaches present across the literature for predicting recovery trajectories.

(F) What kinds of metrics should we be focusing on during recovery to quantify infrastruc-

ture system recoveries beyond simply connectivity to gauge infrastructure recovery perfor-

mance?

In each of the preceding chapters, while the variety of metrics which can be used to quantify

system functionality were acknowledged, connectivity based metrics were adopted in each case

for reasons of data availability and standardisation across networks. Chapter 6 addressed the

suitability of solely using such connectivity based metrics in a case study of the Christchurch

wastewater collection network following the Christchurch Earthquake. The reporting of network

connectivity alone was shown to significantly overestimate the actual state of the wider system

if volume collected and treatment quality levels of service were also considered in addition to the

connectivity of users to a collection network. Each of the connectivity, volume, and treatment

quality categories were separated further into the fraction of service which could be considered

normal, restricted, and absent. In doing so, recovery curve trajectory was compared to pre-

determined functionality targets with approximately 78% agreement. Considering the magnitude

and epicentre circumstances of the event, this recovery performance was commendable and in

line with the positive observations of wastewater network recovery made in the independent

review of the emergency response [8].

As this was the first application of defining wastewater system network functionality using em-

pirical data, further investigations should continue to adopt such methodologies as categories are

relatively easily quantified at a sub-catchment level. Aggregating to the three levels of service

(normal, alternative/restricted, no service) also provides easily accessible outputs for decision

makers and/or the public without needing to release excessive and potentially misleading data.

The weightings of each category should be clearly defined however and are likely to vary with

location.

For future planning, adopting such aggregations of functionality metrics in the simulation of

recovery scenarios can also identify the relative contribution that redundancies, changes to system

attributes (topology, materials etc.), or restoration planning strategies can achieve in improving

overall system resilience.
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